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INTERNATIONAL DEVELOPMENT INTERNATIONAL BANK FOR INTERNATIONAL FINANCE

ASSOCIATION RECONSTRUCTION AND DEVELOPMENT CORPORATION

OFFICE MEMORANDUM
TO: Files DATE: December 29, 1970

FROM: Suzanne Henneman l

SUBJECT: Guidelines for Prenaration of athematical Equations and Labeling Fures

1. The following notes have been prepared as a guide to any authors and

secretaries who might find them of use. The notes are based on comments from

staff members of the Sector and Projects Studies Division of the Economics

Department, and from Mrs. Betty Easter, on my earlier draft of these notes

(August 20, 1970).

2. My hope is that these guidelines may fill a gap in the information

now available to secretaries and authors. From the secretary's point of view,

no information on equations and figures is currently included in the Bank

secretary's handbook; information included in other guides such as the

University of Chicago' s Manual of Style does not deal with the limitations

of the office tyoewriter, nor with the particular demands of economics. From

the author's point of view, there is seemingly no one set of "accepted"

notation to refer to: the American Economic Review editor has written

me that "the ieview uses no guidelines on the presentation of equations.'

3. While it would be unnecessary and futile to present these guidelines as

a universal standard, it is still useful, I believe, to make them available, as

they contain whatever experience in the matter I can offer after some two years

as a diviion editor of Bank research papers.

SHenneman: jln

Attachment: Guidelines for Preparation of Iatheaatical
Equations and Labelin Finures

cc: Mr. S. Reutlinger
Mr. A. Stevenson
Miss G. IMacKenzie



GUIDELIi4ES FOR PREPARATION OF MATHEIIATICAL EQUAT[ONS Aj LABELING FIGURES

1. Precisely typed equations, symbols and figure labels may be

more easily produced by a publishing company with elaborate equipment,
but most equations used by Bank economists can be adequately typed on
a normal typewriter, if author and secretary will follow a few simple

rules.

2. The key word is teamwork. An author should be willing to
write his equations and draw his figures even more clearly and carefully
than he writes his text, bearing in mind that mathematical notation
will always be less familiar to both secretary and reader than will
written language, and that a line or page of equations is much more
difficult and time-consuming to type than the same amount of text,
even when the draft is clear. Likewise, a secretary should be willing
to give equations and figures extra attention, and to return an author's
draft with her questions if the positions of the elements are not

clearly indicated.

3. Both author and secretary should remember that the parts of
an equation are much more crucial than the letters of a word, and there-

fore that greater care is required with equations than with text. With
a word, a typo or mistake is often easily corrected in the reader's or

secretary's mind by looking at the letters around it and at the context.
But in an equation, a mistake is not easily identified by anyone other

than the author and always changes the meaning of the equation. Even
more than with the text, the author must rely on his secretary to pro-
duce an exactly accurate picture of what he has written, and the secre-
tary must rely on the author to provide an accurate, readable draft.

MATHEMATICAL EQUATIONS

Powers, Superscripts and Subscripts

h. Superscripts and subscripts are added to a letter or symbol
to identify it more precisely. A power indicates a mathematical opera-
tion. Superscripts and powers belong no more than half a line above .
the line in which the letter is typed. Superscripts and powers should
be typed in the space following the symbol; if there is both a super-
script and a power, the superscript comes first. The subscript belongs
in the same space as the superscript (directly below) but half a line

below the letter line. Care should be taken that letters with sub-
and superscripts in text material ( So ) do not extend so far below
or above the letter line that they interfere with neighboring lines.

5. One space should be left between symbol groups (letters with
their accompanying sub- and superscripts, powers, etc.) when no mathe-
matical sign separates them. One space should be left on either side
of a mathematical sign ( = + - , ).

Examples Correct Too crowded Too open

superscript: a' , a0  a' , a ' , a
2

power: a2  a ,a 2

subscript: a a , a
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Correot Too crowded Too open

superscript and power: a'2  at2 , a ' , a2
a o

superscript and a0  , a
subscript: m m

2 2 2subscript and power: am a , a2

m m

all three signs: a'2  2 '2 )2 12

Equations

6. Equal and inequality signs ( =, / , should line up in
a vertical line on the page. This applies to equations both in the
text and in footnotes. EXCEPTION: When equations on the same page
are of very different lengths, it may look better to center the whole
equation rather than the equal sign (see Examples A and B on pp.5-6 ).

7. The equal or inequality and the minus and plus signs, and
also the lines of fractions, should line up exactly on a horizontal line.
Unfortunately, there is no way to achieve this on a regular typewriter
without moving the carriage up and down and from side to side by hand.
The underline and period keys on a regular typewriter are set too low
to line up properly with the equal and plus signs if they are typed
without moving the carriage:

x = A . C + E - F
B D

The carriage must be moved up by about half a line to line up the

fraction line with the equal, plus and minus signs (a quarter line

for the period), and the upper and lower parts of the fraction must

be positioned by hand also so that they are about the same distance

from the fraction line.

x A CX = ---- + E - F
B D

8. One way of handling the alignment problem is to type what be-

longs on tle base line, then reset the carriage to the line which will

hold all upper parts of fractions and type all those, and finally set
and type the lower parts of the fractions. In the example just given,

only one resetting is necessary because upper and lower fraction parts

fan exactly one line apart.

On first base line, type: On second base line, type:

x= + E - F A = + E -F --F B D

If the upper and lower parts of the fractions had sub- or superscripts,
they would fall more than a line apart and would have to be typed on
separately set base lines.
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9. There should be one full line between the text and the nearest
part of an equation and between the highest part of an equation and the
equation above it.

10. In the example below, also notice that fraction lines are just
one space longer on each end than the longest part of the fraction; that
the numerators and denominators (upper and lower fraction parts) are
centered with respect to the fraction line, and that one space is left
between symbol groups ( E(DA); PO; KA; @; T ), between signs ( = -
and between symbols and signs.

Example

If E(T) is the elasticity of the transport demand curve, E(DA) and
E(SA) are the elasticities of demand and supply for the commodity in
region A; if we call D0 and S0 the initial demand and supply volumes
in A, and if we define

KA = Do E(DA) + So E(SA)

and KB analogously, then

E(T) = - T -
To 9

Q() K KB K

To P0 K + P0 K
B A A B

11. If you should have occasion to insert by hand signs not made
by the typewriter, such as Greek letters or absolute value signs (jai),
they should line up with- the typed letters. If possible, borrow a
stencil and special pen for drawing Greek letters and inequality signs.

12. Two frequent problem-makers are the summation sign: and the

integral sign: Regarding the former, the author should indicate clearly
whether the terms following the sign are simple enough to use the smaller:

6
2 I + (FRS - FRS )
m=1 mt t+l t

or complex enough to warrant the larger version, which is three lines,
rather than one line, high.

-J I

____n Vjkn ~ <
ij VTjn nk

j=l i=1L

Regarding the integral sign, the upper limit (T in this case) is two
set lines above the equation base line and the lower limit (-0>) is
on the line below the equation base line.

T

C(x) = C 1
1 (T - z) N(z; x + t, CT) dz

-00



Figures

13. Check with the author before undertaking to draw figures.
The author may prefer to draw them himself. Figures should be drawn
with a fine-tipped ballpoint penafirm, sharp pencil, or a rapido-
graph pen. Use the corner of an index ca.rd or some other square-
cornered object to make sure the vertical and horizontal lines in
the figure lie parallel to the edges of the paper. Use a ruler to
space evenly any lines used to shade an area and to check that they
are reasonably parallel.

13. Labels are typed after the figure is drawn. A label can
refer to a point, a line, a part of a line, the point where two lines
cross or where lines meet, or an area. As with equations, return the
author his figure with queries if it is not clear where the labels
should go. Each label should be typed as close to whatever it refers
to as is possible without interrupting a drawn line.

14. The figure below illustrates most characteristics of a neatly
and carefully drawn figure. It is centered on the page and is not
crowded into its title or into the text. Because of the great number
of lines, the labeled lines were drawn darker than the shading lines
and the shading lines were spaced relatively widely so that the
labeled lines are clearly visible. All the letter labels are typed
as close to the points they label as possible, and the labels referring
to portions of lines are typed next to brackets indicating the end points
of the desired portion. None of the lines hangs over the lines they
are drawn to meet nor are there gaps where lines do not quite meet.

Figure 8: Measuring Benefits: Price Greater than Marginal Cost

Price gD
and S
cost

B b OD, St

F

A

GM D

E

T T ' T Volume of

T transport



;amnlelA takl'rn from "Gcnsu>iptiun Taxes and Corapensat ory Finance,"
The lconomic Journal, Larch 19)67 (.i. T. Peacock nd J. killiamson).
Note: 2(quaLion signs Le lined up vertically is fuaielines recrmiirdd.

42 THE ECONOMIC JOURNAL , II N.

An obvious step beyond this is to seek to derive a formula for te the p riceinflation that would be caused by using indirect rather than direct 0 .are J1Fed to h:
achieve price stiability. Intu i tively, one might expect to find a nu may measuc
type formula such as AP = (AP),/(1 .- A), where A is theI (proportI
excess inflation and (AP), is the (proportionate) impact effect of the inc'indirect taxes on the price level. It turns out, however, to be a greaJmore complicated than this.

Assume that inflation is proceeding at the positive equilibriumn
and that in period n = - I the Government decides to increase taxes ijto raise unemployment to the level U*. It is necessary to restrict anal-
the case where dJ/dP = 0, since otherwise there would be a need f2 1reductions after the initial increase in order to hold unemployment at
level U*. Assume for convenience that 1i is zero prior to period n -By assumption, one has Pc-2 = (1 + r)P%3 , and alsof(U) =f(U*from period n =- onwards, so that equation (I1) yields

W -I [(1 - A + s) + A(l + r)]W. 2 = (1+ s + Ar) W_ t

Equation (13) therefore gives
Pc2 = @ UV 2(1 + s) 2  

-PC2 PW-2- tj .-
and P PT'v _(1 -- s) _(l + s) (1 + s + Ar) htand ~ PC- 1 -- ---- ic-us that ME tf

.- -. .t condition for E
Substituting in (11) gives g One finds t

Sis ambiguokls-.(I . (1 + s) (1 +-s + Ar)W T ia boolra.
+S) + Ailt (in trso-1(1 - t ) 3!-%(F + )2 o-

(15 20-s i S) 2 tihan d irect tax
A(I + s + Ar) s. the necessary ta

(1 -ti) (1 + s) 're rapid is the 'in

tp Iroducti,-itY fz~c
From equation (14), one has e oCLu lt fCeaSo Calu.te

P C r"Vr the parameters.
p'- \l+ s/\l+S )- i defltoa

Svalues would s'.By iteration, one obtains -1e value of E' thlat
Pen k A yf E is 1-0776.

- fI 1 a- (A \ oV ~aueo Eta
.+.+ s ) iteresting to com

F / irnub, AP =-
I'I

and L \+\ (+,P %O sPbu-
-T-i-

S)th value s (4 1:
on substituting from (15).
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Exam ple B, taken fror "On "O timatin of 2ro'duction Functions from

Ynternational Cross -section itata," The -conomic Journal, June 19t7

(P. h. ardhan). hote: , quation igrns arr iot lined Uj verticlly,

but equations theaselves "re centered to baunce vicually.

336 THE ECONOMIC JOURNAL ON
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APPENDIX

The Sign of the Cobb-Douglas Case
dW,.o fleCb .pansion in Tay

If r is the rate of interest at which future quasi-rents are discounted

assumed constant, the present value of the output of a machine of viZ' (n) > y
its life is given by , n X

[1 - e-rT] I..a N1

F(v, t) . l erT 
and .

The present value of the cost of labour employed with the machine L rnmodel it can b

over its life is likewise

W(v) . L(v, t) . , r > g .
(r - g)

Maximising the excess of (20) over (19) leads to

F(v, t W(V) r[l - er-g)T]

L(V, 0 = (r - g) [1 - e-r']-

A machine of vintage v is scrapped when

W (v) egT = (v, t)

Substituting for [V(v) from (21),

F(v, ) __ (r - g) il - e-rTl _ [( T - 1 .. ie-

OF(v, t) r1 - r] - -

L(v, t) -L(v, t)

Or, ar,)-



Mr. R. H. Demath December 14, 1970

Hollis B. Chenery

Reorganisation of Economic Staff

1. Regarding your memo of November 2 and zri subsequent conversation
with Mr. Hoffman, I should like to take up further your paragraph 1. I
quite agree that another look at the mission and report writing schedule
is needed, and this ranks high on my agenda of work for the EPD. But I
want to concentrate on the content of the work program designed for each
country, in the context of the economic diagnosis and lending program.
This is why my revised memo in paragraph 6 includes the review of the
economic work program among the functions of the Program Review Division.
I think that this should help achieving some of the objectives listed in
your memo.

2. On the other hand, as long as the Area Departments have the
responsibility for carrying out the program, I think that we will fare
best if we also give them sufficient flexibility and discretion in
deciding how they are to go about it. If they don't do it well, they
will be accountable - and the review process should pinpoint what was
done poorly or not at all - but I want to do what I can to help them.
And detailed supervision, e.g. of their timing and composition of missions,
coordination with UNDP, etc. would, I think, result in unnecessary
friction while at the same time tying down much of the Central Economic
Staff's time.

Lerdau: jd



Mr. Harold W. Messenger December 2, 1970

Robert McPheeters

External Debt Section Organization and Activities

Attached as per our conversation last week are:

1. A breakdown of the time spent by personnel of the External Debt
Section on various major categories of work for the six-month period
MayaOctober, 1970. These data were taken directly from the monthly time
sheets (with a few adjustments) prepared regularly for the Economics
Department front office. A copy of the time sheet is attached; an
explanation of the categories is on printed on the reverse of the form.

2. Several documents describing the organization and staffing of the
External Debt Section, including:

a. Summary job descriptions for the professional positions in
the Section, and more detailed job descriptions for the position
of debt analyst and for statistical assistant in the creditor
group; these were prepared over the past few months chiefly to
assist Personnel Division in their recruiting efforts for us;

b. An organization chart of the Section as it will be operating
with the inauguration of the revised debt system (and as we
would like to see it established on a formal basis if that is
required);

o. An outline of the flow of work in the Section, drawn up in
connection with our budget preparation earlier this year.

3. A copy of the report of the External Debt Review Cosmittee. (This
is one of the few copies we have left; may we have it back when you have
finished with it?)

The section of the EDRO report in which you will be most interested
is that on Organization and Personnel, beginning with paragraph 125 on
page 32. A great deal could be said about this part of the report, because
much has changed since the report was issued (over two and a half years
ago). I think the following points are particularly pertinent:

Para. 12 and rec. 3. p.37. Major systems redesign, started about
a year and a f ago, is approaching completion. Although there remains
a great deal of work to be done, we expect to begin large-scale, testing
of the data file programs and report generators this weekend, and hope to
begin partial production of global data by the middle of the month. As
the system is completed, the balance between the types of work described
in paras. 130 and 131 will shift sharply, with emphasis on the latter.



Mr. H. W. Messenger - 2 - December 2, 1970

To some extent, this has already happened; the debt analysts and processing
supervisors are spending an increasing amount of time on such things as
sorting out debt relief operations, terms and capital flow analysis,
balance of payments reconciliation and data preparation for modeling and
policy analysis.

Paras Q2. 133 135-140. 145-146. recs. 1 . 6and 4. 2.37. The
personn situaion Its manifestations as described in these passages
have changed for the better to a remarkable degree. All of our assistants
are in the "grey area"' (special services), and several of our professionals
have been promoted through special services to their present positions.
Turnover has fallen sharply and morale, as indicated in this year's personnel
evaluation, has improved steadily. We have brought in some new blood from
other parts of the Bank for the debt analyst positions (one country economist
and one voucher examiner), and we are currently trying to fill a recent
vacancy with a debt specialist from the planning organization of a major
Bank developing member country. Salaries are more equitable and the assistants
are dealt with on the same basis as professionals. The routine clerical aspects
of the job should diminish further with the instalation of the new system,
although interim improvements have already helped.

Para. 334. We have developed a much closer relationship with
Personnel Division, and are satisfied that they are filling our requirements
adequately. Some of the attached documentation was put together as part of
this effort.

Paras. 141-li, recs. 2(b)-(d), p.36. As a result of the growing
complexity of debt analysis going on in the Bank, Debt Section personnel
have perforce become more involved with area and other user departments.
In some cases these contacts have become quite close and our staff have
spent a great deal of time with country economists on particular projects
such as, for example, preparation of data for the recent round of debt
relief discussions amon.g Ghana's creditors. On the other end of the system
much the thing has been happening. During the past year or so, Debt Section
personnel have participated in missions to Israel, Pakistan, Iran, Yugoslavia,
Peru, Brazil, Uruguay and Ghana; several missions are scheduled during the
coming months. In addition, Debt Section staff have conducted intensive
briefing for country economists planning to investigate debt problems during
the course of economic missions for which we have been unable to provide
personnel.

Re. 2(a), p.6. The Debt Evaluation Unit went into operation last
May, after a search of more than a year for the right person to get it
started. The Unit is currently engaged in a variety of tasks: design and
running of debt models for area departments and F&B, preparation of a summary
paper on debt projection work in the Bank, a study disbursement patterns
underlying projections of service on existing debt, and work on balance of
payments reconciliation.



Mr. H. W. Messenger - 3 - December 2, 1970

I realize that the attached documentation provides only a rather
cursory picture of the external debt operation. If you have further
questions please let us know.

Atts.

cc: Messrs. Kamarck/Stevenson
Henderson
Tiemann

Mes. Paulson/Slappey

WifcPhoeters- ra



Estimated Allocation of Staff Ti.,eUey - October, 970

External Debt Section

(Percentages)

Chief Deputy Other pro- Statistical Total
Chief fossionals Assistcnts StaIff

Service 15.3 17.2 45.7 8h.6 67.7

Direct Service 1.6 0.8 15.2 60.1 42.1
Indirect Service 13.7 16.4 30.h 21.5 25.6

Non-Service Functions 73.0 73.0 110.9 2.h 19.3

Management 8.-4 59.4 27.9 2.4 11.0
Liaison and Missions 16.0 13.7 6.2 - 3.0
Research 8.6 - 6.8 - 2.4

Leave. Training and Misc. 11.7 9.8 13.5 13.1 13.0

Total Time 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 3.00.0

Items may not add due to rounding.
Direct service includes preparation of tables and other statistics at the specific

request of users in other parts of the Economics Department and other departments
and offices in the Bank. Indirect service includes w7ork on and maintenance of
reporting systems and preparation of data for Bank-.Tide applications such as the
Annual Report and published tables on bonds and equities. Management includes
planning and organization of work, supervision and training of personnel, and
personnel evaluation. Liaison and missions includes liaison with member govern--
ments and other international organizations, principally ITF and OECD, attendance
at international meetings and participation in economic and debt missions. Research
includes chiefly work on international capital markets and reconciliation of debt
data with balance of payments and other capital flow statistics.



Brie1 job de-cripticns or proe -m.an" s11 or posigst.Ic in the
Externtl D~ebt Sec ticn

Chief - Directs the Section and the operation of the three reporting systems
(debtor, creditor and capital markets). Formulates policy on methods
of collecting data, definition of areas covered by the reporting
systems, and treatment of various debt items in the collection and
processing. Plans work in new fields being undertaken by the Section.-.
recent examples include reconciliation of debtor data with IF balance
of payments, strategy and methodology for checking debtor and creditor
data. Liaison with international organizations, e.g. with OECD on
creditor reporting system, with regional banks on debtor reporting
system, with Ad Hoc Group of Financial Statisticians on capital markets.
Supervises, trains and evaluates professional staff of the Section.

Systems Deputy - Plans, coordinates and supervises implementation of the systems
design and the technical data processing aspects of the Section's work,
including revision of debtor system. Provides specifications for
computer programs, defining input and output. Liaison with the
Programming Sectioni the Joint Computer Center, and data processing
personnel in the OECD and reporting countries. Acts as Chief of the
Section in the Chief's absence.

Debt naystdeborgoups) - Directs activities relating to the study of the
external debt of developing countries and processing of data refle cting
this debt. - Researches difficult country problems, such as those arising
from inadequate debt administration and debt rescheduling; organizes the
problems which these situations present in such a way that the Processing
supervisor can interpret them into coding. Liaison with Area Department
on these problems and on the needs of economists for special tables and
calculations. Missions to countries to advise on debt administration,
reporting problems and to obtain data. Reconciliation of debt data with

'information from other sources, especially with the 114F balance of
payments. Assembles area and world compilations making estimates where
necessary under direction of the Chief.

Debt al)st (credior grou) - Directs activities connected with Expanded
Reporting System on External Lending and with capital markets reporting
system. Research on lending policy of creditor icontries and assists
processing supervisor in interpretation of reporting practices of
particular countries as they affect coding and copilation of data.
Participation in the formulation of reporting requirements. Assists
chief in reconciliation of creditor and debt data. Missions to creditor
countries to advise on reporting problems and on cross.checking of debtor
and creditor data. Liaison with OECD on reporting problems and processing.
Supervises compilation of data on capital markets.
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Procossl in, Sunorvisor (debtor grouns and creditor groa) Dircects and parti-
cipats in editing and coding of oms and other data received, pilot
tables on their staps through the computer to produce tables. Following
research on country problems, implements the solution through coding.
Occasionally goes on technical missions to obtain data or to work vith
counterpart personnel in countries on filling out forms. In creditor
group, operates capital markets reporting system. Supervises and trains
statihtical assistants.

Processing Suoerv sor (initial processin) - Directs and participates in initial
compris . the codes which usually have little relations

to a debtor country's individual problems) of both debtor and creditor
forms. Requires familiarity with requirements of both systems and
knowledge of uses and relationships of data, which are different for
each system but eventually are coordinated. Maintains fast production
line of coding to move reporting forms quickly to the debtor or creditor
groups concerned. Supervises and trains statistical assistants.



Dobt Al F's, xterns1 D.,,bt Sec in( ~ tisla ie DiiFvaIcn

Duties and Resoonsibilities

1. General admilnistrative supervision of debtor or creditor country group
including, with the cooperation of tho procesing upeLvisor of each
group, annual evaluation of the performance of personnel in the group
and training of new personnel. Should become thoroughly familiar with
al).l phases of the processing carried out by the group and assist the
processIng supervisor in the allocation of assignments and production
of tables.

2. Study in depth special debt problems such as those arising from poor
reporting, revised or special reporting requirements, and debt re--
scheduling and renegotiation. Undertake missions to investigate such
problems, to obtain or clarify data, and to provide technical assist-
ance and training to statistical personnel of reporting countries.

3. Effect reconciliation of debt data with related international and
country statistical series; in particular, investigate and reconcile
differences betwe en debtor and creditor reporting, and between debt
data and the balance of payments statistics produced by the IF. In
connection with the latter, maintain contact with appropriate staff
of the DIF for the purpose of exchanging and clarifying information.

h. Establish and maintain contact with Area Department economists for
the purpose of planning work priorities, transmitting data for
economic reports and other studies, preparing for missions, and
commuicating with reporting country autlhorities, including, as
necessary, the preparation of the debt representation letters required
for loan documentation. Also establish and maintain contact with
Creditworthiness Studies Group and Economics Department economists for
the transmission of data for special studies and for models.

5. Prepare and maintain regional aggregate and analytical data, and assist
the Chief of the Section in preparing global tabulations and analyses.



lae Craditor Group is responsible for the pro essing of the data receiVrd
r d rounris on their t.o.n lnding !I- the prccduction of tal .ec

based on these .dJae. This group is also responsible for the collection of

statistics on cpitJl m'rkets. Tis vork is almost entirely performed by thc

s, a 3atioal asistan ts unco the dinection 0fl a' pr :S al in charge of the-

group. For the personnel .iV:ring on data received under the Ecppndad epOrting

System, these Mutics consis t of the llo2ing:

1. Fciting and coding of the forms rec:ived frou the participnts :n
ER S. The more roul:i.nc codes, such as country, currenicy etc., are

entered by nothcr group (Initial Processing Group) before the

forms are received in the IS Group. The statistical assistants

in the ERS Group are responsible for entering the more cople x
codes such as purpose code and the codes yh' rel ate to the

payaRents terms of the loan or credit. A sich dit of the forms

for consistency, logic, relationship of it , and coapletcness

is perfoned by the statst:cncal assistants in this group. A.
knouledge of countrr lending procedurcs acl policies is useful
for this.

2. Correti on of the computer elit. After the data are punched a

co m"putr edit 5,s perfo)rmied to test the logic and consistency of

both the coding and the datae This edit is intended to catch
errors in the data v-hich ere not noted. in the sight edit. The

dtatistical assistant must correct the errors or if esEontial

items are missing from the basic data, enter estirlauod data
which will serve until firm inform ation can be obtalned.
Unally at least tuo edits are necessary to insure that the
tape is in proper order.

3. ))riafting of 1ettors to par icipatg counries on errors, omissions
and unclear data on the forms Tis involvus not merelyuhe Ii sting
of items but a clear Pnd concise explenat: on of conceptual pro)b:lcms

vi .ch we mluy have in Interpreting the data.

Pr. 1eparatic'n of tabl on the lending of ile participating countrias
and on the credit received by individual rA::ipiont countries. Our

new integrated debtor/creditor processing tystum mawes possible the

production of a uide variety of eaalytical. tebl]es. A few of these

will be prOdurod routinc&ly and. 2d istribu-.ee coth insidGc and outside
of the b 'k.Others of a more dM Ai nctnre will be proclced on

request for speciAl purposes. Althou h the WhIes Aill be produced
by the comiptqr on order, the sHA KtScal assistent, if capable,

ioll di seus .ith i k econonsts thair needs and bo reEponsible for
ordering appropriate anlysos from thc co;:puter.



i i3ic -he of fC 7COn M E MOx'A C> K HC O 3 L~. I JO h tho Cf
rec lien 6tor cnunr- i I L1 l pu-LaL by th

staff bo; (tr' . -n cc th A the crosn-.Of h -' - d re cj o jr d rs onprivau, leAR! vith comparable dto-'iledinrmto rcvdfrom debtors A.all laroly be performed by the Creditor Grouponle reason, or this is that the ful datAl of the co-c"tnof the dAetor. anion n is Knomn, CCCS, the tfigures reported by the creditors must be studlcd ao.This aLl's) jvolv~s staffcon suit atI on the reason for thediffercnmes :i the two sets o0 data -vi CCiih 1L-3
parti cipnts. The statistical assistants wi :L )o)- theprel:iminary an lysis and .ill participate i drating COr22Ond-enca. 'Mhy ill also be required to bocoC Thmilir ith the.ssitance of the deb-o groups, wnth the debt problems of theindiLv~ial debtor COuntry viC~h is bein, choecked.

We expect v ry 'n hortly to dividVte filtr-ons of the CrecjAor Group
into personnel i vho are responsible fo the suaistics Onh ofdiialloGrup
and thoe re Cponsible fo- the statis tics on privte lning iAs d ndi
gua-raz e(d. Statistical assistants till ecialize in either field but
All c0o-peC ato in the Productin Cf table acd - I- hich involve
both typcs of IC ding n



Flo, of vork in EternaL Dhbt Sec ion

I. Debtor data processing and production of tables

1. Forms received, recistcred and acknowledgdc by Records Clerk.
2. To geographic debt unit to determine if any special problems

involved. - If there are, problems will be studied and sorted
out by the Debt Analyst.

3. To Initial Processing Group to have certain codes entered.
h. To Processing Supervisor of geographic group for remaining

codes.
5. To Coputer Center for punching, editing end running of tables.

After each of these steps the listings will return to the gco-
graphic group.

6. If memo to Area Dept. necessary, will be prepared by geographic
group.

7. To geographic processing group for layout of table.
8. To typists for typing and distribution.
9. Debt Analyst will use final tables in making area and world

compilations.
10. Forms to Records Clerk for filing.

II. Creditor data processing and production of tables

1. Forms received, registered and acknowledged by Records Clerk.
2. To Initial Processing Group to have certain codes entered.

3. To ERS Processing Group for remaining codes.
h. 'To Computer Center for punching, editing and production of

(a) creditor tables and (b) cross-checking tables. After
each of these steps the listings will return to the ERS Group.

5. If letter to country necessary, will be prepared by ERS Group.
6. To ERS Group for layout of tables.
7. To typists for typing and distribution.
8. Forms to Record Clerk for filing.

III. Other jobs

1. Area and world compilations of debt data - each Debt Analyst
will contribute for the countries in his area and compilation
will be made under the direction of the Chief.

2. Research on countries and missions - Debt Analysts.
3. Capital markets - under direction of the Creditor Group Debt

Analyst.

h. Systems -- under direction of Systems Deputy in cooperation
with programmers from Programming Section.

5. Management of debtor system, implementation of new system, etc.
(includes liaison with regional banks) -- Chief.

6. Management of creditor collection (ERS) and Liaison with OECD
Chief.

7. Balance of payments reconciliation - Debt Analysts.
8. Amortization schedules and miscellaneous calculations --

processing groups as appropriate.
9. Administration - Chief.



EXTERNAL D3BT SECTTON

Chie;

Systems-
deputy

-ccords
12 typist clsClerk

Creditor Debtor D r ceOr 0 r

/no ana

)ebt anayst-
ERS Capital

rocossing markets

supervisor 

3tatisticln
assis tants

32 positions:
15 professional: .8 non-professional:

Chie 15 statistical essistants
yses deputy 2 typists

. records clerk
5 debt analysts
7 processing supervisors

* Statist-ical assistant assigned to help the Chief and Systems Deputy



Mr. Icllis 3. Chenery November 27, 1970

Timothy King

Mr. Repemotto's Research on Son-PrEerence and Fertilitr Rates

1. I understand that at a rcent meeting between Dr. Kanagaratam and
yourself, Dr. Xanagaratnam mentioned the fast that this study was in the
budget of the Population Studies Division to illustrate that our resources
were not being optimally used. The purpose of this note is to records
1) the study was originally contracted by the South Asia Departamnt, but
as a result of a recent change in budgetary practice was transferred to
our budgett and also 2) our view that the study is of much greater use-
fulness to the operations of the Bank than its title might suggest, and
also complements other research that we are doing.

2. After learning from Robert Cassen of the Bank's consern with the
Indian family planning program and our general interest in the determinants
of fertility, Mr. Repetto approached the Bank in Yhy with a proposal to use
existing data on fertility histories to examine the proposition that
fertility behavior is directly affected by the desire for a minimua number
of sons. Suitable data existed in research centers in both India and Chile
which he planned to visit. Repetto visited the Bank to discuss his
proposal with the Economics Department and particularly with this Division,
with the Population Projects Department and with the South Asia Department.
Our view was that the study was a useful one, but as Mr. Stevenson pointed
out in a memorandus to Mr. Totaw (thy 28) our budget for supporting
research was limited, and since we were proposing to commit some of our
internal resources to studying the determinant, of fertility, using Indian
data, we could not also finance Repetto's study. This Division did,
however, welcome the idea that it should be done by the South Asia Depart.
ment. On the other hand, Dr. kanagaratuma expressed doubts about the
operational use of the study (memo to Files, Nay 26). The South Asia
Department had the oney to finance that part of Mr. Repetto's proposal
that dealt with India and made arrangemints to do this in a somewhat mod-
ified form.

3. Subsequently the Programming and Budgeting Department decided that,
after July 1, 1970, for budgetary purposes like functions should be
budgetted under the same account numbers. In consequence funds for the
project were transferred by Programming and Budgeting to this Division.

4. The research is not so esoteric as it may sound. One of the most
controversial issues surrounding the design of family planning program is
the extent to which the apparent relative lack of success of certain
programs (particularly the Indian one) an be attributed to a lack of
demand for the services of the program-athur than to deficiencies in
facilities or information. If the former, and fertility is high primarily
beeause large families are desired, then it is important to discover why
this is. * Aeaan hypothesis is that fertility is high in order to ensure



2

the surwival of at least mse son. Testing this tgpothesis may row
light an (1) the extent to which families are large bocaus* parents
desire large families, but thoa having had desired niuber of obildren,
they thw= practice primitive but effective population control and
(2) the atment to which the motives for large families an be
attributed to a desire for sons. This information would be of n.
siderable wse not only in eplaining the performane of the program,
but perhaps also in the futse design of the incentives offered to
sncoiwage small failies.

eos Messrs. tamorek
bstovason

Sndewson
laukias



Mr. W. A. Wapenhanas November 20, 1970

lasit Hlars

CMdItY AssiMEMts - 31iND

1. The Zoozise Department devotes a considerable mount of
staff tims to commodities, but it does not have arqnne working on
shipping rates. Sinme shipping rates van vary very widsly, and since
the eonodas of our projects depend on POB values, rather than the
CIF values for which we usually have price projections, it seems to
so important that we have sameons in the Bank who understands shipping
and can make future forecasts. The need for this has been recently
confirmed in conversations with members of the Comadities Division
of the Econmics Department, principally in oommostion with Brasil
Santos Port Grain Storage.

2* I wondered if we might not uak. a suggestion about this to
Noonomics Departmaent.

a -0,0s ab



Mr. Bela Balassa November 20, 1970

Arthur E. Tismann

Publications by Staff Members

In response to your memorandum of November 16, 1970, the following
papers were prepared by me or members of my division and were published
or accepted for publication as indicated:

"World Bank Statistics on External Debt" by Arthur E. Tiemann,
presented at the IX Meeting of Central Bank Technicians in November, 1969,
and sumarised in Spanish in the CEMLA Monthly Bulletin, December 1969.

Book review by Arthur E. Tiemann of M.Iichaely's "Balanoe of
Payments Adjustment Policies; Japan, Geruany and the Netherlands" in
Review of the International Statistical Institute, Vol. 37, No. 3, 1969.

"Foreign and International Bond Issues in Europe" by Helen W.
Paulson, to appear as a chapter in "Corporate Bond Financing in the
1960',", edited by Mr. Robert King, to be published by the Investment
Dealers Digest in collaboration with the Investment Bankers Association.

c: Mr. Stevenson

AETissnnt ra



November l9, 1970

Mr. I1vin T. Haefele
Resources for the Future
1755 Massachusetts Avenue, N.W.
Washington, D.C. 20036

Dear I s

I find it desirable to continue the luncheon meetings,

but it might be useful to have a subject to be discussed which

we could know of in advance.

Gree tinge.

Sincerely yours,

Arturo Israel
Sector and Projects Studies Division

Economics Division

a ael:phm



Xr. Bela Balassa November 18, 1970

Ugo Sacchetti

Publications by Staff Members

I refer to your memorandum of November 16, 1970 on the above subject.

The following study and paper have been prepared by the staff of

Development Finance Studies at the Bank and have been puolished or

accepted for publication:

Possible _irovements in Techniques of Lending, a study

issued by the Bank in 1970 as being prepared by the

IBRD staff. however, Mr. Jo Saxe has been to a very

large extent responsible for its preparation.

"Discussant's Commuents" in Universities - NBER Conference

on Capital oveients and mobility, Fritz Aachlup and Lorie

Tarshis, editors (forthcoming), linor B. Yudin

cc. hr. Stevenson



Mr. Hollis B. Chenery (through Mr.A.M.Kamarck) November 18, 1970

Robert McPheeters

Economics Department Data Processing Program

At your meeting with the professional staff of Statistical Services
Division we discussed the problem of allocating the limited computer and
programming resources available to support the Bank's research and oper-
ations. The attached note sets out in detail the allocation of these
resources for the current fiscal quarter. It also provides an:ridication
of the variety of the demand for computer services in the Bank. The
consolidated budget for the quarter (also attached) puts Economics
Department applications into Bank-wide perspective.

This is the first time that we have attempted such a detailed
budgeting procedure for data processing activities. As this exercise
will probably become, in one way or another, part of a routine budgeting
procedure, the following comments might be kept in minds

1. The current budget provides for the allocation of every hour
of the available time of every programmer and programer/analyst
position authorized in the Bank's personnel roster. Further,
the computer time budgeted will push the use of the in-house
B5500 close to the maximum level of utilization which we can
expect from the machine.

2. A very large proportion of the budget (over 90%) provides
for continuation of projects which, for the most part, have
already been under way for some time and in which we have
considerable sunk costs. There is thus very little leeway
for taking on new applications unless we are prepared to
increase the budget (at least for personnel) or to reconsider
the current level of expenditure for ongoing applications.

3. Several major items in the current budget are as large as
they are because the projects have fallen behind schedule due
to past shortages of programing personnel. This is true, in
particular, of the external debt systems, the world tables
(economic data bank), and the various cash flow and financial
models for D.F.C., I.F.C., P&B and the projects departments.
Our inability to use these data and analytical tools at full
operational level no doubt has an effect on the efficiency of
much of the Bank's work.

4. The current budget excludes a number of applications which
are reasonably well-specified but which have been waiting in
the wings because there simply have not been resources avail-
able to handle them. A minimum list would include work on
statistical packages and on models for education planning,
international migration and family planning management (Eco-
nomics Dept.), an IDA financial model (P&B), models for



Mr. H. B. Chenery - 2 - November 18, 1970

fisheries, power pricing, telecommunications traffic fore-
casting, urban and regional projects, the Mekong Basin, East
Pakistan, tourism hotels, bridge evaluation, port queuing,
the Malaysia rail system, railway single line capacity (various
projects depts.), and a management model for I.F.C. There are
.a number of other applications which are less well-specified
but in which economists in several departments have indicated
definite interest.

5. In addition to the systems analysis and programming carried
out in direct support of the Bank's research and operations,
we are receiving an increasing number of inquiries regarding
technical assistance in this field. Over the past year, we
have been asked to consider helping several countries establish
computerized debt and/or national accounting information systems,
and we currently are considering a request to convert and put
into operation the windex (crop-wather analysis) model in India.
Although we have conducted training in debt systems in Washington
(most recently for a group from Nacional Financiera in Mexico),
we have not been able to staff missions for this purpose. We
have senior programming staff with language capabilities in both
French and Spanish as well as several other languages, and we
would very much like to be able to provide technical assistance
at least in the external debt field for reasons of pure self-
interest, i.e., better debt reporting.

6. Utilization of the B5500 is considerably enhanced by the
fact that several major users are now running their own programs.
This is particularly the case, for example, with the country
models which Mr. Hicks and his staff are running for the area
departments and P&B, and for Mr. Goreux' staff in the Basic
Research Center, but Mr. Kundu's staff as well as a number of
people in the projects departments also use the computer without
programming assistance.

7. Finally, I should point out that we are essentially passive
in the allocation of these resources. We accept and act on

requests for assistance primarily on a first-come, first-served
basis, and we generally turn away requests when our staff is

fully committed. The latter has occurred with increasing
frequency during recent weeks.

In view of the foregoing, I would suggest that consideration of the

requirements for and the allocation of resources for the Bank's research
activities include a careful assessment of the supporting requirements for

statistics and data processing, and that whatever priorities are developed
for the research program be applied equally to these supporting activities
where relevant.

Atts.

cc: Messrs. Kamarok, Henderson, Stevenson, Balassa, Tiemann, Slade

34cPheeterstra
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Mr. Bela blasa November 17, 1970

Richard Wste

Publications by Staff Members

In response to your memorandum of November 16, I Will list below

papers by the Economios of Urbanization Division which have been published
or which are accepted for publication.

Richard Wstebbe

1. Mauritanias C2idelines for a Pbur-Tear Development Program. IRD, 1968.

2. The Eoonolr of Mritan. book accepted by Praeger Publishers, New York,
for 1971.

3. "Urbanizations Some Implications for Resouroe Allocation and Mobilization".

Paper delivered at the UN Interregional Seminar on Financing of
Housing and Urban Development, June 1970. To be published in the
proceedings (United Nations, New York).

4. "Urbanizations Problems and Prospects". Article to be published in
December 1970 issue of Finance and DeveloIpent (Washington, D.C.).

Samir matia

"The Current Costs of Urbanization in Pakistant A Cost Model for Urban
Planning"(Draft). The Head of the Economics Department at the
University of Valle, Cali, Colombia has asked for permission to

publish this paper. 16 have advised Mr. 3atia that there would
be no objection once an acceptable draft had been produced for
the Bank's working paper series.

Koichi Mora

To my knowledge none of the papers done by Mr. Mara while he was

assigned to this Division from June 1969 to June 1970 are to be

published. While with us he did finish work on two papers he had

largely completed for the Harvard Program on Regional and Urban
Economics and which may be published.

WIfeateb~bn

cc: Mr. Bhatia



Mr. E. Lerdau November 16, 1970

Alexander Stevenson

Your Draft Memorandum on the Economic Program Department (EPD)

As I said to you on the phone, although your draft of
November 12 bears no title, it is about the new department.
If this is so I think it would be better to eliminate the
material which refers to other matters - paragraphs 4 - 8.
One could make the transition simply by saying something
like "to make this possible, a new department, Economic
Program Department, is being organized," and then go straight
to paragraph 9 saying that the Department will consist of
five divisions; 2 formerly in the Economics Department,
1 taking the place of the Development Finance Studies Group,
and 2 new ones - Program Review and Comparative Analysis and
Projections. Perhaps somc of the material in paragraph 4,
e.g. the part on the responsibilities of the Area Departments
for country economic work probably should be retained and put
in the introduction.

I have one or two additional small comments. In para-
graph 1, do you need "and be seen to be"? If you do, who do
you consider to be the viewer, the Bank or the outside world
or both?

In paragraph 10, I think the last sentence is unfortunately
phrased. Could one not simply say "To this end, in appropriate
cases, personnel of the Division may participate in the work
of economic missions in a manner to be agreed with the Area
Departments concerned."

Paragraph 18: I do not understand the second sentence.

AStevenson:js

cc: Mr. Chenery, Mr. Henderson

kl



Mr. Hollis B. Chenery November 12, 1970

Alexander Stevenson

The Brazilian questionnaire prompted me to look up

the statement that Ed Lindblom made about "leverage," which

I have always thought left little to be said.

Att.

AStevenson:js



Mr. Hollis B. C'enery November 12, 1970

Alexander Stevenson

Social Aspects of Choice between Smallholders and Plantation Type

of Africultural Development (Reutlinger to Chenery, Memorandum of

November 10)

I think Mr. Reutlinger's suggestion about a special

organizational unit to handle non-converitional projects is an

interesting one. In giving it further consideration, one should

remember that the process of working out 'such projects is heavily

experimental, will take time, will involve setbacks and even

eventual failures. If the Bank is going to go in for that sort

of experiment, and I think it should, it should not expect quick

results, nor should the projects be closely tied to "performance"

of lending targets or five-year programs. If they are so tied,

they are apt to get caught up in a welter of quick re-evaluation

and constant change, not to mention inevitable failures. This

in turn has a very severe effect on staff attitudes and morale.

OEO is perhaps an apt analogy. The Bank also had some analagous

experience with this sort of thing when we tried to finance

irrigation in East Pakistan some years ago and backed off for the

wrong reasons when the going got rough and disbursements of

scarce IDA funds slowed.

cc: Messrs. Kamarck, Henderson, Reutlinger

AStevenson:js



INTERNATIONAL DEVELOPMENT INTERNATIONAL BANK FOR INTERNATIONAL FINANCE
ASSOCIATION RECONSTRUCTION AND DEVELOPMENT CORPORATION

OFFICE MEMORANDUM
TO: Mr. Hollis B. Chene y DATE: November 12, 1970

FROM: Stanley Please

SUBJECT: Domestic Finance Division

1. I have spoken to Enrique Lerdau regarding the implications for the

work of -this Division of its location in the new Programme Review Department.

I believe we have similar general notions of what these implications are and I

would like to recommend to you that the Division be formally transferred.

2. I do not think it useful to lay down "conditions" for this transfer -

even if I had the impertinence to pretend to have the right or power to do so.

I think it better, on the contrary, to work within the confines of a general

understanding on the matter. Nevertheless there are certain points which it

is useful to make clear at this stage. This is because I think the Division

has successes to its credit (as well as many failures) and that it has gained

respect in the Bank. I would not, therefore, wish to be party to a change

which failed to recognize the lessons to be drawn from these successes.

3. Firstly, I would like to see the preamble to the terms of reference

of the Department include a statement to the effect that the servicing of other

- -parts of the Bank is one of the "primary responsibilities" of certain Divisions.

As matters stand at the moment, only the reviewing function plus projection work

and the preparation of policy papers, are listed as "primary functions." Area

Departments are justifiably concerned that when the pressures are on, "non-

primary" functions will automatically be rejected. Experience suggests that

we must be able to convince area departments of the seriousness with which we

take their work by giving it priority both in terms of words and deeds. Already
some chief economists and others have expressed apprehensions to me on this

matter.

4. Secondly, and pursuing the first point, the depth of involvement

which effective servicing of area departments implies, should be clearly recog-

nized. One-shot affairs are rarely productive in the field of policy as opposed
to technical assistance assignments. There are, on the contrary, increasing

returns to labour input at least up to a given point.

5. Thirdly, I would hope that our research programme would remain

primarily problem-oriented -- e.g., earmarking as a revenue device, agricul-

tural taxation, the differential revenue impact of extending and contracting

the band of income subject to income taxation in a situation in which adminis-

trative capacity is a bottleneck factor, the impact of expatriate teachers on

expenditure on education, etc., etc. I consider that a large part of any

success we have had in recent years has been based on the isolation of problems

for further study which are important from both a Bank and from a development

point of view. The messages from these studies have then been fed into

country/project work by direct participation in this work and have also

provided the basis for position papers and other general papers prepared for

the managoment and for professional audiences outside the Bank. It is,



Mr. Hollis B. Chenery -2- November 12, 1970

incidentally, for this reason that I interpret most of the changes which have
been discussed since you arrived as more evolutionary than revolutionary --
but nonetheless welcome on that account.

6. Fourthly -- and where I anticipate more of a departure from the past
-- is the need to develop work in the area of comparative fiscal structures and
changes in these structures over time as a basis for the review function. This
is to my mind a research-type function and in any case takes research-type
economists to carry it forward. The Fiscal Affairs Department of the Fund has
and is doing good work on the tax side of this problem and a large part of
the Division's role should be to feed the results of this work into Bank
operations. The Division itself should concentrate more on government expendi-
ture levels and structures.

7. Finally, let me say that I cannot accept for the Division the
constraint on staffing under which you are working for the central economic
staff as a whole. This Division is no larger than it was four years ago despite
the very rapid increase in total Bank economic country work and the acceptance
of additional responsibilities by the Division in the fields, for instance,

of public utility pricing and capital market development. This is not the
time and place for a budget exercise to pursue the problem in terms of precise
numbers. I think, however, that de Vries' memorandum on the needs of his
Department (3 man-years), is an indicator of our absurd inability to meet

anything near our responsibilities with 1+7 (our present strength) or with

1+9 (our "authorized" strength before the centralizing of economic staff
vacancies).

SP seAo

cc: Messrs. Kamarck, Stevenson, Henderson and Lerdau.



INTERNATIONAL DEVELOPMENT INTERNATIONAL BANK FOR INTERNATIONAL FINANCE\
ASSOCIATION RECONSTRUCTION AND DEVELOPMENT CORPORATION

OFFICE MEMORANDUM
TO: Mr. Hollis Chenery DATE: November 10, 1970

FROM: Raymond J. God illiam M. Gilmarti

SUBJECT: Reorganization of the Economic Staff

There has been a perennial concern in the Bank since its earliest

days that "something should be done about the economic work of the Bank."

The concern has outlasted numerous changes of organization, Its persistence

suggests that dissatisfaction with the economic work may arise from reasons

apart from particular organizational arrangements.

The Bank has probably never been too clear about what the nature

of its economic work should be, and especially about the relation of this

work to its "main" activity which was making loans for projects. It was.

perhaps more clear in the earlier days when economists focused on a country's

capability to provide the local share of project financing and on "credit-

worthiness" as measured by a debt service ratio. These were the times when

development was thought to be lying in wait to spring forth as the way was
cleared of infrastructure bottlenecks and controls.

It was in recognition of the inadequacies of this innocent view

of development, that the Bank became increasingly conscious of a need for

better explanations of the development process, for prescriptions which

would facilitate the process, and for an operational framework in which

economic and project work might be integrated. These needs were felt more

intensely as the Bank became increasingly involved in multilateral aid

coordination and assumed a posture of international arbiter of development per-
formance and assessor of aid requirements. IDA whetted the needs with a new

role for performance and creditworthiness as rationing devices.

The difficulty has been that these needs for an operationally use-

ful body of knowledge and prescription have not been very fully met by
development economics as practiced within the Bank (or outside it, for that

matter). The available analytic and prescriptive tools are limited and

blunt. They include fiscal and monetary methodology but without any very
clear delineation between short-and long-run application. They also include

measures of performance based on .inter-country comparisons of relationships
which are considered significant, but essentially descriptive. 1/ Finally

there are the techniques of macro-economi6 model building but at a level of

generality and simplification which limits their usefulness to the testing

of hypotheses for plausibility and consistency.

The point of all this is that the limitations, as well as the

capabilities, of the Economics of Development in an operational context need

to be recognized and accepted. This is a matter of substance. It is. not

.1/ It is interesting that the Pearson Commission's discussion of "performance"
becomes rather vague on specifics and reaches the rather modest conclusion

'that if the purpose of economic aid is movement toward financial independence,

it has only two direct manifestations ... increases in the ratio of savings

to national income and in the ratio of exports to imports."
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peculiar to the Bank. But it does underlie the persistent concern that

something needs to be done about the economic work of the Bank. Why the

response to this concern always seems to concentrate on organization and

procedure rather than substance is not, however, very clear. Perhaps this

stems from a notion, which economists have not been-,notably vigorous in con-

testing, that there is a key to satisfactory development progress which can

be discovered case by case through the rational application of Development
Economics.

There is obvious room for debate about the applicability of Develop-

ment Economics, but its strongest advocates would hardly question that

country economic work must necessarily be highly pragmatic if it is to be

operationally relevant and effective. This presupposes a fairly thorough
country knowledge and an ample complement to economics expertise of judg-
ments and insights, based on country knowledge, which transcend economics.

If this is the situation, it does not suggest the desirability of

an organizational division in which the functions of supervising and guiding
country economic work are separated from the detailed country knowledge on
which such work must necessarily be based. It would seem undesirable, there-

fore, that Area Department responsibility for the guidance and supervision
of specific country economic work should be shifted or even diluted.

Perhaps much of the issue here arises out of the vague content
of such words as "supervise," "provide guidelines," "review," etc. and from

the ambiguity outside a particular country context of such terms as "economic
performance," "overall development strategy," "lending policy," etc. There
is obviously an essential place for guidelines, supervision and review at
a level above that of particular country missions, reports and papers. The
object of this supervision would presumably be to establish standards of

purpose, focus and substmce, and to guide, supervise and review the economic

work according to these standards. For this, close consultation with the

Area Departments and periodic evaluation of their work would seem a prefer-

able procedure to review of this work on a country-by-country and report-by-
report basis. The form and content of this procedure is an important problem,
not touched on here, which deserves further consideration and consultation.
An aspect of this problem which also merits consideration is the difficulty
of maintaining standards of country economic work despite the present vol-
uminous, all-purpose, multiple-reporting system. It would seem that super-
vision along this broader line would accord with an organizational arrangement
which accepts the substantive limitations of Development Economics and the
large element of knowledge, experience ana art in good country economic work.

In summary then, it is suggested that the particular organizational
form of the Bank's economic work is not so important as an understanding of
the pragmatic and eclectic nature of such work if it is to be operationally
useful. The only organizational constraint this would seem to suggest is

that the routine supervision of country economic work, including the analytical

and strategic aspects of the work, should mt be organizationally seperate
from the focus of country contacts in the Bank. Beyond this, the substance
of the work does not argue for one organizationak form over another. There is
a need for general, as distinct from routine, supervision of the economic



work and this could well, and probably should, be outside the Area Depart-
ment in order to bring in Bank-wide standards, approahces and points of view,
as well as special expertise.

But what are these Bank-wide standards,. approaches and points of view?

It is not much of an exaggeration to say that they hardly now exist. Nor does

the paper describing the new Economic Program'Department and its Divisions

make it very evident how they are likely to materialize. At present, and in

the absence of substantive clarification, there is a kind of catch-all ap-

proach to the economic work which is probably best exemplified in the Opera-
tional Manual on Country Economic Reports. And it is an expanding catch-all.

It would be an encouraging change if country economic work were to concentrate

explicitly on an identification of particular country difficulties which are

both crucial and at the same time possible of improvement.

This would provide the focus for the mobilization of information,

and for analysis leading to a suggested specific strategy which might have

real impact in a particular country. But this requires selective rather
than comprehensive economic work, including careful choice of the important

problems of concentration and of the materials and methodology to be mobilized
in their amelioration. 1/ This is a job which could hardly be done in iso-

lation from direct country involvement. The great contribution of the Economic

Program Department might be, not in prescribing for the Area Departments the

key problems to be attacked and the selective approach to this end, but rather

in ensuring that the Area Departments are doing this for themselves.

lJ Whether, because of varied audiences, the compendium type economic xork
is also necessary, and if so how it should be done and by whom are also
important questions of substance and organization deserving further consider-
tion.

cc: Messrs. Knapp, Cope, Area Directors, Economics Director, Chief Economists



Ar. Douglas J. Fontein Hovber U, 170

D. A. de Siva

Sstablishuent of icono:ic progra, Departent

Division E has the folowing co ta on r. Cheneryi' m rnoranduu
of October 2,

General Cotrmn"ts

1. We velcoae the proposed reorgenisation of the EcoIcs Departmnt
provided there is a clear delineation of functions among the various new
divisions of the Ecrnoric Program Department ('ID) and erf'ective coord-
ination is established between -PD, the other -coaomic staff sections and

2. As regardo relations with Area Departments -

(a) I presur.e stops will be taken to avoid duplication of
effort. ?or instance, the Program Review Division't
work is to include ana27sis of specific countries.
Area economists too are continuously working on specific
country problems. Close consultation is obviously
desirable if duplication is to be avoided.

(b) Requests for, and suppl of country information should
continue to be routed through Area, to ensure orderly
contacts with Gove rnment officialis.

(c) Area econo ists will be called upon to service an
increasing number of requests for informAtion. This
should be kept to tolerable levels.

3. It is essential that D economists have sound fiald experience
and participate in economic missions as the memorandum states. This will
help to maintain a balance between the more general approach induced by the
comparative analysis and especially the standardisation of perforance
criteria, and the knowledge of specific coumtry circumstances in Area.

pciN t s Com!entz

h. Progam Review Division - It would appear that Area will not be
involved in the preparation of the so-called "major economic policy isuts'l
paper which is to be written by this division subsequent to Sconomic Comuittee's
review of the Ci?. It is essential that we receive a copy of this well in
advance of the Review .eting in order that we might be able to counent on it
at the Review.

5. Intarna-rional . inance Liviaion, roMaratlve Analzois "n Pro jections
D)ivision 'and XaT&'onl -Accounts and Lata Analysis Division - .I can *s
problems o overlapping among these div x aon d on the debt question between
International 7inance Division and P. . which aocording to the Admnistrative



r. Douglas J. %ntein - 2 - November i, 17U

Circular of September 2 is to be charged with the primary responsibility
of preparing debt projections and capital inflow projects for individual
countries. I presume howver, that In working out these projections
they will rely on Area Departtwnt for the formulation of the underlring
assumptions.

6. National Account Data Aalyuis Division, Data Lank - In
addition to 7i-taik- daerifA d i the riem"o 'W re m i v11 be
updating of the principal data from tie to tim. Area Department may
in certain cases want to obtain these figures on a quarteRly basis,
S&bject to this qualification we walcom the data bank as this would
leave country economista more ti e to devote to special studies of
economic rectors and problems.

ect -r.- Street

DaSiX-.o. HJGoris pe



Mr. Hollis B. Chenery November 2, 1970

Alexander Stevenson

Establishment of Economic Program Department

I have one or two small additional comments on your
draft of October 26.

Page 3, line 4: "sectoral allocations" - I do not
understand exactly why this should be
referred to here. If what is intended is
that P&B should be concerned with the impact
on the Bank's staff (Projects Department) and
financial resources, then this should be
stated.

Domestic Finance Division: If the issue of this
Division's location is still not settled,
this should be made clear. The same point
would apply to Page 6, line 5 (eliminate "six")
and to the table on page 7.

AStevenspn:js
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desWiptlos of the oroat on for such f.unmu It you ag that
so*i an rapSMizaS is desimuo, we will pr"ar * te 1Of ---tn

&Wd a smi tntitv diroativs to implement the dIain. An qpopVIat.
tus intemi fbr wmpa.ntation would have to be teaUtA s that
statUaSea .1.cieal staff sOmm be aus rised fr and aoqirtd by the
m- arganisatins I tbo Book. The hlkma *Rrstie is the Gwwral
Satiate ;eotion ar. probably dequats to staff the ftctine dscribed

Im Mr. Kinuot a m i*m Additioeal sabIli7 om4d be aequived thrOVO
d4vasiqmwn+ and Proesin.aal th Of AtM* staff A.n threu* rp1.C*-

nut of vacanes as thy afto.

Stevenson
*0tha t K

AT/ta



Mr. Hollis B. Chen November 2, 1970

Richard H. Demuth

Proposed Reorganization f Economic Staff

In general, I think your new structure for the Economic Staff is sensible,
even though, as you note, there will still be some uncovered subjects, the most
important, to my mind, being employment. I have only a few comments, but to

the first, in particular, I attach considerable importance.

1. As I understand it, Mr. McNamara wants the new Economic Program Depart-
ment to be responsible for reviewing not only "economic missions' terms of ref-
erence, economic reports and country program papers," but, more broadly, to es-

tablish a strong unit that can get the whole mission program under some kind of
control. I think you should indicate what unit in the Economic Program Depart-
ment is to have this responsibility. As I see it, in addition to the things

you mention, this unit ought to be responsible for reviewing the composition and

timing of Bank missions (including a much stronger effort to coordinate our tim-
ing with that of other agencies, including in particular the Fund) and the selec-
tion of at least the mission chief.l/ I think it should also be responsible for

seeing to it that our missions conform much more rapidly than they are now doing
to the various objectives that have been laid down for them by the President -
coverage of issues such as unemployment, preinvestuent requirements, environmental
problems, inadequacies of planning machinery, drawing on the expertise of the
other specialized agencies, associating the Resident Representative of the UNDP

with Bank missions, etc.

2. I think it would be helpful if you would insert after the first sentence

something to the effect that these three units are referred to collectively as
the "Central Economic Staff," since you introduce that term in the second para-
graph.

3. I think you should add to the general functions of the Central Economic
Staff, referred to in the third sentence of the second paragraph, the "provision

of supporting services to carry out the Bank's commitments to assist and coop-
erate with other organizations," or words to that effect.

4. You give, as a function of the International Finance Division in num-

bered paragraph 3, to maintain liaison with DAC and other agencies on the topics
assigned to the Division. As my Department has general responsibility for the
Bank 'a relations with other international organizations, I think you should in-

sert "in consultation with the Development Services Department" in this sentence.

5. I don't suggest that you change the description of the work of the Com-

parative Analysis Projects Division, but I do hope that in due course the Divi-
sion will endeavor not only to make our projections consistent internally but
also to tackle the much tougher problem of trying to get some consistency into
the projections used and promulgated by the entire international community.

1/ I think a case can be made that for some important missions we ought to look
for mission chiefs outside of, and perhaps at a higher level than, the area

department division responsible for the country.

MLH/RHD/pnn



INTERNATIONAL DEVELOPMENT INTERNATIONAL BANK FOR INTERNATIONAL FINANCE
ASSOCIATION RECONSTRUCTION AND DEVELOPMENT CORPORATION

OFFICE MEMORANDUM
TO: Mr. Douglas J. Fontein DATE: October 30, 1970

FROM: Peter Streng

SUBJECT: Establishment of Economic Program Department

Mr. Gibbs has asked me to let you have our comments on Mr. Chenery's

memorandum of October 26, 1970.

We welcome the assistance in area economic work which the divisions

of the new Economic Program Department are to provide. To reap the full

benefits of the proposed collaboration, it will be indispensable that

members of the EPD participate in country missions. In the past, Thailand

data supplied by the Economics Department were frequently outdated and

inconsistent with information brought back by economic missions. The main

reason for this appeared to be that the work load in the Economics

Department did not permit the checking of UN figures used within the

Department against those presented in country economic reports.
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Messrs. Balassa, Bohr, Carter, Goreux, Hawkins,
Henderson, Levy, Macone, Please, Reutlinger, October 27, 1970

Sacchetti, Tiemann, Westebbe

Hollis B. Chenery

Consultant Funds

As you know, the consultant budget of the Economic Staff

for Fiscal 1971 is very slim and most of the funds are already

committed. In order to make the most of the available funds I would

like to treat as a single pool the funds allocated to the Economics

Department, Studies Groups and the Basic Research Center. Funds

already committed (Forms 11.01 on consultants processed) will

remain unchanged. Requests for new commitments will be furnished

to me for approval through the Office of the Director of the

Economics Department. In the course of the mid-year budget review

we will examine the status of commitments and the utilization of

these funds, and if it should be appropriate, reallocate on the basis

of current needs any funds likely to remain unspent at the end of

the fiscal year.

cc: Mr. Ruddy/Mrs. Fabiette

ASteveni :js



FiRM No. 57 INTERNATIONAL DEVELOPMENT INTERNATIONAL BANK FOR INTERNATIONAL FINANCE
ASSOCIATION RECONSTRUCTION AND DEVELOPMENT CORPORATION

OFFICE MEMORANDUM
TO: Mr. Nicholas Carter DATE: October 26, 1970

FROM: A.G. Nowicki -,,

SUBJECT: Preliminary Ideas Concerning Economic Analysis in Country Reports

1. I have thougb a little about the Bank's economic reporting induced
by conversation with Professor Chenery and by the two papers you have given
me to read over the weekend.l/ There was no time for this thinking to
mature sufficiently, but as I will be away for some time, I decided to put
it in writing even in its present form.

Building blocks of the economic repoi'ts

2. I think that our economic reports will gain in clarity and purpose
if the country economists started to distinguish between three separate parts
of such reports:

i. Business cycle aspect of economic development (mainly short-
term)

ii. Economic performance
iii. Long-term structural shifts and the strategy of development.

3. As things stand at present, the first part foreshadows the other
two. What is, however, even worse from the methodological point of view,
creditworthiness assessment in economic reports is based at present on the
business cycle analysis and not on the long-term proportions of growth,
despite the fact that the countryts capacity to use aid and to repay it
depends exclusively on the character of its long-term changes.

Analysts

4. Each above mentioned part of the report would call for different
authorship. The business cycle analysis can be easily performed by the
country economist, and if he consistently keeps in touch with the economic
events in the country, a short annual visit to the field should sometimes
suffice to complete this part.

5. Analysis of the economic performance calls for a participation
of sectoral experts, who should concentrate on the sectoral allocation axid
use of factors of production.

6. Long term structural shifts and development strategy require more
attention. This does not imply that they could be discovered only by in-depth

1/ Testing comprehensive measurements of the development process (interim
report) and administrator's review of development performance.
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missions, composed of a platoon of economists. Such analysis requires

rather a small group of economists with experience of other countries arid
a knowledge of patterns of development. I think that the role of the new
department would be crucial here. Those country economists who deal with
the business cycle part may not be capable of tackling structural shifts
properly. Their knowledge is basically an extrapolative one, and their

objective function is to restore short-tern equilibria.

Content

7. The business cycle part would contain almost all usual components
of the economic report: review of public finance, balance of payments analysis,
resource gap problems, etc. Offhand, I think that these analyses should be

enriched by an analysis of the saving-investment-consumption behaviors of

the private sector of the economy. Economic reports of the IBRD were until
now mainly limited to the public sector. This is why they could not con-
centrate on such important issues as the trade-off between tax collection
and private savings (which is a necessary complement to the "Please effect").
This is also why the import forecasts were often meaningless, because they
were not based on the structure of private consumption and investment.

8. The performance part should consist of the analysis of the use
of production factors. To do this the analyst should be aware of the
country's economic potential: human and natural resources, existing productive
capacities, domestic and foreign markets, comparative advantage. He should
also distinguish between constraints on the use of this potential, which
could be quickly removed or relaxed through use of capital increments (Bank
loans) or a change in the current policies (Bank's advice), and constraints,
which would disappear only through long-term structural shifts.

9. 1 The long-term structural change is the study of the properties
of an economic model of the country. Only some parameters of such a model
could be standardized between countries. Other parameters would be proper
only to a given country or, better, to a whole group of countries within a
certain range of income per head and population size. These parameters
could be established by "comparative economistst" after a brief visit to the
country concerned, where (unlike the country economists) they would discuss
the subject also with planners, university professors and businessmen.

10. A structural shift, posited in such models, will be based on at
least two elements. The analysis of the country potential (prepared in the
"performance part" by sectoral specialists) and international comparisons.
The latter will include not only experience within a similar "pattern", but
also experience of countries which preceded the analysed country and which
are now in a higher stage of development. For the last reason, an inter-
temporal analysis is of paramount importance.

11. Only this last part of the report, i.e. long-term analysis, offers
through changes in parameters of the model a possibility of choice. Since
such a model involves (empirically estimated) structural relations and
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behaviorial functions, a change in parameter will entail a change in other
parameters at given behaviorial functions or a change in behavioral functions
at fixed parameters. The latter is possible through the use of appropriate
economic policies. A long-term model offering development alternatives,
together with a set of policies accompanying each alternative becomes, there-
fore, a strategy package, which the Bank could present to the country concerned.

12. A choice of future structure and of the path leading to it should
also involve social variables. For instance a shift in the incame distribu-
tion structure entails a change of the consumption pattern which could be
inferred frm a more advanced country. This would entail a choice between
alternatives of supply from domestic and foreign sources, and a choice of
taxation-saving alternatives. A similar choice could be made with respect
to another fundamental social variable, employment. The country will,
therefore, be confronted with a choice between allocative efficiency and
distributive justice with a number of trade-off points.

13. There will be a continuous bi-directional flow of information
between the intertemporal cross-country patterns of development and each
country's model. Patterns will help to determine basic proportions of the
forecasting model, while periodic checks of divergencies between the model
and the actual development would permit to explain deviations from the
pattern. These deviations could be induced by various reasons, such as a
newly discovered comparative advantage, and a change in strategy, a bad
performance, or finally such endogeneous reasons as the world market fluc-
tuations.

Bank Lending

14. Bank lending program may be different for each part of the report.
The business cycle lending is of the least importance - it could involve
mainly a project lending to relax a short-term debt constraint. Performance
lending has a wider scope. It may include both a lending to sectors with a
high but unutilized development potential (agriculture, industry) and a
lending to remove some constraints (inadequate infrastructure).

15. Structural shift lending may be the most difficult but also the
most rewarding. It could involve a complex "package" lending to a number
of sectors. If a structural shift involves, for example, a development of
a backward region which should specialize in steel production largely for
exports,1/ Bank financing may involve a lending to an urban development
transport expansion, steel project, and even a purchase of ships.

1/ Which implies three structural shifts: change in regional distribution
of income, in composition of industrial output, and in the structure and
importance of exports. This could be planned for at least three countries:
Brazil, Venezuela, India.
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Timing

16. Business cycle analyses could be perfonned annually, for A coun-
tries after a field trip, for B and C countries as a desk task. Perfonance
analysis could be carried every two years for A countries, every three years
for B and C countries. Structural analysis could be carried every five years
for most countries.

AGNowicki:yib

cc: Messrs. Chenery, Stevenson, Bohr, Henderson, Beier



Mr. A. F. Geolot Ovtober 23, I970

Qharle. 0. Ofor

DI-bsmnat Profiles - wausportatom
Project@ Departme

1. bolcUed as you requested In your m -nodamaam of October 7, 1970
are 35 sets of vDiabursomant Profiles of bak uSaS and m Credits" dated
August 17, 1970 febroaad, byte, &ad and N4tways and Ouewsl

ranqportatica. These Profiles, which weze vatmd cut from e*erene
(frtm aU the loans and credits fully diabmrsed or In process of disvrse.-
mest as of Nroh 31, 1970) are Intended to assist the staff 1u prparlng
estimates of dI ineuts for future proetecf ft y awr-mat to bt used
as sodasd&ls of dlmwinms, but as bsckpouud saterial, indicative of
a probable dIstributIon of ds res ats, to compboont the specific in-
formation available Os the Prveot.

2. I refer to your ommut, In yar ndm, en the usefulness
of the profiles with the present grouping mad ow telmene conversation
on this subject in which we further epllored this tApic. b can, of course,
with your bop in olassificetio, nu ks Profiles by the kind of p'oupiugs
you set out in your some but I would need to discuss this matr with you
in greater detail. As I indIated M the tlaphon I wiMl contact you
very soon. Since our goal to to ms the Profiles a more uaful tool
your sugestass for changes In the format or grupings based on your esx-
periens are walcome.
boliosures (3$)

cos Mrssre. Jk,,ani
Imeroky
Stevensonasgm

Gabriel (mm. only)



Mr. Y. Rovani October 22, 1970

D. S. Ballantine

Disbursement Profiles

We have now had an opportunity to review sample profiles

which you sent with your memorandum of October 1. These

profiles provide a very useful .guideline for architects work-

ing on both the implementation of existing projects and also

on the preparation of appraisal reports for new projects.

Although this Department has very few projects where disburse-

ment is completed, we would appreciate it if Mr. Goor could

prepare profiles for all projects for which data was supplied

during the recent disbursement review exercise and in addition,

prepare a standard profile for education projects as a whole.

I note that Mr. Goor expects to modify the format and

groupings. However, because of the diverse composition of this

Department's projects, I do not think that there are any

obvious groupings into which education loans and credits could

be divided at this stage.

We would be grateful if fifteen copies were made available

for this Department.

C red with: 14r. Thint

PFennell ma

C cared with: Mr. Calika



)Or* AlemndW SteMnsn October 21, 1970

Arthar I. TiM L.

Altda for Statistal Services Divsiom

secauise of the sse of the Statistical Services Divisio and the
wide variety of fnoticus performed by this diviicm, I sagset, subject

to approval, that the following asgam be used O the FridAy aftemoum
metang with ). W iiney. se purpossf the a &nth is to assure that all
the orgpnlsational unite in the division have an apportaiity to prseat
their prowes *Mthis the total t allocated.

Schedule

3:30 GOmml dsc tiu of diviSit - Ti0am
335 xteumal debt function - tuAsm

3:60 Debt evaluation - sit"s
3:55 hu* diabmamemte and finan-

owi flow model w awr
4#05 Qwetions and discussions
4:30 Special asNI nt - Nlbeters
635 StatsUal advisory and sWort-

function - undi
4#45 Prop'nming and amouter sqpport-

fnoction-Sleds
4s5 Questions and discussion



Mr. Alsexmndr 8tsv on (trough Mr. Timann) October 22, 1970

Charles 0. Goor

Review of Personnel Needs

Reftrencest 1. Mom ccn %W Work Pmoganm to Mr. Stevenson,
dated Sept. 9, 1970.

2. NAm on "Persosmel needed to arry on my
work proguaE to Mr. Mdler, dated Sept. 10, 1970.

1. beginning in April 197 , dAma the Prosident and the Execautt
Directors began to raise questions about the proing unmrd balance
of loans, te pressure for additicol work an 'diebur "emente' Inoreaed

sharply. I was requested at that tims, by the Projects DopartlAnts, to
eag in to ajor sfed", fte prodoctin of 'Disbrsement Profiles"
ond te procesasing of the 'Di'brsment Qoestimuaaire as of Narch 31,
1970.' To handle these projects four tomporary statistical assistantS
were added for the mer to te am statisticl assistant regularly
assigned to this work. he other person regularly assiged to Wis work

area, a junior statistician, was fully enguged in work on the Bank PIum-
cial Model and other work.

2. Before the work on the Profiles and the Questionnaire was
caleted, te Projects DeparMts were instructed to report on a "con-
tnuing' basis their quarterly esta tes of disbrsts by individual
loan. Te Controllers Deparnst suma-rises these estimates and oaqpares
themn it the actual quarterly data as they beone availuble. Some data

produced by the Diburemment Nodel have been requested fr tis project
but it is not clear as to bow they will be used.

3. Now, because of the increasing concern about an unusual lag in
disbursents, including recent press articles in part reflecting Dank
upoUves' questions, the Projects Departments and the Controllers have
boai requested to undertake another study. Tis is to oetemwine wheINr
here is in fact a lag and if so, vhy there s*ould be one, A ~ether it has

been increasing in recent years with the epecific reasons for amW such
increase and finally a review of possible remedies.

4. In conwection with this studr, as a member of the 'working
I have been requested to furnish within the nnet few weeks much of
data needed to make the analyses. his project will require additional
personnel aeonting to apprcamately five nan-weeks of statistial assist-
ant time and at least 2 an-weeks of progremer time. This progeming
tim and the needs fos the DisbIrs eent Mdedl shown in paragraph 7 below
are over and abov Oe requirements for the Mek Financial Model and the
Portfolio Ibdel for vhioh a prog1er--auilyst and propt inr have already
been assigned on a priority basis.

5. In addition to the above series of emergency personnel deands
there are the regular and contiuing requirements to keep %p with te
nomal processing of the Nodela, the collection and manipulation of data
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needed fbi reseai*[ 1eading to he Improvinant of the Xdele, particlaily
te Dlbebrssent Wdel uiiiih is of critial -urtan e= and will amtUmse
so in fte fstUrs. Also, there bhe alrea# bew reqgets for fUrther wof'
on the afieant and reassificaOp of the data on the Profiles f&n ea0s
of te Projects Dmartenets and there will probambaly ber.

6. Istead of tnylig to met thwse eid by meourpy ad hoc seas e,
it Is reocumisd that the steff requested in q enosnAom of fpt er 20,
1970 be provided as see as posibl*, Also, ims the dmea hfet isereesed
since tat date mad a part-tO statlstial assistant is available for hie,
i is emmde that tis 2.day per k assistant be added to th list
for use in te oamtiUa g reseawoh activities on t MAWIs, pAti0larlY

te Diberemant model

7. Also, te Dieert XWWda nwt be reprops0insd - see as

posible to ut li*s te latest ail*M0 dibohmmsit rate structure and
-abs ther I~vmmmp e t.. The prog r assigned t handle tas progema on

a oametaker besl is heavily involved in the Tfmnport NWdel and camot
devote ai tiwe to the Dissimn s I bihi. * 1 srathemoe, the #aic Data
Sytem of the Dibu'smmamt 1 -d l is belg used beavi to Not the .urrwt
damde but in its preset fasu it is iseffimelt and seeds to be systea-
tied and e fded to prmvide atam d Waiatemo and retrieal pabili-
ties. Altboen am* of the iftias of this dat base msy be made
availabelAn an ibmp. aoalmtig sAtew, as sugmeted by 70, that ny
be samtim is the fte and proba3y would sot satisfy all th. data base

requirvmest partioulwly for rssoaulh. With a relatively vl effort, Ahile
oomsilhg *beew ctr al'aIsIte are asI ame and than impl imted,

the aistimg data file an be eouverted to a more fMiibla e wtm to meet
-,owig dmands. This actomn wild not smb*& the pslbility of coorAdi-

nation or -l ti n witb a broader qstas. Constnt use of ths Daa las
=aws its systinatsauo a hIg priority. ftll-tim pro 1ing assistan e

wil be seeded fbr te bals.. of this fiscal yr for this wwI and te
revisimo of other section of the Disbursesent J*dsl.

8. In AMAW the additiosl perOsmiMO seeds overed in this ad t

a. A middl-level statsUtiale
b. A statistioal assistant
e. A pert-tne (2 dwye per week) satistial assistant

d. vse of a fullu-te propaeanslyst.

OCS YN55?5. a I
Tamw-n
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A.0. NowickiA

Stuy Projects leading to Future Bank Operations

1. You asked me last week what "study projects" I could be singled
out from a few of my recent missions. I believe that each mission fur-
nishes as an occasion to seek for such projects. Let me enumerate a fews

Agntina. There are at least three study project possibilities
there. As I understand it, we have to find a solution to an economic
issue first, and then the Bank's operation would eventually follow.

i. Preference margin.

Issues Domestic producers of capital goods are granted
15 percent preference margin over the foreign suppliers
when submitting a tender. The belief in interested countries
is that this margin is too thin and foreign suppliers are
winning all bids as a rule. With our current insistence on
"effective protection" of domestic production, we are running
here against our new official policy, because an aeross-the-
board preference margin reflect plainly "nominal protection"
only: Ny suspicion is that a 15 percent preference margin
may not leave azrr protection on the domestic suppliers'
value added, considering that steel prices in Argentina are
higher than international prices.

Solutions The problem deserves a study, because
Argentina capital goods industry loses to foreign suppliers
about $100 million worth of orders annually. We could focus
on two things here. The first is the cost structure of
domestic suppliers, to see whether some cost elements are
not pushed upwards by factors beyond the producer's influence.
The second is to see whether the foreign supplier's price
is not influenced downwards by indirect export subsidies.

I gues that India, Brazil, Colombia, Korea and Taiwan will also
be interested in results of such study. While the absolute amount of our
project financing may not go up as a result of our findings, the effect
of our project financing on the balance-of-payments of these countries may
change significantly and therefore the nature (although not the volume) of
our aid would change accordingly.

I invented this word. It sounds better than a "research" which is
really not a research, or a "service" which is really not a service.
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ii. Export industries.

Issues Argentina has a natural resource-linked comparative
advantage in exports (meat packing, leather goods, etc.). This
advantage remains largely untapped because incentives, incor-
porated into the economic policy of the Goverment, deflected
capital from these industries into others which supplied
exolusively the domestic market.

Solution# The problem here is not to set adequate export
incentives. I suspect ft tackle the whole issue of export
incentives wrongly. Export incentives may work wherever we
deal with "switching" of industrial goods from domestic to
foreign market, and these goods are produced from already
existing capacities. Classical export incentives are not
adequate, however, when we have to create new, largely export
oriented capacities. The long-term risk of having a capital
tied-up in such ventures offsets the current advantage classi-
cal export incentives may promise. The project study would
focus on this subject, and if we find that Argentina export
advantage is worth to be exploited on a wider scale, the Bank
may move in to finance it.

iii. Steel and Fertilizer Sectors and Market Maring in Latin
America.

Issue: Despite the existence of the LAFTA Agreement,
Latin American countries pursue their industrialization process
as if the Treaty of Montevideo did not exist. There is not
much we can do about it, except for one things we can channel
our loans to industry in Latin America bearing in view a
continent-wide market.

Solutions Principal branches to concentrate upon are
steel and fertilizers. Some countries in Latin America have
an undoubted cost advantage - Brazil in steel, Venezuela in
fertilizers. To find the best way to utilize this advantage,
the study project should focus on a few factors - demand pro-
jections for principal countries, production costs in "best"
locations compared to other locations, transportation possi-
bilities, maximum production which could be obtained from
existing capacities and from projects about to be completed.
We can use information accumulated in the (Industrial Division
of the) LAFTA headquarters in Santiago de Chile, and also
utilize industrial cojcentration schemes prepared by the
Brookings Institution (study on the Latin American Intepation,
unpublished). The Bank can then come out with its industrial
credit proposals, limited to industrial units which were found
most economical and should use also some of its leverage to
assure that production from these units is sold in a number
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of countries of latin Anerica, so as to impede a proliferation
of less osonomic units there. To do it, we can put forward
new proposals, such as long-term contracts with indezed prices,
eopensatory agreements, etc.

2. Loea. Develoa2ent of Mehanical Industries.

Issuer Korea has found itself in a situation, similar
to a number of other developing countries, where a nuaber of
obvious import-substitution activities came to a close. Korea's
demand for cement, textiles or fertilisers is now fully supplied
from the domestic production. Further process of indfstrialisa-
tion could, therefore, be based on three poeribilities only:
(a) Growth of production for the domestic market by already
existing industrial branches; (b) Growth of production as above,
but soumpanied by a growth of exports of industrial products;
(o) Move into new industrial branches, such as the mechanical
industry. Growth (a) is necessarily constrained by the donestic
market; growth (b) is limited by some rigidities of the inter-
national market (inelasticities, quantitative restrictions,
other countries' dumping), and by the fact that increasing export
effort entails increasing import component in eaortsl/ and
Increasing percentage of export inoentives.0/

Solutions Korea could serve as an exosflent laboratory
to test how a country should start its mzehanical industries.
I think that a number of other developing countries are con-
fronted with the sae problem and run a risk of ending with
idle capacities and high-cost production. The project study
will havy as an objetive, to find on the AMgd side whether
some types of machinery cannot be standardised, if possible
over a larger territory (ranging from Taiwan to Thailand, or
even India). It will also have to find whether developed
countries relinquish some types of machinery, leaving supply
to foreign exporters, in the same way it happens in commercial
electronics. On the MUig side it will have to enquire into
the choice of techniques, mechanical industry being one of
the few branches where substitution of labor for capital is
still possible, i.e. the same find product could be obtained
through different production function. It will also have to
investigate the world trade in moderately simple (low-
efficiency) machines. The Bank will have an ample opportunity
for development financing here, considering especially that
in developing countries, private foreign credits and domestic
resources to establish mechanical industries are usually
difficult to find.

In other words, get export grows slower than gness export.

Marginal costs of new exports have a tendency to rise.
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3. I have chosen only a few subjects. They were selected basically
for three reasons: (a) Thy are in the center of developing countries.
There are barely any problems more important than domestic supliers'
possibilities to win intemnational contracts, than possibilities to achieve
some international integration, than possibilities to develop exports and
7inlly, than possibilities to have indtWry grow quicker than the OIDP
(b) They have never been tackled theoretically or practically before, and
we mey therefore add something to our body of knowledge; (a) They offer
ample opportunities for creative and reasonably secure Bank's lending.

ADlowiakityib
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Orant Slade

ESM231ics Do22rtmnt Data krocgujUn ast

Attached is a table showing the D*artmnt's budgetary status as
of the end of the lot rquarter. As can be sen fram the table, the Departwant
has substantially underspent its allocation of resources. This is tmie of
other departments as well.

I think that this underspeading is attributable to the s*Wrtage
of prograaing staff in the Bank. Our recent recruitusnt of two new personnel
should improve the sitaation to seom degree. However, until more budgetary
positions for programsrs are autborized, or a siseable portion of the allocation
is earmarked for contractual programing, the Boak will continue to underspead,
the data processing budget.

The preparation of tables to show progress made on the budget is
quite todious and mst be done by hand. However, all of the data is gathered
and pit into machine readable form by the Data Processing Division, but no
attemt has been ade to present the data in an organised fashion which is
useful to mngewent. It seems to me that the Data Processing Comittee
could allocate resources to the Data Processing Division for the development
of a managasnt report. This is in the interest of all Dpartments, especially
Economics and Administration, and should be given high priority.

0Slade as

ce: Mers. Tieann/McPhoeters



Economics Department Computer Charges

1st Quarter FY1971 (dollars)

Cumul. Total Remaining

Div. . J U L AUGUST SEPTEBER Total Alloc. Allocation

Code DIVISION _______________

Manpower CCU KP Other Total Manpower CCU KP Other Total Manpower CCU KP Other Total

05 Office of Director 2761 2761 340 340 3137 3137 6238 15000 8762

10 Industrialization 1 1 1 103 102

20 Urbanization 0 0 0
30 Domestic Finance 

6 55 61 61 1369 1308

40 Population 
168 168 291 291 459 2361 1902

50 Quantitative Techniques 3354 425 3779 2000 122 2122 400 147 * 547 6W48 4620 -1828

60. Sectdr & Projects 865 1599 176 2640 2000 3168 105 5273 1881 3360 641 5882 13795 44150 30355

70 Statistical Services 2549 5115 943 370 8977 4000 5020 483 9503 3923 3939 1733 490 10085 28565 35262 6697

80 Trade Policies 36 8 44 12 12 18 18 66 2430 2364

85 National Accounts 2958 3354 426 6738 426 808 1234 436 101 537 8509 2361 -6148

TOTAL 6372 13458 1978 3131 24939 6426 11176 1050 18652 6240 8115 2576 3627 20558 64149 107656 43507

Outside KP, overtinr, 1823 26762 240 4263 23155 107 74 20739

unallocated amounts

GRAND 26762 23155 20739 70656 107656 37000

TOTAL -1

October 13, 1970.



INTERNATIONAL DEVELOPMLNT INTERNATIONAL BANK FOR INTERNATIONAL FINANCE
ASSOCIATION RECONSTRUCTION AND DEVELOPMENT CORPORAl ON

OFFICE MEMORANDUM
TO:Mr. Hollis B. Chenery DATE: October 13, 1970

FROM: Stanley Please

SUBJECT: Annotated and Selected List of Studies by Members of the Domestic Finance
of Developing Countries Division

1. The following is a selection of the main studies undertaken in the

Division in the last few years. I have grouped them around subjects in order

to provide the background to their preparation and in particular to indicate

the reason why they came to be undertaken in this Division.

I. The Mobilization of Incremental Agricultural Incomes

2. A combination of forces converged in the mid-1960's which made this

problem a central one in the area of resource mobilization in many countries

(the so-called green revolution, the greater emphasis given to investment in

agriculture, the phasing out of food aid, etc.). The problem had a close link,
of course, with the Bank's growing involvement in agricultural lending. A

series of studies were undertaken which were primarily focussed on the problem

as it manifests itself in India-Pakistan'. These studies have comprised the

following:

Francisco Abbate: "The Taxation of the Agricultural Sector in India"
(A critical survey of the various proposals for
increasing the burden of direct taxation on agri-
culture in India.)

Jean-Pierre Amselle: "The Taxation of the Agricultural Sector in
Pakistan" (A statistical study of household budgets

to determine whether the structure of indirect taxation

could be adapted both to offset the assumed under-

taxation of the agricultural sector and to capture

a larger proportion of incremental agricultural
incomes.)

3. Extracts from these two papers constituted a large part of a paper

(attached) I presented to the -International Seminar on Fiscal Incentives to

Promote Agricultural Development (Istanbul, November 1968).

I. These specific studies have been oupplemented by many other pieces
of work on the mobilization of agricultural incomes particularly in relation
to the repayment capacity of farmers who are the beneficiaries of agricultural
investments in East Pakistan (including World Bank investments). The studies
have been the outcome of the Division's direct participation not only in country
economic work but also in project work in the fields of agricultural credit
and irrigation and in the major and continuing sector study of water and agri-
culture in East Pakistan.

5. On the basis of this work the Division prepared a paper (attached) on
"Capital Flows and Income Transfers Within and Between Nations to Sustain the
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Agricultural Revolution" which Mr. McNamara presented as a staff paper to the
Bellagio Conference in April 1969. This paper and one which reviewed the wider
field of "The Disposition of the Increment to Agricultural Income" also provided
the basis for a special Bank Board Seminar on the subject.

II. Government Expenditure and Savings in Developing Countries

6. I presented a somewhat polemical paper entitled "Savings Through
Taxation -- Mirage or Reality" to the Cambridge Conference in Problems of
Economic Development (1965). The hypothesis presented in the paper (that
increases in savings through increases in taxation have been thwarted in many
countries by current expenditure growth which has been causally related to tax
effort) has been the focus of several pieces of quantitative research undertaken
both within and outside the Bank. The documentation and results of these
studies were presented to an AID Seminar in April of this year under the title
"The 'Please Effect' Revisited" (copy attached).

7. Over the past year Ved Gandhi has immersed himself more deeply in
this subject particularly in African countries. For this purpose he is com-
bining cross-section studies with intensive time series studies related to his
servicing of economic missions. A sector study on education expenditure which
placed particular emphasis on the levels of teacher salaries provided the basis
for his addressing the Education Projects Department. I am attaching two other
studies which he has recently undertaken:

Ved Gandhi - "Wagner's Law of.Pu;lic Expenditure: Do Recent Cross-
Section Studies Confirm It?" (This is to be published
in "Finances Publiques.")

Ved Gandhi - "Are There Economies of Size in Government Current
Expenditures in Developing Countries?"

8. Also as part of the Division's involvement in government expenditure
problems, Per Eklund has undertaken a theoretical and empirical study of ear-
marking of government revenues. The empirical part of this study has been
closely linked with his area department assignments particularly to the Phil-
ippines. Apart from the intrinsic importance of the subject (an importance
which is not reflected in public finance literature), the study was also

addressed to the Bank's schizophrenic attitude on earmarking as a fiscal device
(whilst at the macro level it is in general deplored at the level of Bank
projects, it is accepted and even encouraged). I am attaching the summary to
the study.

III. Public Utility Pricing

9. The Division has had a continuing involvement in this problem particu-
larly in the fields of road and electricity pricing. A major study of road
user charges in Central America was undertaken by Tony Churchill, assisted by
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George Beier and Elke Meldau and with further assistance from the Transport
Projects Department and the area department. The study is essentially an
application of the methodology developed by Professor Alan Walters in a previous
Bank study. The major thrust of this methodology was to develop a structure of
prices which makes sense from the point of view of both investment decisions
(where possible) and decisions relating to the utilization of existing productive
capacity. Considerations of financial return to the operating agency and of
broad fiscal policy should be dovetailed on subsequently. In fact the Central
American study demonstrated, to most people's surprise, that a system of road
charges which was optimal from the point of view of the sector was consistent
with the needs of fiscal policy. Walters acted as a consultant for the Central
American study. The study had direct operational significance as well as
research significance. Furthermore it appears to be influencing the Bank's
attitude in regard to road user charges in several other countries (e.g.,
Venezuela). I am attaching a copy of the Summary and Conclusions of the study.
I am also attaching copies of the tens of reference for the Caracas Road User
Charges Study which stand in marked contrast to those for a similar study which
were also drawn up in the Bank as part of a Revised Plan of Action related to
transport coordination in Spain (also attached).

IV. Private Savings Mobilization

10. The Division has attempted in the past few years to raise certain
policy issues in this area both at the country level and at the level of Bank
operations (industrial finance company lending and agricultural credit lending).
This has been backstopped by research including an on-going study in Pakistan
which the Bank is jointly financing with PIDE.

11. The broad intention of these studies is to avoid the encyclopaedic-
descriptive-type studies which tend to be undertaken in the field of so-called
"capital markets" and instead to concentrate upon the importance of particular
policy variables (most obviously interest rate levels and differentials), of
particular institutional roles (e.g., contractual savings, industrial finance
companies, etc.) and of the role of particular instruments (e.g., value-linked
financial paper).

The following papers have been prepared so far:

M. Joshi - "The Role of Contractual Savings in Mobilization of Savings"

E. Meldau - "Mobilization of Private Savings through the Banking

System: A Case Study of.Taiwan"

S. Please/M. Joshi - "Industrial Financing and the Mobilization of
Private Savings in China"

M. Joshi - "Financial Institutions and Financial Policy for Economic
Development"

L. Christoffersen - "Interest Rates and the Structure of a Commercial
Banking System Under Inflationary Conditions -- A Case
Study of Brazil"
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L. Christoffersen/S. Please - "Value-Linking of Financial Contracts"

13. I am attaching the study of Madhusudan Joshi on Contractual Savings
and the Christoffersen study on Brazil. We can, of course, make the other
studies immediately available if you wish to peruse them.

V. Country Studies

14. The following list of country fiscal studies prepared in the Division
coveis the range of "types" of country work which has been undertaken as an
outcome of participation in area department economic work. I am attaching the
first of these studies (that on Iran); the others are immediately available if
you wish to have them.

Please/Schebeck - "Aspects of the Problem of Internal Resource
Mobilization in Iran"

Sciolli - "Economic Growth and Tax Elasticity -- the Tunisian Experience"

Ved Gandhi - "The Current Economic Position and Prospects of Ghana"
(1970), Vol. IV - Public Finance

George Beier - "Economic Position and Prospects of Malawi" (1969),
Chapter IV.

Anthony Churchill - "Economic Popition and Prospects of Colombia"
(1967), Vol. II, Public Finance

Montek Singh Ahluwalia - "Current Economic Position and Prospects of the
U.A.R." (1970), para. VI

SPlease/io

cc: Messrs. Kamarck and Stevenson
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E.K. Hawkins

Economist Assigiuents in the Bank

There are certain general points about the use of economists in the
Bank and in the Economics Department, in particular, which I would like to
make before departing on a mission. The first in a general point that has
been a concern for some tiae, but which arises more forcibly at a time like
the present when you contemplate a number of alterations in people#* assign-
ments. The Bank has now reached the size in which it would be desirable to
have a more formal system for making known the existence of vacancies with-
in the organisation. I believe that some of the other international agencies
have a requirement that vacancies (including promotions) be made known to the
staff and those who wish to be considered for the post are able to put their
names forward.

This would have the advantage of indicating the field of those interested
in being considered to those responsible for filling the post. (It would be
desirable in the case of the more senior positions, if it could also be estab-
lished that the Economic Adviser to the President be consulted on all such
appointments.) An obligation to publicise the existence of vacancies would
place no limitation on the freedom of choice of the person who has to make
the final decision. It would, however, have the effect of making sure that
job descriptions were made explicit. It would also provide some kind of
barometer of the extent to which staff are seeking a change of post.

I would relate this proposal to the implications of the creation of a
new Economic Programming Department, under the constraint you mentioned that
there must be no increase in the total number of economists in the "economic
complex". If, as we all hope, this new department is to include experienced
and senior economists from the area departments, the change implies a number
of re-assignments both within the present Economics Department and in the
rest of the Bank. I hope that the widest possible field will be reviewed for
these changes, without prejudicing arz persons chance of being considered who
has the necessary ability and background. It has been noticeable that there
has been a tendency in the past to fill vacant senior positions from within
the department in which the vacancy occurs.

The above thoughts are linked to the point which a number of us have
made to you verbally, which is the need to try and eliminate the feeling still
extant within the Bank that the economists in the Economics Department are
doing less important work than those in area departments, or in the projects
departments. The creation of a second economics department may well strengthen
this feeling, since the new department will attract some of the better econo-
mists and proceed to eclipse the present Economics Department (presumably
reduced in sise) because of its central role in policy discussions.
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One way to diminish this possibility would be to try and associate
the functional divisions who will remain in the reduced 3conodas Depart-
ment with the policy and programming activity. I hope that it will also
continue to be recognised that thay have a research function to perform
which is distinct from that performed by the Basic Research Group under
its present mandate.

It will still be difficult, however, to prevent a decline in the
prestige of the reduced Economics Department unless some my can be devised
for integrating serrice in that Department into the regular career structure
of the Bank, so that it is expected that economists will spend part of their
careers in a functional division. My own experience is a case in point, ale
though it is, unfortunately, not typical; after working in an area depart.
ment I transferred to the Economics Department where I have been responsible
for two divisions in functional areas in which I was not personally a spe-
cialist. The justification was that I should be able to relate the work of
the specialists to the operational activities and needs of the Bank. In
population studies I consider that the evidence is already clear, after only
eighteen months, that the most progress is made by people who are first of
all good economists, but who are interested in the subject and have specialist
advice to draw upon, rather than by specialists alone. On the other hand such
economists may not want to spend their whole working life in this field, as
I certainly do not wish to do, either, nor do they necessarily want to stay
in the Economics Department forever.

EKHawkina/gah

cc: Mr. A. Stevenson
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Mr. Ricks, Mr. Kgudu, Mrs. Paulson, Mr. Slade, October 5, 1970
Mr. Gor
bobert NoPhsters

MIetings with Mr. ( ,

During the course of the meeting of division chiefs, following
te staff meeting last Friday, Mr. enexr indicated tat he plans to
meet with a3 pro-ssional staff in the Departaent and Studies Oroups
over the next two weeks. The purpose of these metings is two-folds

to get to know professional staff and to hear our views on our work on
one land, and, on the other, to tell us sboming of his plans and objeo-
tives for the hnk's economic work.

Statistical Services Division is tOtative4 scheduled to mot
with Mr. hanemy on MPnday, October 19, beginning at 4s00F, in room

D%6. In order to keep the meetings to a neabls ses, Mr. Stevens=
has suggested that we meet with Mr. Mm(ry in two groups. Acormdingly,
the following schedule has been arrangeds

4sOO p.m. Messres. Ricks, GOor, Slade
Mrs. Paulson and professionils in the Nxternal
Debt Section

44l5 p.m. Massre. Munda, Slade and professionals in the
General Statistics and Prop'm0ing Sections

Mr. Tsann and I will join both groups. In preparation for
these meetings, I would ask that you give tscm thout to what you would
like to tall Mr. Chosery at this first direct exposure. You migt want
to include reference to both our current operations and our prosects for
the inediate fMture. Mr. (hnery will be Wprtioularly interested in our

soporting role in the kik's economic research activity.

ces Mr. Stevenson
Mar. Tim.

/ta



Mr. Ricks, Mr. iasdu, Mrs. faulson, Mr. Blade, October 1, 1970
Mr. 0oor
Robert McPheeters

Economics Staff Meeting FriA October 2

Mr. Chenery is in the Bank and has assumed his functions as

Economic Advisor to the fresident. He will conduct the monthly meeting

of Economics Department professional staff tomorrow morning. I urge you

to see that all your professionals attend the meetingl it should be both

interesting and important. The meeting will take place at 9:30AM in the

Board Room.

For your information, Mr. Qienery plans to have the Economics

Department and the Studies Groups function as a single staff. Studies

Groups.4taff will be present at the meeting tomorrow, and the Studies Groups

Directors will henceforth be included in the weekly Division Chiefs meet-

ings aioh Mr. Kamarck has held in the past for Eonomics Department alone.

In addition to his present role as Director of the Department, Mr. Kaiarok

has been asked by Mr. Chenery to act as his deputy with regard to the Groups.

Cc. Mr. Tiemann

RMcP/ta



Mr. Diamond September 30, 1970

B. H. Shin

Statistical Tables updated by the Economics
Department

3.. As you know, the Statistics Division of the Economics Depart-
ment agreed with us early this year that in the first instance, they
would undertake tho updating of a dozen tables hitherto prepared by
Hiss San Lin and myself. (Ref. Mr. Guihati's memo to you of January 9,
1970).

2. Of the dozen tables, Mrs. Fairall of the Statistics Division,
updated two (drafts) and handed them over to me for review, on vhich I
have made a few minor corrections and suggestions.

3. Judging from the drafts reviewed, I should say that the sta-
tistics Division has made a good beginning in their undertaking of the
work for us.

4. I expect to receive in due course drafts of the following ten
tables from the Statistics Division.

(1) Aggregate Financial Assistance, Extended by Development
Finance Companies by Industry

(2) Rate and Amount of Not Profit Before Tax and Allocations
to Provisions of Development Finance Companies

(3) Annual Financial Commitments of Development Finance
Companies

(4) Reserves, Provisions and Equity as Percentages of Total
Portfolio of Developmant Finance Companies

(5) Anniual and Cumulative Yield on IFC Investment in Develop-
ment Finance Companies

(6) Yield on Equity Investment of Development Finance Companies

(7) Dividends received by IFC from Development Finance Companies

(8) Status of IF0's Shareholdings in Development Finance Companies

(9) Date of Agreement, Effective Date and Dates of Last Commit-
ment and Disbursement of IBRD/IDA Loans to Development Finance
Companies

(10) Number of Loans and Investiients under Supervision by Develop-
ment Finance Companies Debartment

cc: Messrs: Gulhati
Stevenson It a
Kundu &

(Mrs.) Fairall



Mr. A. Stevenson September 21, 1970

W. A. Wapenhans

CommodIty. Work for Anpraisa Iep orts

1. I refer to your memo of September 15 addressed to lr. Evans.
As you know we have been instructed by 11r. McNamara to report on
regular consultations with other international commodity organizationg.
I plan to issue an instruction to that effect to the Division Chiefs
of this Denartment. Since it involves close collaboration with the
Economics Department I would be grateful for any comments you may care
to make on the attached draft instructions.

2. You will note that the instruction would also cover the
quarterly reporting to you of projects with commodity aspects, the
commodity in question, and the approximate appraisal1 date. Ti believe
that quarterly revisions of the first list attached hereto should be
sufficient to keep you abreast of any changes in time, deletions or
additions.

Attachment

WAWape hans:fh



Mr. Alexander Stevenson September 18, 1970

Arthur E. Tiemann 4;'1 7
Revisions in niscal Year 1971 Nudget

The revised budget estimates for fiscal year 1971 for the
Statistical. Services Division which are provided below reflect the change
in staff requirements from the presently authorised levels. Some of
these changes had been anticipated in earlier budget requests but were
not authorised. Now that the first quarter of the current fiscal year is
newly completed, the proposed revisions in the authorised budget have a
more solid basis.

The requirements for the projects supervised by Mr. Goor has
been put forth in his memorandum to yo and to Mr. Adler and reflect
demands by PMB, Projects and Controller. These requirements awe not in-
cluded below.

ZXTMRNAL DEBT SECTION

Attached are two organisation charts for the External Debt
Section. Chart I gives the organisation of the Section along lines which
I believe will be most efficient for our assignment for this year. Chart
II is the same except that the names of the persons presently occupying
the professional positions are filled in in the appropriate places on the
chart.

According to this proposal the Section would have a total of
33 positions compared with the 32 now in the budget. However, the make,,
up is somewhat different as can be seen from the following comparison

Present Proposed

Professionals
Chief 1 1
Syttems Deputy 1 1
Operations Deputy - 1
Debt Analysts 4 5
Processing Suporvisor3 i 7

3ub-total

Non-professionals
Statistical assistants 19 15
Typists 2 2
Records clerk 1 1

Sub-total

Total of Section



Mr. Alexander Stevenson - 2 - September 18, 1970

The proposal can be carried out by the up-grading of 3 statistical assistants
to the level of processing supervisor and by the creation of one new position,
Operations Deputy. Of the 5 new professional positions, 4 would be recruited
from staff already in the Section. The fifth is Mr. Merayo who is coming to
the Section fram the Western Africa Department with the loan of a position.

The work of the debtor system has for several months been divided
among four groups, as against 3 groups formerly. The reason for the change
is that the number of countries per group was so large that the production
of tables could only be accomplished superficially. Responsibility for a
fewer number of countries makes possible and more individual handling of
debt problems. However, with only 10 professional positions, two of the
groups have been left with inadequate direction. Group 2 has been without
a Debt Analyst and in Group 4 the Debt Analyst has had to delegate many of
the processing supervisor duties to a statistical assistant.

The creditor group has never had a processing supervisor. Until
a few days ago the creditor group was only responsible for the Expanded
Reporting System. The work on capital markets has been carried out by a
statistical assistant under the direct supervision of the Chief. The person
working on the capital markets, who has now been with the Bank for 14 months,
is now capable of operating rather independently but at the same time this
work has increased so that another statistical assistant has been assigned
to work with her on it. This function has now been assigned to the Creditor
Group so as to relieve the Chief from the burden of its direct supervision.
I recommend that this group have two Processing Supervisors, each one in
charge of the two separate functions of the group.

The totally new position of Operations Deputy is designed to fill
a need which has been felt for same time. Both the Chief and the Systems
Deputy spend a good deal of time on operational and administrative functions
which keep them from the formulation of policy, the exploration of new fields,
and the designing or improvement of systems and procedures. They also are
forced to perform some duties which should be carried out by staff members
on a much lower level. However such staff members are not available because
of the pressure of production, lack of experience in these duties and a need
for careful supervision.

The Operations Deputy will assist the Chief in administration, the
direction and assembly of world debt compilations, handling of correspondence,
the improvement and direction of operating procedures in the various groups,
and participate in the formulation of policy. The Operations Deputy would
also become familiar with the specifications of the various computer programs
used for debt tables and would assist in the direction of assignments which
require non-routine manipulation of these programs. This latter, strictly
operational function, now falls to the Systems Deputy and distracts her from
her proper work in designing and maintaining systems.



Mr. Alexander Stevenson - 3 - September 18, 1970

The above recoauendations are based on a realistic assessment of
the requirements necessary to satisfy the expected demands to be put on our
resources. Tothe extent that we are unable to realise this proposal, we will
have to neglect important work which will contribute to the quality and quen-
tity of our production, particularly the former. Although at present we have
some staff capable of performing the more advanced work, failure to reward
them with appropriate grades and salaries will undoubtedly lead them to seek
opportunities elsewhere in the Bank or outside the Bank.

STATISTICS SECTION

During the past few months, the requests for statistical work have
exceeded the capability of our permanent staff. It may be noted that during
May-September 1970 we have utilised 134 man-months of temporary help to take
care of the increasing work-load. About half of this work has been at pro-
fessional level, taken care of by a consultant and one of the summer employee.
We had quite a few extensive studies during the above period vis., mission
reports for China and Nigeria, Industrial employment in Southern Europe,
Industrial Structure of Latin America, Pakistan Load Control Study, Thailand
Transport Model and Livestock project in Guyana. Some of these studies are
still in progress. We have also received requests for future work on Latin
American trade analysis and Commodity studies.

In view of the above, it will become exceedingly difficult to
continue to perform our functions without additional permanent staff. I
would also stress on the qualitative aspect of our service, sLnce this tends
to get neglected while working under pressure. I would, therefore, reiterate
my request for 5 additional professionals for this Section. This increase
would be partially offset by converting two statistical assistant positions
to Grade E assistant statisticians.

Attached is a copy of the request of April 8, 1970, in which more
detailed justification appears. The projected workload appears to be borne
out by actual demands for statistical assistance.

DEBT EVALUATION UNIT

The newly formed Debt Evaluation Unit presently consists of one
professional and one research assistant. From the outset, the Unit has
worked almost full-time in developing and programming country models for
economic and debt progeotions for PMB and the area departments. It is
anticipL ted, however, that the further additions of programmer assistants
to the staff of the Programming Section will relieve the head of the Debt
Evaluation Unit from current tasks involving data preparation and computer
programaing and additional staff in PMB and improvements in the debt model
projection program will lessen the work load of the research assistant. It
is hoped that by the end of FT 1971 only 25% of the professional's time,
and 50% of the statistical assistant's will have to be devoted to this work,
at most.



Mr. Aleuiander Stevenson - 4 - September 18, 1970

The Unit requires an expansion of staff, however, so that it may
begin to cope with the many areas of debt evaluation work currently being
neglected, as outlined by the External Debt Review cmmuittee. These areas
includes reviewing economic reports and country program papers to check on
the use of debt statistics and the methodology of debt analysis undertakn
by the area departments; developing a new approach for estimating future
disbursements on undisbursed debt; developing methodology for the recon-
ciliation of creditor and debtor reports, and balance of payments data;
continuing analysis of trends in global and regional indebtedness and debt
service; research in depth on countries with special debt problems; and
the construction of debt tables for countries which have only recently
begun to report debt statistics.

Since all of these activities involve substantial statistical
gathering and compilation, it will be necessary to add immediately one
stA tistical assistant to supplement the efforts of the present statistical
assistant. This would bring the Unit up to the level originally antici-
pated in the budget request for its establishment during the current fiscal
year. However, both statistical assistants may be occupied "O% or more of
their time with country model programs if the number of countries desiring
such work increase6 as planned and there is no offsetting increase in staff
in P&B or elsewhere. In addition, it is apparent that if all of the above
areas are to be competently handled by professional staff in this section,
one more professional will have to be added to the staff during the latter
half of FT 1971. This would raise the total camplement of the section to
two professionals and two statistical assistants; we regard this as the
minimum satisfactory size of the Unit for the balance of Fr 1971.

PIEGRAMMING SECTION

The Progralming Section is currently authorized 14 positions.
These are filled by the section chief, 4 prograsmers, 6 programer/analysts,
2 programmer/analyst recruits (reporting about October 1), and 1 position
as yet unfilled. We are engaged in an effort to fill this last position.

Although the authorized staffing of the section is 14, only 13
are doing programiing and systems analysis. The section chief's job
requires a full-time manager, and only on rare occasions can he devote his
energies to programming applications. Therefore, the shortage of personnel
is to be measured against 13, not 1, programmers.

The FY 71 Demand for Data Processing Resources and Initial Budget
Allocation prepared by the Progpsmming and Budgeting Department shows a
demand for $412,260 worth of staff time for those users serviced by the
Economics Department Programwing Sections

Area Departments $ 10,920
Projects Departments 173,280
Economics Department 173,460
P&B (Economics dept. portion) 40,7U0
VC0 13,8W0



Mr. Aaeander Steverson - 5 - September 18, 1970

These demand figures were then arbitrarily cut by FB 20% across
the board to arrive at the budget authorisation. Still, this leaves approxi-
mately $329,800 which has been given to our users based upon their need.
Given that the weighted average of prograwwr/analyst and programmer charges
is $390 per week, our users have funds available for 846 man weeks of program-
ming. On the other hand, our supply of resources is equal to 47 weeks times

13 programers or 611 ran weeks. This is a shortage of 235 man weeks which
is equal to 5 programdng positions. "e are therefore 5 positions short in

the Program g ection, even after the 20% across the board cut in the
demand figures by MB, and eveFiaer we gain our full complement of staff.

The Programing Section made an independent survey of user demand
in addition to that made by PB. Our survey shows an estimated requirement

of 857 man weeks of programming required throughout the year. This would

indicate that the final P&B demand figure is fairly accurate. But given
that the demand projection is realistic, then the Programing Section's
shortage of manpower nmst be realistic, too.

Many of the user projects origimnIly epected to be started in the

first quarter have slipped to the second and third. This means that we can

epect a greater need for prograintiers in the second, third and fourth

quarters than in the first. In cth lr words, while on the average for the

whole year we are five prograwers short, we were only about 3 short at the

start of the first quarter. As the second quarter approaches, old staff
are returning from vacations and missions. They are beginning to generate

demand. New staff are availing thenselves of the Bank's computer and are

trained in its use. It is increasingly difticult to assign a new project
to a prograner as he already has three or four jobs going. The only way
we can solve this problem of course, is to bring our supply of people more
in line with the demand for their services.

In addition to the need for professional programmer%/anlysts,
the section now has a requirement for two programner assistants who would

be Special Services personnel. Their function would be data preparation
but they would have an opportunity to perform basic programing under close
mipervision. Currently prograemmr/analysts and programers are performing
this function in couuection with programs such as ALPS, DAM, M&B's country
models and related programs. Users such as economists and economtricians
are also performing basic data preparation, inc.uding coding and simple
waul computations. Aside from the inefficiencies resulting from the use

of scarce manpower resources when professionals perform data preparation,
the morale effect is so serious that it may jeopardiae retaining good
programers. Also, the use of progrmmer assistants for data preparation
will eliminate a constant source of friction between users and programmers.
The prograimer assistant positions will provide an excellent source for
programers and give a relevant training for future application in the Dank.



Mr. Alexnder tevenson (through Mr. A. Tiemann) Soptember 16, 1970

Robert Mc~hee *

!unctions of the Debt Evaluation Unit

Wi have never formally defined role of the Debt Evaluation
Unit; now would appear to be an ortuntbdo so.

Eitablishment of the Unit was one of the central recouaenda-
tions of the report of the Extermal Debt Review Comittee. Although the
work of the Unit was not et out in great detail in the report, the out-
lines are quite clear. To quote from the reports

"In order to achieve greater cooperation between the
users and producers of statistics... a Debt Evaluation Unit
should be established consisting perhaps initially of one
staff member who has worked as a country economist and is
intimately acquainted with the use of external debt sta-
tistics. This Unit would be located in the 3tatistical
services Division in parallel to the Debt Section and would
have responsibility for reviewing all external debt work
to ensure its appropriateness." (p.36)

"(The Uit's) purpose would be to evaluate the informa-
smerging froa the External Debt 3ection in the light of
the two sources within the Section itself and any other
sources available. In passing the information on to the
area department responsible, the baluation Unit should
note what judgments it can make on the debt situation of
the country. The Unit should as a matter of course always
read those sections of economic reports dealing with debt
to see what use is made of the information; such sections
are usually very short. The Unit would be available for
advice on problems of definition and treatment of debt
in difficult cases." (p.15)

The report also suggests that the Unit could help in providing
a basis for estimating service on unprojected debt (p.20) and "in casing
to agrement with the area departaent concerned" on more realistic esti-
mates of disbursments from the pipeline (p.21).

The External Debt Review Ccmmittee apparently realised that if
this mandate were interpreted broadly the task of the Unit would be over-
whelming. In particular, it was clear that much of the ongoing evaluation
of data and reporting would have to be carried out by the Debt Section.
Accordingly the Committee made a mnober of recendations concerning
personnel and organisation, all of which have been or are being carried
out. Princpal among these was that there be created a supervisory level
of staff in the Section which could devote more time to analytical work
and pr.rtcipe+0n I oconomic missions. This has been done and all but



Mr. Alexander Stevenson - 2 - September 16, 1970

one of the fcar positions are filled; the fourth will be filled next week
with the arrival of Mr. Merayo. As you know, the three incumbents have
already undertaken a nmber ot debt missions.

With the above in mind, we interpreted t t maniate of the Debt
Evaluation Unit as being chiefly analytical, i.e. concentrating on those
most difficult countries and on a more limited range of problem. mentioned
in the report - particularly multisource data c.-pqrison, "reviewing all
external debt work for its appropriateness," meking "judgments...on the
debt situation of (a) country," reviewing "those sections of economic
reports dealing with debt" (and by extension of the country program papers),
and offering "advice on problems of definition and treatment of debt in
difficult cases."

Our budget justifiation for the establishment of the Unit was
based on the ERC report, and our recruiting was done on this basis. In
the closest thing that we have to a description of the functions of the
Unit, I described the job of the chief of Unit for you and the Persomel
Division last December as followss

"Working with the three current sections as required, and re-
porting to the Chief and Deputy Chief of Division, he will be res-
ponsible for in-depth analysis of problem country debt situations
and global indebtedness trends, for the analysis, design and main-
temnone of debt models, for the evaluation and analysis of debt data
and reporting, and for the reconciliation of debt, capital flow and
other balance of payments statistics at country and global levels.
He will be eiqmcted to undertake occasional missions to deal with
particularly important problems. He will be required to coordina*
his work with that going on in certain other organizations, principally
the OE1D and the It1F. He will be the chief point of contact at the
working level with the major analytical users of debt data in the
Bank, e.g., the consortia and consultative grops, the Econamic Study
Groups, and Progr ig and Budgeting. His staff will consist
initially of one or two statistical or research assistants, but he
will be free to call on the help of the other Sections of the Division
as necessary. He will assme same of the responsibility for preparing
major periodic presentations of debt data, such as those in the..C
series and the Annual Iteport. Finally, he will be asked to keep
abreast of and contribute to the formulation of debt policy in whVdh
the Bank is Involved, either independently or in concert with other
agencies."

cc i Mr. Tiamm

RMcPheters/ta
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INTERNATIONAL DEVELOPMENT INTERNATIONAL BANK FOR INTERNATIONAL FINANCE
ASSOCIATION REt STRUCTION AND DEVELOPMENT CORPORATION

OFFICE MEMORANDUM
TO: Mr. Andrew M. Kamarck DATE: September 14, 1970

FROM: Stanley Please -.

SUBJECT: Review of 1970/71 Budget -- Domestic Finance Division

Staff Position
Estimate Budget

1. Present Oct. 1, 1970 Authorization

Economists (including
Division Chief) 10 8 10

Research Assistants 0 -1

Secretarial 4 4 5

2. The latest estimate of commitments to area departments to provide
fiscal economists for economic missions stands at twenty-seven. This is
below the original projection of 34 partly because of cancellation and post-
ponement of missions and partly because of our inability to staff the original
number of missions. Six missions will be serviced by the IMF under the
collaborative arrangement and budgetary authorization has been given for three
missions to be serviced by consultants. Eighteen missions remain, therefore,
to be serviced by the Division: viz.

IMF 6
Consultants 3
Division Staff 18

Total Commitments 27

3. Two particular problems arise in meeting the 18 mission requests
falling on the Division. Firstly is the manner in which they are bunched in
the two periods, October to December and February to April. Secondly, and most
importantly, is the Division's lack of experienced staff. Of the eight staff
members, only the Division Chief and his deputy have been in the Bank more than
two years. Given the central importance of the fiscal issues in most countries,
area departments correctly expect that the work undertaken in this field will
either be undertaken by experienced people or by less experienced people who
are effectively backstopped by others in the Division. If the ratio of senior
to less senior people falls, then our standing with other departments will also
fall and I am unwilling to see this happen. The Division must, therefore, be
permitted to replace the two staff members who are leaving (Eklund and Beier)
by, at least, two equally senior people. This raises clear issues of staff-
salary-grading policy. The Division must be given authority to recruit people
who, whatever their formal title, are recognized to be "senior economists"
and given an appropriate grading. Such people would not necessarily have line
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management responsibilities but would have comparable responsibilities in

their capacities as fiscal economists.

4. Apart from the servicing of economic missions, the Division has

also committed itself to provide 6 man-months of staff time to service missions
from the Urbanization Division of Special Projects Department. The Division

is also intending to develop its involvement with those in IFC and the DFC

Department who are concerned with the mobilization of resources for industrial

development. Furthermore the Division has again been requested to involve

itself in the problems of public utility pricing policy.

5. It is apparent that, even if the two authorized positions soon

becoming vacant were rapidly filled, the Division will be stretched to meet

these direct requests for assistance from other Departments of the Bank. There

is little scope for the development of research-type studies and the undertaking

of other more general papers which are requested from, or volunteered by, the

Division. For instance, the commitment by Mr. McNamara to the ILO to prepare
a paper for the Geneva Conference on Fiscal Policy and Employment in Developing
Countries, is a major assignment in a field in which both the Bank and the

profession have done virtually no work in the past. These responsibilities

and the growing demand -- which I welcome -- to service country and other

missions require, as I have stated previously, both a larger Division -- 12

to 13 economists immediately rising to 15 in a few years -- and a strengthening

of its composition by the recruitment of senior people. Two to three research

assistants will also be required. Our prospect is a smaller number and a fall

in seniority. I am about to reverse this in the recruiting I am doing. I

expect to be backed by the Administration Department in these efforts. I will
draw appropriate conclusions if this is not forthcoming.

SPlease/lo

cc: Mr. Stevenson



Mr. John Adler ( Mr. Stevenson) September 10, 1970

Charles 0. Goor

Personnel Needed to Carry on L Work Program

1. At the meeting A at which, among other matters, this subjectWas discussed, you agred i additional technical help for me was
needed. I indicated that a 'middle-level" statistician was the type most
suited for my needs. You ezpressed approval and asked as to furnish youwith a job description of the person needed and a formal request for a
position. The job description is attached and the formal request is
herewith made and endorsed by the Noonamics Department.

2. At the same tims, you asked whether I needed other help incarrying on my program of work. I herewith request an additional statis-
tical assistant, similar to those currently in the General Statistics Section.

3. In sumary, the group of people working directly on that program
of work (attached) assigned to me wouldhbe:

1. A middle-level statistician (requested)
2. A junior statistician (on duty)
3. A statistical assistant (on duty)
4. A statistical assistant (requested)

4. In addition, there may be need for more statistical assistant
help at peak periods and specialised technical assistance for special prob-
lem. Hopefully, this help would be obtained from elsewhere in the Statis-
tical Services Division.

5. Also, qualified programeere should be assigned in the number and
the level of skill $zcluding at least one senior analyst) indicated by my
detailed requirements officially subited on the forms titled "Econmice
Departent Request for Data Processing Services" dated June 15, 1970
(copies attached). Although these requirements were submitted for the let
Quarter 1971, only a portion has be= completed and anst of the requirements
are still outstanding. In addition, new requirements as they aris, are
constan:43 being added to increase the workload.

Q Prisent at & meeting wres Mr. J. Adler, Mr. (. Gabriel, Mr. J.
Ila=ll, and Mr. C. Goor (held at end July 1970).

Attacbment

cc: Mssrs. Kamarck
Stevenson
Gabriel
Slam=l

CGoor/ta



Mr. Alexandr 7teve (through Mr. T ;Japtmbor 9, 1970

CMarles G. Oor

Wo Mrk Program

1. Attached, as you requestsd, is a brief description, by project,
of the scope of the wor* on each project that I am hAndling and the iv-
qUtoetr an/or user.

2. The overall matline is fairly stable although some of the d4-
tails may chbuge during the developnent of the projects. These chsnes,
however, may hav a significant effect on the workload.

3. Ace,-Apanying this mimorandm is another addressed to John Adlcr,
at his request, outlining my persom.l naeds, the level of nw personel
and a job description of the professional needed,

Att.

cc: Messrs. Karck
Tieawmr
Adler
Blaml

,abrial

CXoor/ta



Messrs. Andrew M. Kamarck September 4, 1970
A1exande Stevenson

Jack L. LowtherO&

Status of Professional and Special Services Staff Recruitment
for the week ending September 4, 1970

Total: Economies Departegnt Econmies Complex

Professionals: 119 auth., 108 filled, 5 comm. 147 auth., 129 filled, 7 coma.

Special Services: 55 auth., 47 filled, 0 comm. 60 auth., 52 filled, 0 comm.

Professional:

1. Mr. van der Tak began a one year sabbatical on September 1, 1970. During his absence
Mr. Oliver (on a one year fixed tern appointment in Urbanisation) will occupy his
budget position.

2. Mr. Eklund, Domestic Finance of Developing Countries Division, will terminate on
September 30, 1970.

3. Mr. Peter Cook has accepted an offer to join the Programmig Section of the
Statistical Services Division on September 15, 1970.

4. Mr. Stoujesdijk arrived in the Basic Research Center on September 1, 1970.

5. Mr. Devaux transferred from the Creditworthiness Study Group to the South America
Department on September 1, 1970.

6. Mr. Budhoo of the Creditworthiness Study Group will terminate on October 1, 1970.

Special Services:

1. Mr. King of the Sector and Projects Studies Division terminated on August 31, 1970.

2. Mr. Reitac transferred from the External Debt Section of the Statistical Services
Division to the Development Finance Study Group on September 1, 1970.

3. Mr. Barton of the External Debt Section of Statistical Services Division will terminate
on October 2, 1970.

4. Mr. Baird of the General Statistics Section of the Statistical Services Division will
terminate on October 27, 1970.

5. Mr. Rosel of the Domestic Finance Study Group will terminate on September 30, 1970.

Current Tables are attached.

Attachments
cc: Messrs. Friedman (2), Dyck, Chaffey, Lowther

Mrs. Thomas (P&B), Mrs. Armstrong

JLIowther :so



Mr. A. Kamarck September 2, 1970

B. Chadenet

Respective Functions of the Economics of Urbanization Division
and the Urbanization and Regional Pro jects Division

At the meeting which we attended on the above subject on June 22
it was decided that the two Divisions should prepare a joint memorandum
which would (i) define their respective responsibilities, and (ii) outline
procedures for cooperation and coordination. Pursuant to this decision,
Messrs. Elkouby and Westebbe have met several times; the attached draft
reflects generally the area of agreement reached (although I understand
that Mr. Westebbe has not yet approved this particular draft).

While it appears that considerable progress has been made by
Messrs. Elkouby and Westebbe in defining their respective roles, three
important issues are not adequately treated in the draft reflecting un-
resolved differences of opinion. The issues concern:

() which Division has primary responsibility for
supporting economic and preinvestment studies
missions;

(ii) how coordination will be achieved between the
Divisions' work programs; and

(iii) the appropriate roles for the respective Divisions
with regard to operational contact with present
and prospective borrowers.

If these three issues can be resolved between you and fe,it should be
possible for Messrs. Elkouby and Westebbe to finish this memorandum. As
a basis for our discussions, I offer the following views regarding the
issues.

Support to Economic and Preinvestment Studies Missions

The principal responsibility for providing support to economic
and preinvestment studies missions should rest with the Urbanization and
Regional Projects Division of the Special Projects Department (Special
Projects). Because of particular expertise of staff members in the Economics
of Urbanization Division (Economics) and because of shortages of staff in
Special Projects, the latter may be expected to request from Economics
staff assistance with respect to specific missions. Special Projects should
be the channel for requests from Area Departments for assistance. This is,
I believe, the normal procedure where Projects and Economics Departments
have divisions concerned with the same sector, and is in line with the
Friedman to Chadenet memo of November 17, 1969.
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Coordination of Divisions' Work Programs

In new fields for the Bank, it seems especially important that
research and operational efforts be closely coordinated.. Urban problems,
which by definition are large and complex, cut across many disciplines
and the methodology for analyzing the problems and structuring solutions
does not exist to any appreciable extent. The research work program of
Economics should in part be related to problems being encountered by Special
Projects and conversely, the operational work program of Special Projects
should take into account the views of Economics with respect to the kinds
of problems involved and the strategies proposed. Beginning with the work
program for Special Projects which essentially comes from the Five-Year
Plan, the two Divisions should meet to discuss and agree upon the research
support required for the program, and whether some projects should best
be deferred pending the completion of particular research work. Special
Projects has primary responsibility for the program of lending operations
and economic mission support; Economics has the primary responsibility for
creating and carrying out a work program of research. It is important that
these be coordinated. This is the pattern followed and is working reasonably
well in practice in the case of other Projects Departments-Economics Department
relations.

S-Operational Contacts with Borrowers

The Bank, on operational as well as other matters, should speak
to its borrowers with one voice. Special Projects, in liaison with the
appropriate Area Department, should be the channel of. contact to borrowers
for urban matters. In those instances where research jobs require field
studies, Economics should ensure that advice to the borrower on urban
matters is first cleared with Special Projects. Again, this is in accordance -
with Mr. Friedman's November 17, 1969 memorandum.

Paragraph 9 of the attached draft memorandum suggests that an
Urbanization Policy Committee be established for urban matters similar
to the Industrialization Policy Committee which guides Bank/IDA/IFC work
on industry matters. It seems to me that such a Committee is not needed.
In the case of industry, the IFQ, the DFC, and the Industrial Projects
Department all are actively engaged in lending operations in the same
sector. More than 100 staff and many projects are involved and the lines
separating the areas of responsibility of the various Departments are not
clearly drawn. By contrast, the Economics of Urbanization Division and
the Urbanization and Regional Projects Division have fewer than ten staff
members and only a few projects, all of which are clearly the primary
re9ponsibility of Special Projects.

I will be pleased to discuss these matters with you at your
convenience.

11W1essenger : plm

Attachment



INTERNATIONAL DEVELOPMENT INTERNATIONAL BANK FOR INTERNATIONAL FINANCE

ASSOCIATION RECONSTRUCTION AND DEVELOPMENT I CORPORATION

OFFICE MEMORANDUM
TO: Files DATE: August 31, 1970

FROM: Andreas Tsantis

SUBJECT: Education Projects Department - Comparative Data

1. A meeting was held on August 25, 1970, with Messrs. Levy and

Novak of the Comparative Data Unit, Department of Economics, and Mr.

Johanson and I, to discuss the EPD comparative data collection and to

explore ways for coordinating the collection of such data between EPD

and the Comparative Data Unit.

2. Only limited overlapping was found to exist, namely, in the

reporting of general indicators (GDP, GDPfCapita, Population, Literary

Rate and Government Expenditure on education per capita). The

Comparative Data Unit collects a voluminous amount of data in time series

which include only two educational indicators, based on Unesco sources

(total government expenditures and enrollment ratios).

3. It was agreed that:

(a) if it will be decided to include a
comparative data table in all appraisal

reports, Education Projects Department

will use the information compiled by the

Comparative Data Unit for the above

general indicators;

(b) should Education Projects Department

start collecting comparative data in series,

discussions would be held with the

Comparative Data Unit for inclusion of
important educational indicators in the

World Tables compiled by that Unit.

Cleared with and cc: Mr. Johanson
cc: Messrs. Hultin, King, Lethem



Messrs. Andrew M. Kamarck August 28, 1970
Alexander Stevenson

S.M. Armstrong

Status of Professional and Special Services Staff Recruitmentfor the week ending Auust 28, 1970

Total: Economics Department Economics Complex

Professionals: 119 auth., 109 filled, 4 comm. 147 auth., 130 filled, 7 come.
Special Services: 55 auth., 49 filled, 0 comm. 60 auth., 53 filled, 0 comm.
Professionals:

Mr. Zechariah has accepted a position with the Population Studies Divisionand will commence duty in December 1970.

Current tables are attached.

Attachments

cc: Messrs. Friedman (2)
Dyck
Chaffey
Lowther

Mrs. Thomas (P&B)

SMArmstrong:so



Messrs. Andrew M. Kamarck
Alexander Stevenson

S.M. Armstrong

Status of Professional and Special Services Staff Recruitment
for the week endin AuguuK" 21, 1970

Total: Economics DepA tment Economic Complex

Professionals: 119 auth., 109 filled, 4 comm. 147 auth., 130 filled, 7 comm.

Special Services: 35 auth., 49 efilled, 0 comm. 60 auth., 53 filled, 0 comm.

Professionals:

Mr. Zacharaih has been offered a position with the Population Studies Division.

Current Tables are attached.

Attachments

cc: Messrs. Friedman (2)
Dyck
Chaf fey
Lowther

Mrs. Thomas (P&B)



Mr. John Blaxall August 20, 1970

Alexander Stevenson

Your memorandum to Mr. Baum on PYl971 Budget for Consultants

I am afraid that your memorandum solves the problem
in principle but not in practice. As a result of the FYl9Tl
budget deeisions- there is a shortage both of money, and of
supervisory capacity in the Sector and Projects St:aies
Division. After the budget discussions the Division agreed
with Transportation Projects Department what should be done
and what should be dropped, taking into account not only the
amount of money available but also the capacity of the
Division to supervise consultants' work. If we were nov to try
to supervise these additional studies in the immediate future
it would have to be at the expense of something else from among
the items already agreed with Transportation Projects Department
for this fiscal year. We do not think we should spread our re-
sources any thinner and we do not think, and I believe Transpor-
tation Projects Department understands this, that switching our
available human resources to the supervision of these jobs would
be a good use of these resources.. hile you were riting your
memorandum to Mr. Baum, Mr. de Weille and Mr. Hogg were trying
to work out a satisfactory solution, which is set out in the
attached menorandum from Mr. de eille to me. On the assumption
that the money can be made available and the Transportation Projects
Department has unused supervisory capacity which can be suitably set
to these jobs perhaps this would be a way out.

AStevenson:js
Att.



Mr. B. OhaAnot (through Mr. Sadove) August 20, 1970

J. 1flkoubyv

Respective one of the Econcorics of Urbanisation Division and the
Urbanisation and iegional Projacts Dvision

1. As you requested in our meating of June 29, 1970, Mr. Westobbe
and Mvself have discussed how to clarify the responsibilities and co-
ordinate the work of the two Divisions. The attached draft memorandum is
the result of our discussions. Although it is not yet finalized and may
require minor adjustments, it shows that general agreement has been reached
as to the basic orientation and scpe of work of each Division. There
remains, however, sam potential overlap, particularly in the phases
preceding project identification.

2. Both Dvisions concur in suggesting the establishment in the
Bank of an Urbanization Policy Ccamttee, with ocposition and sope similar
to those of the Indu stialisation Policy Comittee.

JELkouby: tb

Attachmnt



August 7, 1970

Subject: Functions of the Economics of Urbanization Division. and
the Urbanization and Regional Projects Division of
Special Projects Departnent

Introduction

1. Projects and Economics Department staff members met on June 22

to discuss the assignments of the Economics of Urbanization Division and

the Urbanization and Regional Projects Division in Special Projects
1/

Department.- At the conclusion of the meeting the participants agreed

that the two Divisions should prepare a joint memorandum which would

(i) define their respective responsibilities, and (ii) outline specific

procedures for cooperation and coordination. The objective of this memo-

randum. is not simply to divide and allocate functions, but rather to assure

that the activities of the two Divisions will be mutually reinforcing.

2. The term "urban sector" was used frequently during the meeting

and it reappears in this paper, despite its recognized shortcomings. Fore-

most among these is that "sector" connotes a vertical specialization and

organization with a single field (e.g., education, transportation, public

utilities) while urbanization cuts across many of these fields. The term

is used here to describe the broad area of Bank involvement in urbanization

in which the two Divisions share common interests but have various respon-

sibilities for spacific activities and study areas.

Functions and Responsibilities Defined

3. Organization Bulletins 1.04 and 1.07, both dated January 1, 1970,

are the basic documents which define the respective responsibilities of the

Projects and Economics Departments and provide a point of departure for

Y Attending were Messrs. Chadenet, Kamarck, Baum, Stevenson,
Sadove, Elkouby, Westebbe, Iera and Strombom.
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understanding the respective functions of the two Divisions. Consideration

also has been given to the Friedman-Chadenet memorandum dated November 17,

1969 on the division of functions between Economics and Projects Departments,

and to the memoranda describing the work programs of the two Divisions;

particularly the Westebbe-Kamarck memorandum of May 19, 1970 and the Elkouby-

Sadove memorandum of April 10, 1970.

4. The functions of the Divisions have distinct differences in orien-

tation at the level of description contained in the Organization Bulletins,

as illustrated by these excerpts:

For Econonics Department

- undertake operational research

- advise the Bank Group on urbanization problems to provide
a basis for judgments on policies and investment priorities

For Projects Department

- provide advice on sector problems and policies

- prepare pre-investment study programs for sector

- carry out sector studies to identify projects and
determine priorities within sectors

- prepare terms of reference for consultants and
supervise studies

- prepare, appraise, and supervise projects

Mr. Friedman's memorandum aptly explains " ... the Projects Departments are

operating or line units and ... dealing with governments is one of their

,responsibilities, while the Economics Department is a support or staff unit

dealing (except as regards research or similar matters) mainly with other

departments of the Bank." It is understood that the functions of the Projects

and Economics Departments regarding relations with the governments will be

performed with the agreement of the Area Departments.



In practice, a need still exists for further clarification of

operational responsibilities.. It is clear from the Organizational

Bulletins that both Divisions are involved in the task of advising on

'policies and investment priorities regarding urbanization. Therefore,

potential overlaps occur in early-stage activities in the urban sector,

up to and including activities involving urban project identification and

priority determination. Project preparation and subsequent activities

should cause no problems as these responsibilities are clearly spelled

out in the Organization Bulletins.

6. Several recurring activities comprise a large share of the Bank's

early-stage involvement in the urban sector. These include:

1/
(a) Country Econornic Missions and Reports-

(b) Country Pre-Investment Study Surveys

(c) Urban Review Missions, Reconnaissance Missions and

Special Nissions.

Setting aside for the moment the question of staff resources and

availability, the basic responsibility of each Division for these activities

is as follows:

The Urbanization Division of the Projects Department has the urban

sectoral responsibility when the Bank considers the potentials, problems,

targets, projects, and policies of any specific country. The responsibility

includes providing urban specialists for country economic missions and writ-

ing urban sector reports, supervising urban pre-investment studies, and

1/
- Operational Memorandum 4.02, dated September 30, 1969, does not

list urbanization as a subject to be included in country economic work, but
it has been incorporated in recent missions and should become a standard
element in future mi ssions. Subsequent versions of the Operational Memorandum
should specify this interest.
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staffing and supervising any other missions which relate to the urban sector

project cycle of a particular country.

The Economics of Urbanization Division of the Economics Department

'has the responsibility to advise on analytic procedures for investigating

the urban sector, to undertake research on problems and issues which may

bear on general Bank policies towards urbanization; and to review the re-

ported findings on urban problems for the Economic Comittee. It may carry

out its functions through operational research, economic missions or special

missions as it deems appropriate.

7. Neither Division has sufficient staff to carry on these functions

for all countries and all missions. Both Division's work programs stress

the need to concentrate on a limited number of cities and study areas in

order to achieve significant results. In actual performance, there will be

few occasions when each Division will be able to provide staff for missions

which are concerned both with broad policy issues or research and with urban

sector programs and projects. The frequent, perhaps even typical situation

will be that the same mission members will be responsible for both categories

of work regardless of the Divliion to which they are assigned. There will un-

doubtedly be many missions where urban responsibilities affecting both

Divisions will be carried out by Area Department staff members or by individual

consultants retained especially for that purpose. These necessities and expe-

diencies of assignments to missions do not alter the basic functional respon-

sibilities of the two Divisions; they merely make it especially important that

there be a clear understanding and agreement about the nature of the assignments.

8. Mr. Chadenet suggested that, for at least the next year, each

Division should review with the other all work related to economic missions.



Both Divisions strongly support this suggestion and propose that it be ex-

tended to include discussions of their respective work programs and general

policy issues of interest to both. Without setting a rigid format for these

reviews and discussions, the Divisions agree that they should include at

least the following:

(a) notification concerning proposals and requests from

Area Departments or others for urban-related missions;

(b) mission planning discussions to clarify the interests

and participation of each Division;

(c) recormiendations on urban consultant selection;

(d) recommendations and comments on draft terms of reference

for urban studies and missions;

(e) the planning and supervision of preinvestment and

technical assistance studies where a joint interest

exists;

(f) discussions of policy issues and circulation of draft

papers bearing on Bank policies for comment;

(g) discussions of proposed work programs and research; and

(h) exchanges of information on new developments in the

urban sector.

9. The effectiveness of both Divisions can be improved by following

the functional guidelines presented in this memorandum. However, work on

urbanization does or should involve many other units in the Bank. Moreover,

urbanization is a new field for the Bank, with only a thin accumulation of

procedural guidelines and policy precedents. It is suggested, therefore,

that consideration be given to establishing an Urbanization Policy Committee,

similar in composition and scope to the Industrialization Policy Conrrittee,

to guide and assist urbanization work throughout the Bank.



Mr. N. Carter August 20, 1970

Alexander Stevenson

Mr. Narasinham, whom you saw the other day, called

me again as to how he should proceed. I reiterated your
proposal to him that he study the Working Papers that you
hid given him and write a proposal indicating how he thought

he could fit his work to the Division's program. He said he

was going to a conference in England early in September but
we could expect to hear from him in the next three to four
weeks.

AStevenson:js



Mr. Irving S. Friedman August 19, 1970

Ugo Sacchetti0,;

Development Finance Studies - Work complete or under way
during year ending in July 1970.

Following your request I summarize below the studies complete

or under way in D.F.S. since July 190'.

1. Preparatory work for the Third IDA Relenishment (completed)

This consisted of twentyfour separate papers dealing with both

the traditional issues of IDA replenishments (amounts, burden sharing, etc.)

and with such other broader issues as the methods of replenishment

(periodically negotiated versus permanent arrangements; links to macro-

economic quantities such as GNP, etc.), specified versus general (budgetary)

sources of finance; and so forth. This work was coordinated by me under

the over-all supervision of Sir Denis Rickett. It was condensed in a

briefing paper for the President of the Bank which suggested a strategy

for the Third Replenishment.

2. Study on Possible Improvements in Techniques of Lending

This study was requested by UNCTAD II and Mr. Jo W. Saxe, now

a staff member, prepared the first draft of it as a Consultant. The

second draft was prepared in February and March, and completed at the

end of March 1970. The study was transmitted to UNCTAD by the President

of the Bank in June 1970. The purpose of the study is to take stock of

the techniques of lending in use and to show what improvements can be

brought about in them. This includes consideration of the possibility

of introducing on a broad basis a provision, similar to that of the

Anglo-American Agreement of 1945, to waive or postpone service payments

whenever predetermined circumstances materialize. The study does not

attempt to suggest changes in policies. More precisely, lending at

market or near market rates by financial institutions; or lending at

concessionary terms, based on policies of the lenders to require repayment

and to charge some interest, are accepted as facts. The possibility of

introducing improvements in leading is discussed on the basis of: (a) the

grant element, and (b) the incidence of service payments over time. The

conclusions of the study focus on possible changes in the usual terms of

loans (i.e. interest rate, grace period and maturity) and on possible

adoption on a broader basis of certain practices now in use such as

deferment and waiver of interest during the grace period, varying
amortization schedules, etc. The Study was well received by members of

the Committee on Invisibles and Financing related to Trade of the UNCTAD.

Detailed discussion on it is expected in 1971.

3. Study on a new Scheme for Spplementary Financing

This study was prepared at the request of the President in response

to a resolution of the Trade and Development Board of UNCTAD. The proposed



scheme is discretionary in nature and reflects other "constrictions"

emerging from discussion of Supplementary Financial Measures in UNCTAD

bodies. This study was transmitted to the President in December 1969,
but it was not discussed pending the completion of negotiations for

the Third Replenishment of IDA with which it had close relationships.
The subject was recently discussed by the Executive Directors on the

basis of a paper prepared in response to a recommendation of the Pearson

Commission. As a result of these discussions the President of the Bank

wrote a letter to the Secretary General of UNCTAD which concluded as

follows: ".....it appears that, for the time being, we should defer
further detailed consideration within the Bank of a scheme for supplementary

financial measures. We shall, however, keep the matter under study."

4. Study on "Larly Warning System"

This Study was requested by the Development Services Department

on the basis of a recommendation contained in the report of the Pearson

Commission. The Study is based on a retrospective statistical analysis
of cassa of debt reschedulings, particular reference being made to the

level of the debt service ratio. The Study shows that the use of this

ratio does not lead to firm conclusions and points out the possible
adverse implications of an "early warning system" on the payments situ-

ation of the countries concerned. In some cases the feared crisis may
be triggered or precipitated by the "warning". The recommendations which

flow from this Study are confined to improvements in statistical records

and to possible confidential action by the Bank and the Fund vis-a-vis
those LDCs which may appear approaching difficulties in servicing their

debt. Ths Study was completed in March 1970 and the essence of it
was incorporated in a memorandum by the President to the Executive Dir-

ectors in the series of similar memoranda prepared in response to the

Pearson Commission recommendations. The Ixecutive Directors have

discussed this memorandum and were on the whole in agreement with the

President's recommendations. Some further work on this matter in

connection with the OECD is expected.

5. Study on Refin ng Supplirs' Credits by Developing Countries

This Study was requested by UNCTAD II and work had started

belatedly in the Fall of 1969 due to the unavailability of a staff

member. The Study, which is well under way, when completed would be

composed of four parts as follows: (i) general considerations related

to the changes over time of the industrial structure of developing

countries towards more complex industries, including capital goods
industries; (ii) a brief description of the changing trends in export

credits by developed countries and particularly the softening of the

terms under strong competition; (iii) an analytical study of the

dimension of the problem insofar as developing countries are concerned

with an attempt to forecast changes in such a magnitude in the next

five years or so. The purpose of this chapter is to assess the total

amount of suppliers' credits by LDCs outstanding in e.g. 1975; (iv) con-
elusion as to the most appropriate ways of solving the problem including
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the possibility of participation by the World Bank. This Study is

expected to be completed some time towards the end of this year. A

careful treatment of port (iii) may well require field studies of at

least the most advanced less developed countries, since inquiries

through Area Departments produced limited results.

6. Study on the possibilities for the World Bank to engge in
refinancing suppiters' credits by developing countries.

This study was requested by the President and had originated

in a proposal by the Europe, &iddle East and North Africa Department

related to the problem faced by Yugoslavia. This paper was completed

at the and of March and was distributed to members of the President's

Council early in April and sent to the President of the Bank in June 1970.

It examines the problem discussed in the Study described in 5 above,

specifically from the point of view of the World Bank. In addition

to assessing the magnitude of the problem it discussed the issues 
in-

volved in engaging in lending activity in that field. The study's

conclusion is in favor of such a lending on a marginal and conditional

basis as it points out that the Bank could be able to lend for that

purpose only if "special circumstances" justified it. 
Alternative

solutions, including theparticipation of the IFC and participation by

regional Development Banks, are briefly outlined. No further consider-

ation has been given to this study, but the Bank's position was discussed

in the context of a paper submitted to the Lxecutive Directors in

response to a Pearson Commission Recommendation. The attitude of the

Executive Directors as to Bank participation was divided and because of

this the President concluded: "I am not yet prepared to take a position

myself, frankly, on action that I can't quite visualize, but if sig-

nificaut action comas up, if it appears in the interest of one of our

members that we do move in a certain way, even though I may feel strongly

we should move in that way, I will come back to the Board and discuss

it with you before we get ourselves even partially committed."

7. implications of SDRs for development finance

A study was prepared on the implications for the less developed

countries of the first distribution of Special Drawing Rights (SDR) by

the 2WF and of the increase of their quotas in the Fund. This paper was

initiated in DFS and its main purpose was to show the size of the 
resources

going to LDCs as a result of SDRs distribution, and to assist economists

of the Area Departments in their assessments of the availability of

resources of LDCs during the coming years. It indicated the flow of

SDRs to individual LDCs in 1970 and estimated flows in 1971 and 1972,

together with a description of the main features of the SDR system,

particularly those aspects which are of interest to the less developed

countries. It also gave indications of the possible net impact of the

increases in Fund quotas, under different types of drawings. Further work

on this subject is planned to review the experience of ULCs with SDRs

use, and its relationship with real resources transfers.

8.Study on the proapctive trends of the caital market in Genx

Lhis paper was originated in DFS in line with the arrangements

for collaboration with the Treasurer's Department. It was finalized in

June 1970. Its main conclusions were that the availability of funds will
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gradually improve in Germany's capital market in the near future (8-11
months) though the interest rate will remain in line with those in

other major capital markets.

9. hxport Credit Sty4

14is study which is concerned with export credits extended by
developed to developing countries was requested by Programming and Zudgeting.
It should eventually fit into a picture of total flows of finance to LDCs

It consists of three parts. The first part presents the information

currently available for major creditor and selected debtor countries;
it shows conceptual and, where possible, quantitative differences in the

data whic4 appear in various reporting systems; it identifies reasons for

these differences and, on the basis of this, proposes steps which could

lead to a reconciliation of data from different sources into a consistent

time series. Xhis part of the study has been drafted as an interim

report and sent to various Bank experts in this field for comments.

The second and third parts of the study, which include the analysis of

short-term and non-guaranteed export credits, the determinants of the

flow of export credits and the projection of their possible future

development are to be treated on an individual creditor country basis.

Currently these problems are being examined for the Lnited Kingdom.

10. (Participation in a) S udy of d roblems .f LDS

One staff member of LFS worked almost full time for about three

months with an ad hoc group which was formed at the request of Mr. Ac~iamara

to prepare a study of problems of external debt in the 1970s. Other members

of DFS assisted the ad hoc group in various ways. The purpose of the study

is to identify countries which are likely to have difficulty in servicing

external debt in the 1970s and to indicate approaches to alleviating
these difficulties. Those portions of the study which deal with the

position, policies and prospects of the creditors were done by the DYS

full tim staff member. in doing so, he designed and supervised the prepar-
ation of new statistical materials on debt as well as analysing the com-

position of flows of resources to developing countries and the prospects
for these flows from the major donor countries. The purpose of this

portion of the study is to determine to what extent new lending is likely
to assist borrowers in dealing with tneir problems as well as to indicate

what forms of relief on what types of debt may be feasible. Mr. Friedman,
assisted by hr. Saxe, is at present reviewing the statistical materials

prepared for the study, as well as the text, with a view to its trans-

mittal to %JAP. Further work to be undertaken afterwards in the form of

projections of new lending and of the preparation of new statistical

materials is under consideration.

UI. In addition to the above major studies, members of the staff

of DFb have prepared a variety of papers on different subjects dealing
with the flow of finance to DCs; have attended international meetings
as bank representatives or observers, and have participated in work done

elsewhere in the Sank. Most of these activities are of a recurrent nature

and are, thus, expected to arise in the future. Lxamples of them are given

below:
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(i) Preparation of briefing papers on 18 Part I countries
for the President and members of the President's Council on the occasion
of the 1969 Annual Meeting, to serve as a basis for discussions with
Finance klinisters. Preparation of similar papers on France for the
President's visit in March 1970. This included elaborate descriptions
of French aid policies and management, flows, etc., besides traditional
6ackground material.

(ii) Preparation of a paper on (prospective) U.S. AD
economic aid program for 1970 and 1971, mainly for the use of Area
Departments.

(iii) A paper for Mr. Irving S. Friedman on the relationships
between monetary stability and economic growth in less developed
countries.

(iv) A first paper (not yet issued) on a broader study on
availability of funds in capital markets. This paper analyses in
retrospect the access of the World Bank to national capital markets and
proposes further work in that area.

(v) Preparation of a paper describing the main features of the
Second Yaoun4 Convention which provides for development financing of
17 African States and the Malagasy Republic ($1,000 million over a
five-year period) and for special trade arrangements.

(vi) Preparation of a technical memorandum for the President
on current trends and future prospects in the use of GNP in the United
States, as background for his Columbia University address (February 1970).

(vii) Participation as Bank representative in such meetings as
the Berne Union's, that of Experts on honetary Problems, dealing with
the "link" between SDRe distribution and development finance, meetings
of itiAtAb bodies, such as CIFT for various aspects of flow and terms of
development finance, etc.

(viii) Participation in Seminars (Tilburg Colloquium on Monetary
Issues, Agelli Foundation etc.).

(ix) Analysis of major documents on development finance
(Peterson Task force).

() Contacts with WY? as a part of a program of analysis of
the significance of commodity aid in the picture of total flows.

(si) Participation in work on Aid Untying.

12. It is to be noted that the above activities were carried out
with reduced staff due to transfers during the year, lending of one
staff member to another department and resignation of one professional.

US:fm



Messrs. Andrew M. Kamsrek July 31, 1970
Alander Steveson

Jack L. Lowther

Status of Professional and Special Services Staff Recruitment
for the week endlig July 3 1970.

Ttas, sanoenics Dopertast Roonomics Complex

Prof. 1 119 auth., 107 fifled, 7 com. 147 anth., 129 Salad, 9 asn.

Sp. S.: 55 anth., 9 filled, 3 co.. 60 auth., 54 filed, 3 00M.

I . ProfessionalsI

Mr. Here will tUansfer from the Western Africal Departaent to the Extonawl
3ebt Division of the Statistical Services Mvision in Otober, 1970.

2. cial Services:

Mr. Ning will teasinate his wt* with the Secter and Projects Studies Division
on August 31, 1970.

3. Current Tables are attached.

Attachments

us: Messrs. Fre&mn (2)
Dpk
Chaffer

Mrs. Arstrong
Mrs. Moma. (Pas)

JLoirthertso,



FoM N.. 17.1 1 INiERI. A iNAL DEX'L[.rMENT INTERNATIC' NAL PAN INTENATi IAL I [NANE
(9 rc) ASNC AT i >ONi . REOSRCIN AND V. v- CORPG'AT I

Status of lecruicecut: j Ending:
ECONOM1ICS DEPARTMNI Professional 7iSpcciai Services July 31

DIVISIii/ )(2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7)
Authoriz. Positions Offers Accept Offers Hade Met Vac. Projected Recruitment
Positions Filled But lot Yet and Under (1-2) - Losses oai (54 6)

Joined Consideration (34-4)

Office of Director 7 7 0 0 0 0 0

Sector & Proj. Studies 21 17 3 1/ 0 1 0 1

Econ. of Industrialization 9 8 1 2/ 0 0 0 0

A. QT. ) 5 5 0 0 0 1 3/ 1) Q. T. A.

Comp. Data) 8 8 0 0 0 0 0

Population StudiCs 6 3 0 0 3 0 3

1 Pol. &Export Proj. 12 11 1 / 0 0 0 0

Domestic Finance 10 9 1 5/ 0 0 0 0

Urbanization 4 5 0 0 -1 0 -1

External Debt ) 12 12 (0)1 6/ 0 (0)-i 0 (0)-1

Gen. Statistics Stat. 11* 11* 0 0 0 0 -oSer. _____ ______ _ _ ___ _ _ _ _ _ _ ______

Data Processing ) 114 11 0 0 3 0 3

ECONOMICS DEPARTMENT TOTAL 119 107 (6)7 0 (6)5 (7)6

Ba' Research 9 8 1 7/ 0 0 0 0

Creditworthiness Studies 6 4 0 0 2 0 2

Development Finance Stud. 9 6 1 8/ 0 2 0 2

Development Programs Stud. 4 4 0 0 0 0 0

Special Studies 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

GRAND TOTAL 147 129 (8)9 1 0 (10)9 1 11)10

1/ Mr. Donaldson, EOD September, 1970. 5/ Mr. Churchill, EOD August, 19704
Mr. Jallade, EOD Kovember, 1970. Z5/ Mr. Meray will tr;nsfcr from Western
Mr. Karbur, EOD A gust 3, 1970. Africa Dertment to ExternJl Debt in

2/ Mr. Biranson, EI) Awgust, 1970. Octobar
3/ Mr. Choatham iL1 tranurfer to East Asia 7/ Mr. Stoujcsdijk EOD Sept-embr, 1970.

& Pacific epartm nt, August 1 , 1970. M/ ir. West pha accupted a positic- with
1/ Mr. Grilli, EOD S8ptcmler 5, 1970. ~ Devecp c n Financc Studics Group

E0.0)1vember, 1970.



FoPM No. 17. I1 IN LINAT ;NA[ DE)NA L OFN.' r!T INTE NATI(NAL BAN( IOR NI TNATI ONA. fTANCE
(9-69) AS"OCIATIIN RECOTR~cl|J N I - O V T C PN]rT

Status 0 R LCr I Week Endin:
ECOQOA!CS DEPARTMENT k E

Professiona Lf Special Sorvices July 31

oivIsic/ (i).(2) (3) (4) (5) (7)
STUDY GROUP Authoriz. Positions Offers Accept Offers Mtade Net Vac. Projected Recruitment

Positions Filled But Not Yet and Under (1-2) - Losses Goal (5
Joined Consideration (344)

Office of Director 3 2 0 0 1 0 1

Sector & Proj. Stud ies 6 6 0 0 0 (0)1 1/ (0)1

Econ. of Industrialization 3 3 0 0 0 0 0

A. Q. T. ) 2 2 0 0 0 0 0
) Q. T. A. ---- - - - - - - -

Comp. Data) 8 6 1 2/ 0 1 1 3/ 2

Population Studies 1 2 0 0 -1 0 1

T Pol. & Export Pro- 5 3 0 0 2 0 2

Domestic Finance 1 1 0 0 0 1 3/ 1

Urbanization 0 0 0 0 0 0

External Debt ) 19 17)18 4/ (2)1 3/ 1 5/ -1 1 6/ 0
)Stat.

Gen. Statistics Sa. 7 6 0 0 1 0
Ser. _______

Data Processing) 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

ECONOMICS DEPARTMENT TOTAL 55 (8)49 (3)2 1 3 (3)h (6)7

Basic Research 1 1 0 0 0 0

CrL tworthiness Studies 2 2 0 0 0 17/ 1

Development Finance Stud. 1 1 0 0 0 0 0

Development Programs Stud. 1 0 0 0 0 0

Special Studies 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

GRAND TOTAL 60 53)54 (3)2 13 (4)5 (7)8

1/ Mr. King will terminato August 31, 1970.
2/ Mr. Moon EOD August 3, 1970.
3/ Mr. Aspinmcall tcrmina.tos August 12, 1970.
i/ Mr. Sharma EOD August 3,. 1970.
9/ Miss Fisher.
/ Mr. Reitze wi) transfer out of Statistical Sorricos August 1, 1970.
/ Mr. Pangchar wil1 traisfer out of Crditworthinass Studies on August 1, 1970.



Messrs. AAdrew M. Kur k July 24, 1970
Alexandar Stvens n

Jack L. Lowther

Status of Professional and Special Services Staff bscruitment
for the week ending July 24. 1970

Totals: Economics Dpartment Eoona s Complex

Prof.: 119 auth., 107 flled, 6 con. 147 auth., 129 filled, 8 come.

Sp. S.: 55 auth., 48 filled, 4 corn. 60 auth., 53 filled, 14 oms.

1. Professionals:

Mr. Kanbur will arrive an or about Augist 3, 1970, for a three months temporary

appointment with the Sector and Projects Studies Division.

2. Special Services:

Mr. Aspinwall will terminate his work with Quantitative Techniques and Analysis

Division on August 12, 1970.

3. Current Tables are attached.

Attachments

ec: Messrs. Friedman (2)
Dyck
Chaffey

Mrs. Arms tong
Mrs. Thaeas (P&B)

JLLtwthertso



FORM No. 17.11 INTERNATIONAL DEVELOPMENT INTERNATIONAL BANK FOR, INTERNATIONAL FINANCE
(C-69) ASSOCIATION RECONSTRUCTION AND DEVELOPMENT CORPORATION

Status of Recruitment: Week Ending:

ECONOMICS DEPARTMENT Professional L Special Services July 24

DIVISION/ (I) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7)

STUDY GROUP Authoriz. Positions Offers Accept Offers Made Net Vac. Projected Recruitment
Positions Filled But Not Yet and Under (1-2) - Losses Goal (54-6)

Joined Consideration (34-4)

Office of Director 7 7 0 0 0 0 0

Sector & Proj. Studies 21 17 3 1/ 0 (2)1 0 (2)1

Econ. of Industrialization 9 8 1 2/ 0 0 0 0

A. Q.T. )5 5 0 0 0 1 3/ 1
) Q.T. A.

Comp. Data) 8 8 0 0 0 0 0

Population Studies 6 3 0 0 3 0 3

Pol. & Export Proj. 12 11 1 V/ 0 0 0 0

Domestic Finance 10 9 1 5/ 0 0 0 0

Urbanization 4 5 0 0 -1 0 -1

External Debt ) 12 12 0 0 0 0 0

Gen. Statistics Stat. 11* 11* 0 0 0 0 0
)

Data Processing ) 14 11 0 0 3 0 3

119 107 (5)6 0 (7)6 1 (8)7
ECONOMICS DEPARTMENT TOTAL

B- > Research 9 8 1 6 0 0 0 0

Creditworthiness Studies 6 4 0 0 2 0 2

Development Finance Stud. 9 6 1 7/ 0 2 0 2

Development Programs Stud. 4 4 0 0 0 0 0

Special Studies 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

GRAND TOTAL 147 129 (7)8 0 11)10 1 12)11

* Includes Division Chief, Assistant Division Chief, and Adviser.

1/ Mr. Donaldson, EOD September, 1970. / Mr. Grilli, EDD September 8; 1970.
Mr. Jallade, EOD November, 1970. / Mr. Churchill, ED)D August, 1970.
Mr. Kanbur, EOD August 3, 1970. 6/ Mr. Stoutjesdijk EOD September, 1970.

2/ Mr. Baranson, EDD August, 1970. 7/ Mr. Westphal accepted a position with
'/ Mr. Cheetham will transfer to East Asia Development Finance Studies Group

& Pacific Department, August 1, 1970. EOD November, 1970.



FORM No. 17.11 INTERNATIONAL DEVELOPMENT INTERNATIONAL BANK FOR INTERNATIONAL FINANCE
(9-69) ASSOCIATION RECONSTRUCTION AND DEVELOPMENT CORPORATION

EStatus of Recruitment: Week Ending:

ECONO(ICS DEPARTMENT Professional LTI Special Services July 24

DIVISION/ (1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7)

STUDY GROUP Authoriz. Positions Offers Accept Offers Made Net Vac. Projected Recruitment

Positions Filled But Not Yet and Under (1-2) - Losses Goal (5-6)
Joined Consideration (3-4-4)

Office of Director 3 2 0 0 1 0 1

Sector & Proj. Studies 6 6 0 0 0 0 0

Econ. of Industrialization 3 3 0 0 0 0 0

A. Q. T. ) 2 2 0 0 0 0 0
) Q.T. A.

Comp. Data) 8 6 1 1/ 0 1 (0)1 2/ (1)2

Population Studies 1 2 0 0 -1 0 -1

SPol. & Export Proj. 3 0 0 2 0 2

Domestic Finance 1 1 0 0 0 1 3/ 1

Urbanization 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

External Debt ) 19 17 2 3/ 1 V_/ -1 1 5/ 0

)
Gen. Statistics Sta. 6 0 0 1 0 1

Ser. _______ ______ _______ _ _ _ _ _

Data Processing 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

ECONOMICS DEPARTMENT TOTAL 55 48 3 1 3 (2)3 (5)6

Basic Research 1 1 0 0 0 0 0

Creditworthiness Studies 2 2 0 0 0 1 6/ 1

Development Finance Stud. 1 1 0 0 0 0 0

Development Programs Stud. 1 1 0 0 0 0 0

Special Studies 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

GRAND TOTAL 60 53 3 1 3 (3)4 (8)7

1/ Mr. Moon BOD August 3, 1970.
7/ Mr. Aspinwall terminates August 12, 1970.
3/ Miss Dacumos Transfers from Domestic Finance to Statistical Services, August 1, 1970.

Mr. Sharma EOD July 27, 1970.
/ Miss Fisher.

5/ Mr. Reitze will transfer out of Statistical Services August 1, 1970.
Mr. Rangachar will transfer out of Creditworthiness Studies on August 1 , 1970.



Mr. Andrew . JUly 23, 1970

004rperi for Me 205mpitie DROM R~d Lot oggisa

The Division's efforts in FT 1969/70 ure mnentrated in
3 major fieldas desipg and stablish-nmt of the xter data bankl
preparatcu and developent of the P basic data shets; and country
data stUdims in depth via participation in IMI aountry missions and
the mounting of spe.GaA statistiAal review missims. Ihes and other
activitIes of the Division ae revieved undtr the following three
headings

I. Contiming Projetse
It. Roering Prvjoe*
II. NLsims

I. dmigog

Do-an wumAN t end of nT 1969/0, the larp bulk of
the bj!W pt for the *4d Ubes had een omiqed ad
dewloped and sent 6=m for pwchUW. In additin to the gaterIng
and oasolIdatim of data fri th varinAe avalable sources, cn-
siderable efffort we invested in pwaring "u' estilmates for
years for idsah data wms ladkdg and in adjusting series to makue
tbam consistent be* over Mm ad among ountries.

At te pessb tWas, the VwbId Tables data base adb"em
consists of 167 tim series omwing a period of 20 yews 1950-69)
and webraes lI0 omuotries. Provision has been ando for to additin,
as oaessary, of a further 132 series. An addigtntal 50 countries
ae included in the WwId Bank Alas sabsystem hiuh oerrs a total
of so" 190 countries.

Parallel wis di .opesat and preparatinof the basic
data inqut, a sytem of oemater pogre we developed in oopera-
tion ith te Statisti Srvices Division of the a ess Depart-
ment. lba'oA the nd of PV 1969/70, tee program wre still in
process of being tested and it is clear tat a preat deal of addi-
tional seddng and adebqgging" roaains to be dam. HKurver, it is
hoped that the smin VIl beoewe operative by the end of Decenmber
1970 so that it will be pssible to rmn off a revised and updated
set of World Tabls". The o-iatiaw for the *rld Ban Atlas and
IND RAsial Report have asoM been carried out, in part, with the aid
Of the oaq0ter.

C? Bdasig fta Mtsts WVof was contmaied on te systematic



r. garok 2 - JuY 23a 1970

revision and updating of the hes data ishet ttatasi to Oe
-0121ty program pgpeM.

In additions, canderablS IMe and effort Ms invested in
designing a revised format for ** data sheet Ihich is both silfor
in form and self-oheoking in ontent. A final version wes agreed
upon with the Area Departmente end saboitted to P&B for presentetiom
to the Presidut.

In response to imerous request. in he Bonk, a detailed st
of definition and methodologioal procedures me prepared and airau-
lated among interested parties.

oa a Workwas contimnued ad boo on the propars-
tion of for a asamber of oWantris of interest.

II. RetigPoet

Ogld Bank LAtass Povised and updated estimates of population
and GNP per 4. arn in proess of preparatton for all countries
throuh 1968. Revised popLaUen and OW per ospit& growth rates
awe dasilaly being c "iled.

l The requisite regimal summary tabulatioans
at popu iTl tIF, andoUer indicators ware ousgated for inclusion
in the forthcoming 1rD Awmaal Report.

m%. gistn
Ow Division's participation in reguler and special missions

eipanded oanSiderably in T 1969/70 and accounted for a major part
of the available time of th professional staff. This expazion
took place primarily at the reuest and inititive of the Area Dopart-

nut *iAh trmed increasingly to te Comparative Data Division for
advice and assistance In the field of natinal aceount. and basic
stustics.

Wx*g was carried out daring te year in Vie following 6 coun-
tries auodlas Iran, Pakistan, Turley, UAR, Uganda, Ygoelavia
and Yesen. fe Division was able to assume tbia increased birden
thetis to its reorganistimn during tS year alog Ve lines of
rYgioWul pecsaation Oef O prof"sOtoi staff.

ge missin to Pakistan is worthy of special note, since it
represented the first large-scale mission mounted by the auk for
the prpoe of raviewIg an antire statiticeal sstem and advising
the Government on its IMrompt and ratiomnaliestion. Ameg She
fields covered by the misaim VMS. statistical organisation and
priorites, basic data lee and national aocount., poverntent
sestor accounts, data prOeOssing, id dugrbi and faaily plan"aI
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stbatust . ffim1Aw ul4me an sobaddld ftrial FY 197wnt1 to Ind-
nesit, Ugids a Md Iri.

In aissimo .owau1e other i ~m Sdtsa, the stfrts of the
WIvJItes wvil m mtwmted prlarily an the idlt-fioatian of deft-
coenoles and biass lu major statiStical sulos and national soOpunt
wd an the introdeUtio of adjusments and oor.tetxt " ueoosswy.
the reoised estimat.e tUe prgared .erd a. the basis for the am-
ly*ss presnte4d in the ropeUve oconomic reports.

ELvyseb

oes Mr. Stewvneo



Mr. Adler JUly 22, 17M

Andrew M. KaSUrok

Transter of eosalinda Deo"s

On or about July 27, 1970, we would like to transfer

Iiss asalinda Dwkuusu fron the Dinsesu Finance of Developing Comntries

Division to the Statistical Services Division. She Idl. vacate position

#8226 in Demestic Finance and will ooouW a newly muthrised position in

the Statistical Services Division.

003 Mews. Please
TiGmImn/WNPheterS
Hioks
31mington W j
Aguirre Sacasa ".

JLLowtheriso OFl7



DLvision Chiefs July 22, 1970

Andrew M. IamarCk

Official Contacts with the Federal aepublic of 2 may (11)

/vt 16

Attached is a nm frm the Secretary re-mphasiaing the
need for all Bouk correspandance and official visits with the FM to be
routed through the office of the Rxeoutive Director for the 7M0.

In this Department the proper procedere for complying
with the Secretary's =me is as follows,

For Correepandemne*

1 . Address the correspence to the desired

Agen within the M10.

2. Have it ooleted and sipged as you old
any other Bank correspmd mmOe.

3. Prepare a brief mmo to the Gewm Excutive
Director thra me, making him to please forward the attached correspcmdnce.

4. Send the memo and all copies of the
correspondence to Ay office.

For Official Visits

1. Prepare a mMO indicating the purpose of
the visit and the Agencies and individuals to be visited. Forward
this memO to the German Ixecutive Director thmi me.

2. Upon arrival in Ouwan=y establish contact
with Department VI of the Federal Ministry ot bonaios as indicated in
the attached Secretary's mno.

I wish to mqhaias that no contact with the Federal
Rlpublic of Germny should be made without following these procedures.



INTERNATIONAL RANK FOR RECONSTRUCTION AND DEVELOPMENT

SecT7O- 327

FROM: The Secretary July 16, 1970

Visits of World Bank Group Staff with the German
Government Exchange of Correspondence between the
World Bank Group and the German Government

1. The German Executive Director has drawn attention to another recent
case in which the procedures described in my memorandum dated January 13,
1969 (SecM69-20) concerning visits of Bank Group staff to the German
Government and exchange of correspondence between the Bank Group and the
German Government were not followed.

2. Accordingly, the staff of the Departments concerned are reminded that:

(a) all business between the World Bank Groux and the Government
of the Federal Republic of Germany should be channeled through
the Office of the German Executive Director;

(b) irrespective of the internal division of labor within the
German Federal Government and within the German Economics
Ministry, Department VI of the Federal Ministry of Economics
serves as the link between the Federal Republic and the World
Bank Group; and

(c) the Head and Deputy Head of this Department (Department V! of
the Economics Ministry-, Assistant Secretary Hankel and Deputy
Assistant Secretary Mueller-Enders or Mr. Koinzer, respec-
tively) attach great importance to meeting the members of
the World Bank Group staff who visit Bonn for discussions with
agencies of the German Federal Government.

3. These standing procedures supplement, but are not superseded by the
general arrangements announced in the President's memorandum dated
July 1, 1970 (SecMT,7O-309) regarding notification of impending missions and
visits to member countries.

Distribution:

President
President's Council
Executive Vice President, IFC
Vice President, IFC
Department Heads, Bank and IFC



Mr. Goreux July 22, 1970

Richard R. Demuth

I have your memorandum of July 17 concerning the four monographs
that you say you plan to complete for publication by the summer of 1971.

According to Organization Bulletin No. 1.07, paragraph (8), the
Economics Department has the responsibility "where appropriate, to
select, edit, and make ready for publication for the economic profes-
sional audience economic reports and studies written in the Bank on
development problems." There has been set up in the Bank an Editorial
Committee that has the function of reviewing economic material being
considered for publication from the technical point of view. After the
economic material has been passed by the Editorial Committee, the
Economics Department recovasnds it to the Publication Commit tee for its
consideration.

I believe that, if you want to propose the four monographs for
publication, you should follow the procedures which have been estab-
lished for purposes of passing on proposed publications.

RHD:tf

cc: Mr. Kamarek



Messrs. Andrew M. Kamarok Jaly 17, 1970
Alexander Stevenson

Jack L. Lowthwr

Status of Professional and Special Services Staff Recruitment
for the week ending July 17, 1970

Prof. t 119 auth., 107 filled, 5 came. 147 auth., 129 filled, 7 cc=.

Sp. .: 55 sauth., 48 fUled, 4 comm. 60 aath., 53 filled, 4 cm.

I. Professionals:

a. Mrs. Isaac, Sector and Projects Studies Division, terminated July 15, 1970.

b. Mr. Behr ccimdced dty with e Economics of Indatrialisation Division July
13, 1970.

a. Mr. Oliver ommenced caty with the onomics of Urbaniation Xvision July 16,

2. Speal Services

a. Miss Monwis cammenced datt with the Office of the Director on July 13, 1970.
b. Miss Damous transfers fram Domestic Finance mvision to Statistical Services

Division, August 1, 1970.

a. Mr. Sharma will commence ty with the External Debt Section of the Statistical
Services Division on July 24, 1970.

4. Miss Fisher hUs been made an offer to join the External Debt Section of the
.- atistical Services Division.

3. Carrmt Tables ae attached.

Attachmente

ccs Messrs. Friedman (2)
Mrck
Chaffer

Mrs. Armstrong
Mrs. 'nwas P)

JLLowther, so



FORM No. 17.11 INTERNATIONAL DEVELOPMENT INTERNATIONAL DANK FOR INTERNATIONAL FINANCE
(9-69) ASSOCIATION RECONSTRUCTION &AND PEVELOPMENT CORPORATION

Status of Recruitment: Week Ending:
ECONOMICS DEPARTMENT Professional L Special Services July 17

DIVISION/ (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7)

STUDY GROUP Authoriz. Positions Offers Accept Offers Made Net Vac. Projected Recruitment
Positions Filled But Not Yet and Under (1-2) - Losses Goal (54-6)

Joined Consideration (34-4)

Office of Director 7 7 0 0 0 0 0

Sector & Proj. Studies 21 (18) 17 1/ 2 2/ 0 (1)2 0 2

Econ. of Industrialization 9 (7)8 3/ (2)1 4/ 0 0 0 0

A.Q.T- ) 5 5 0 0 0 1 5/ 1
) Q. T. A.

Comp. Data ) 8 8 0 0 0 0 0

Population Studies 6 3 0 0 3 0 3

3 Pol. & Export Proj. 12 11 1 6/ 0 0 0 0

Domestic Finance 10 9 1 7/ 0 0 0 0

Urbanization 4 (4)5 8/ 0 (1)O -1 0 -1

External Debt ) 12 12 0 0 0 0 0
)

Gen. Statistics Sa. 11* 11* 0 0 0 0 0

Data Processing ) 14 11 0 0 3 0 3

ECONOMICS DEPARTMENT TOTAL 119 (1 6)107 (6)5 (1)0 (6)7 (2)1 8

Basic Research 9 8 1 91 0 0 0 0

Creditworthiness Studies 6 4 0 0 2 0 2

Development Finance Stud. 9 6 1 10/ 0 2 0 2

Development Programs Stud. 4 4 0 0 0 0 0

Special Studies 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

GRAND TOTAL 147 (f )129 (8)7 0 )11 (2)1 12

* Includes Division Chief, Assistant Division Chief, and Adviser.

1/ 'Mrs. Isaac terminated July 15, 1970. 6/ Mr. Grilli, EOD September 8, 1970.
7/ Mr. Donaldson, EOD September, 1970. 7/ Mr. Churchill, EOD August, 1970.

Mr. Jallade, EDD November, 1970. V-/ Mr. Oliver commenced July 16, 1970.
3/ iMr. Bohr commenced July 13, 1970. - / Mr. Stoutjesdijk EOD September, 1970.
17 Mr. Baranson, EOD August, 1970. 1U/ Mr. Westphal accepted a position with
5/ Mr. Cheetham will transfer to East Asia Development Finance Studies Group

& Pacific Department, August 1, 1970. EOD November, 1970.



FoRM No. 17.11 INIERNATIONAL DEVELOPMENT INTERNATIONAL BANK FOR INTERNATIONAL FINANCE
(9- 69) ASSOC I AT I ON RECONSTRUCT ION NiD DEVELOSMENT CORPORA T 1 ON

'Status of Recruitment: Week Ending:
ECONOMICS DEPARTMENT

[]Professional Special Services

DIVISION/ (1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7)
STUDY GROUP Authoriz. Positions Offers Accept Offers Made Net Vac. Projected Recruitment

Positions Filled But Not Yet and Under (1-2) - Losses Goal (54-6)
Joined Consideration (34-4)

Office of Director 3 (1)2 1/ (1)0 0 1 0 1

Sector & Proj. Studies 6 6 0 0 0 0 0

Econ. of Industrialization 3 3 0 0 0 0 0

A. Q.T. ) 2 2 0 0 0 0 0
) Q.T. A.

Comp. Data )8 6 1 2/ 0 1 0

Population Studies 1 2 0 0 -1 0 -1

Tr- Pol. & Export Proj. 5 3 0 0 2 0 2

Domestic Finance 1 1 0 0 0 (0)1 3/ (0)1

Urbanization 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

External Debt ) 19 17 (0)2 3/ (0)1 4/ (Q) -1 1 5/ (3)0

Gen. Statistics Sat. 7 6 0 0 1

Data Processing ) 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

ECONOMICS DEPARTMENT TOTAL 55 47)48 (2)3 (0)1 (6)3 (1)2 (7)5

Basic Research 1 1 0 0 0 0 0

Cr, worthiness Studies 2 2 0 0 0 1 6/ 1

Development Finance Stud. 1 1 0 0 0 0 0

Development Programs Stud. 1 1 0 0 0 0 0

Special Studies 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

GRAND TOTAL 60 52)53 (2)3 (0)1 (6)3 (2)3 (8)6

1/ Miss Morris commenced July 13, 1970.
2/ Mr. Moon EOD August 3, 1970.
3/, Miss Dacumos transfers from Domestic Finance to Statistical Services, August 1, 1970.

- Mr. Sharma EOD July 24, 1970.
4/, Miss Fisher.
'/ Mr. Reitze will transfer out of Statistical Services August 1, 1970.
~6/ Mr. Rangachar will transfer out of Creditworthiness Studies on August 1, 1970,



Mr. Kamarek July 17, 1970

Jack L. Lowther

FundA for AMpornry Help

The ?Z71 Badget allows us $31,000 for hiring temporary
assistats. $15,110 has been cmsitted as foIlows (1) 11 smar
emplagees - $12,360, (2) field assistance for Mr. This (Mr. Sak) -
$1,500, and (3) field assistance for Mr. Dene (Mr. L&i) - $1,250.

me Ralance unemitted is $15,890. Based on past experiaene, we
should bold about $7,500 for temporary secretaries, and *2,500 for
smar research assistants in the month of June, 1971. We should
also bold $2,500 to cover field assistance for Mr. Richard Xmaning
(Mr. Mznning is now in Pakistan arranging for data collection). The

Lnance uncommitted xinm the amomuto we shwAld hold for the fuatre
leaves $3,390.

Massrs. McPheters and Ablasser have reqaested temporary assistants
to place data an coding sheets in preparation for kem punching (it saves
koy panching time for which there is geat demand). Mr. Ablasser's work
relates to the Bmail Agricultare Sector StadW and Mr. M*Phoeter's work
relates to the reappraisal of the Taisian Idacation Project. In all,
we wil need aboat two man-months of assistance. The probable cost for the
two man-months mld be about $1,000. I reoeoaad using $1,000 of the
r-mining *3,390 for this purpose.

With your approval, I will ake the neessary arrangements to
hire one or two temporay assistants.

JLcvuthrsog-
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Mr. Artur 1. Tismnn July 15, 1970

NInGZHA *Statisteal Help

Frther to our telephons onvereation, I would appreciate it if you
would assign a statistiian to work with this Division from now until the
and of August. As I eipg4nad to you, we are prodmoing an oconodic report
on Nigeria and are short of staff. We, therefore, need somone to help
us out on the statistical work so that bir economist can concentrate on
the preparation of the report within a very tight schedule.

I would appreciate it if you would assign someone to this Division
at your earliest oauwaisnos for this purpose.

00t Ntars. Choek
do Tries
Osgood

Miss Dater

HMirza:gbo



Mr. Arme . Cheek July U, 1970

Propram of onida Work

I had a weting with assre. Sohmdtje and Osgood and Miss Datar
just before Mr. Sobmdtje left an Rome Leave to draw up a timtable and
work responsibility allocation for the economic work to be done between
now and the Annual Meeting. There ar three things that we have to dot

(1) Review of the Developsent Plan in anticipation of
Mr. A41a's visit. Arising out of this will be a
memorundum to be sent to Mr. Knapp sumiariing our
observations regarding Nigeria's draft Plan and
highlighting those isses that he may want to dia-
ouss with Mr. Ayidal

(ii) The Comtry Program Paper; and

(iii) The loonosic Report.

Develop!gnt P)an

Mr. Osgood and Mas. Datar, assisted by Mr. Nimrod Raphaeli, are
engaged in the review of the Development Plan. Mr. Osgood will prepare
the inorandus for Mr. Knapp, based on this review. This 1mciran1rn will
be used for briefing Mr. Knapp on his discussion with Mr. Ayida who may
com to Washington during the first week of August. The review of the
Plan and the preparation of the wmorandum for Mr. Knapp will be done
donseoutively. The latter will only highlight issues of isportance to be
discussed with r. Ayida by Mr. Snapp.

We have asked the various Projects Departaments to give us their
coAewuts on the relevant sections of the Plan by July 21. The first draft
of the mamrandum to Mr. Knapp, taking into acocut any issues arising out
of the Projects Departrnt's review, should be ready by July 22 and the
final by July 27 for submission to Mr. Knapp. This will give his one week
to review it and to discuss any points that he might want to with us. In
addition, we will prepare a more detailed memorandum for discussions at
the staff level with Mr. Ayida which should also be ready for submission
to the Front Office by July 27. The two manoranda should thus be ready
for discussions with Ayida when he arrives during the first week of August.

Countr Progra- P er

Miss Datar has primary responsibility for the preparation of the Coutry
Program Paper. Mr. Osgood has had to forego one week of his vacation in
order to review the Developoent Plan, but will be on vacation during the
weeks of August 10 and August 17. Therefore, he will not be able to con-
tribute to the Country Program Paper during this period.



(2)

Mr. Bruce M. Cheek July 14, 1970

The CoMtry Program Paper review for Nigeria has been set for
September 35. Since this is a Tuesday, when there Is generally a Board
Mesting and a Senior Staff Meeting, I suspect the Presidential review
would have to be on Mnday, September 14. In order to meet this deadline,
we would have to have a draft ready for tranasmision to the Prograalgng
and Budgeting Department by Monday, August 17. This deadline will be
very difficult to meet because, during the week of August 3, very little
can be done on the Cottry Program Paper in view of the prospective dis-
oussions with Mr. Ayida. However, the critique of the Development Plan
should help considerably in the preparation of the Country Program Paper
and we will try and have that paper ready by the end of the following
week, namely Friday, August 14. It would mean, therefore, that the Front
Office may have to review this paper at the same tims as it is being
reviewed by the Programeing and Budgeting Department. If this schedule
can be met, then the paper will be circulated to the Economic Comittee
on August 24 for a meeting on August 31. After making the amenmints
that my become necessary after the Economic Com*&ttee review, we will
resubmit the Country Program Paper to the Programsing and Budgeting Depart.
ment on September 7 for the Presidential review on September 14.

conmic Isport

Since Miss Datar has written the bulk of the report herself, she
will be responsible for putting this report together and writing the
yellow dover draft, together with the Smary and Conclusions by August 21
for Front Office clearance. Mr. Scheedtje is expected to be in the Bank
on August 24. He should take into accomt the Front Office comments and
put the report in green cover early in Septamber, but not later than
September 9. We may then want to discuss this report with the Nigerians,
in which case the report can be sent in the green cover to Nigeria sometime
before the Annual Meeting for discussion in October, with the final grey
report coming out in October.

As you can see, the above schedule is very tight and puts a tremendous
workload on both Todd Osgood and Asha Datar. It is unfortunate that during
this crucial period, Mr. Sohuedtje will not be in Washington, which is the
single factor that places the additional burden on this Division. Mr. Riden,
I understand, will be around and will help Miss Datar on the Publio Finance
Section during the balance of this month.

Finally, while we will do our best to meet these deadlines, because of
the very heavy workload and the tightness of the schedule, some slippages
should not be ruled out.

*c i Messrs. Chaufournier
de Vries
Osgood

Miss Datar
Mr. Sohmndtje o/r

HMirza-gbo



messwa-. Andrew M. Kauak Jay 10, 97

Aexander Stoienson
Jack L. Lowth

Statas of Professimal and Veclml Serioes Staff Recruitmant
for the week ndn July 10s 1970.

Totals:I

Prof.t 119 umth., 106 filled, 7 em. 147 auth., 128 filled, 9 00m.

Sp. S.: 55 samh., 47 Tfilled, 2 omi. 60 ath., 52 illed, 2 *Cma.

1.* Pvofessiccalss

a. Hr. Qheethm wll tUansfer out Of Qen*tjtve Teokoiqpe5 and Analysis DLvisiOn

to East Asia and Pacific Dpart .t, August 1, 1970.

b. Mr. Zaidan transferred to Populatin Projects Departomant frm Population Sindles

Division July 1, 1970.

o. mr. Wesphal has aW ted a positia ih Doeelopemt Finme S+udio GsW P.

2. - gaageot

a. Miss Morwis will co e 1 with the Office of the Director an July 13, 1970.

b. Miss Harahap owmened fttr with the loonadOul of UhkistrialiMia n Divsimn

an Jay 9, 1970.

o. Mr. Baird aa been confirmed as a permanent mer of the Statistical Services

lvision. He has been carried an the tabms far son time but Was double-slotted with

snotbr staff nomber. He now ocaupies his ev slot. mer wM be no chae in the

ficares.

3. Current Tables are attaohed.

Attacbments

cc: Messrs. Friedman (2)
Dpk
Qaaffo

Mrs. Armstrong
ms. g as (P&B)

JLLowthel so



FORM No. 17.11 INTERNATIONAL DEVELOPMENT INTERNATIONAL BANK FOR INTERNATIONAL FINANCE
(9-69) ASSOCIATION RECONSTRUCTION AND DEVELOPMENT CORPORATION

Status of Recruitment: Week Ending:

ECONOMICS DEPARTMENT Professional t Special Services July 10

DIVISION/ (1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7)

STUDY GROUP Authoriz. Positions Offers Accept Offers Made Net Vac. Projected Recruitment

Positions Filled But Not Yet and Under (1-2) - Losses Goal (54-6)
Joined Consideration (34-4)

Office of Director 7 7 0 0 0 0 0

Sector & Proj. Studies 21 18 2 1/ 0 1 1 2/ 2

Econ. of Industrialization 9 7 2 3/ 0 0 0 0

A. Q. T. )5 5 0 0 0 ()l h/ (0)1
) Q.T. A.

Comp. Data) 8 8 0 0 0 0 0

Population Studies 6 (h)3 5/ 0 0 (2)3 0 (2)3

de Pol. & Export Proj. 12 11 1 6/ 0 0 0 0

Domestic Finance 10 9 1 7/ 0 0 0 0

Urbanization 4 4 0 1 8/ -1 0 -1

External Debt ) 12 12 0 0 0 0 0

Stat.
Gen. Statistics ) r. 11* 11* 0 0 0 0 0

Se r. _____________ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _

Data Processing ) 14 11 0 0 3 0 3

ECONOMICS DEPARTMENT TOTAL 119 (107)106 6 1 (5) 6 (1) 2 (6) 8

P-Ric Research 9 8 1 9/ 0 0 0 0

Creditworthiness Studies 6 4 0 0 2 0 2

Development Finance Stud. 9 6 (0)1 10/ (1)0 2 0 2

Development Programs Stud. 4 4 0 0 0 0 0

Special Studies 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

GRAND TOTAL 147 (12 ) 128 (7)8 (2)1 (9)10 (1)2 ( 0)12

* Includes Division Chief, Assistant Division Chief and Adviser.

1/ Mr. Donaldson, EOD September 1970. 6/ Mr. Grilli, EOD September 8, 1970.
Mr. Jallade, EOD November 2, 1970. 7/ Mr. Churchill, EOD September, 1970.

2/ Mrs. Isaac, July 15, 1970. '/ Mr. Oliver, (Special 1 year fixed term).
Mr. Bohr, EOD July 1970, Mr. Baranson 9/ Mr. Stoutjesdijk EOD September 1970.
EOD August 1970. 1U/ Mr. Westphal accepted a position with

/ Mr. Cheetham will transfer to East Asia - Development Finance Studies Group.
& Pacific Department, August 1, 1970.

5/ Mr. Zaidan transferrcd te Population,
Projects, July 1, 1970.



FORM No. 17.11 INTERNAT;ONAL DEVELOPMENT INTERNATIONAL BANK FOR INTERNATIONAL FINANCE
(9-69) ASSOCIATION RECONSTRUCTION AND DEVELOPMENT CORPORATION

Status of Recruitment: Week Ending:
ECONOMICS DEPARTMENT

I DProfessional L Special Services July 10

DIVISION/ (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7)

STUDY GROUP Authoriz. Positions Offers Accept Offers Made Net Vac. Projected Recruitment
Positions Filled But Not Yet and Under (1-2) - Losses Goal (54-6)

Joined Consideration (34-4)

Office of Director 3 1 (0)1 1/ 0 (2)1 0 (2)1

Sector & Proj. Studies 6 6 0 0 0 0 0

Econ. of Industrialization 3 (2)3 2/ 0 0 (1)0 0 (1)0

A. Q.T. ) 2 2 0 0 0 0 0
) Q.T. A.

Comp. Data ) 8 6 1 3/ 0 1 0 1

Population Studies 1 2 0 0 -1 0 -1

~ Pol. & Export Proj. 5 3 0 0 2 0 2

Domestic Finance 1 1 0 0 0 0 0

Urbanization 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

External Debt ) 19 17 0 0 2 1 h/ 3

)Gen. Statistics Stat. 7 6 .0 0 1 0 1

Data Processing) 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

ECONOMICS DEPARTMENT TOTAL 55 (6) 47 (1) 2 0 (8) 6 1 (9)7

Basic Research 1 1 0 0 0 0 0

Creditworthiness Studies 2 2 0 0 0 1 5/ 1

Development Finance Stud. 1 1 0 0 0 0 0

Development Programs Stud. 1 1 0 0 0 0 0

Special Studies 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

GRAND TOTAL 60 () 52 (1)2 0 (8)6 2 (10)8

1/ Miss Morris, EOD July 13.
2/ Miss Harahap commenced July 9, 1970.
7/ Mr. Moon EOD July 15, 1970.
TV Mr. Reitze will transfer out of Statistical Services on July 15, 1970.
/ Mr. Rangachar will transfer out of Creditworthiness Studies on August 1, 1970.



Mr. Kna July 6, 1970

Jack L. Lowther

Zoonamics Dpartment Staff YAetMg on July 10, 1970

This is to oonfirm the Economies Department invitaticn for
you to speak at our Department Staff Meting on July 10, 1970, at
9.30 a.m. in the Board Poom.

Mr. EUarok has suggested that you might speak to car staff
members on the subject "Problems of Projects Departments", if this
is agreeable to you.

O & cleared 1itht Mr. [umarok

JLLother iso



essrs. Andrew M. Kamarok July 3, 1970
Alexander Stevenson

Jack L. Lowther

Status of Professional and Special Services Staff Recruitment
for the week ending July 3, 1970

Totals:t

Prof.: 119 auth., 107 filled, 7 comm. 147 auth., 129 filled, 9 com.

Sp. S: 55 auth., 46 filled, 1 comm. 60 auth., 51 filled, 1 cona.

Changes in Economic Complex

1. FY71 Changes: This report includes the following changes in authorised positions:

Professionals

a. One advance position for External Debt Section confirmed.

b. One advance positions for Data Processing confirmed and two new ones added.

a. One new position added to Basic Research Center.

d. Two positions in Special Studies deleted.

Special Services

New positions added as follows:

a. One in Office of the Director.

b. One in Economics of Industrialisation.

c. Two in Trade Policies and Export Projections.

d. One in External Debt.

e. One in General Statistics.

f. One in the Basic Research Center.

2. Professionals:

a. Mr. Haissman, Sector and Project Studies Division, terminated on June 30, 1970.

b. Mr. Jallade will ommence duty with the Sector and Project Studies Division on
November 2, 1970.

a. Mr. Hansen commenced duty with the Economics of Industrialisation Division on June 29.

d. Mr. Grilli will commence duty with the Trade Policies and Iport Projections Division
on September 8, 1970.



Meno to Mr. Kamarok, Mr. Stevenson, dated July 3, 1970.

e. Mrs. Angel, Statistical Services Division, t4rminated on June 30, 1970.

f. Mr. Westphal has been offered a position with the Development Finance Studies
Group.

g. Messrs. de Vries and Dabey, Creditworthiness Studies Group, transferred on
July 1, 1970.

3. Special Services:

a. W1as Sallivan, Office of the Director, terminated an June 29, 1970.

b. Mr. Kutcher commenced dmty with the Basic Research Oenter on July 1, 1970.

4. Current Tbles are attached.

AttacUhments

cat Messrs. Friedman (2)
Dyck
Chaffey

Mrs. Armstrong
Mrs. Thomas (P&B)

JLLortherso



FORM No. 17.11 INTERNATIONAL DEVELOPMENT INTERNATIONAL BANK FOR INTERNATIONAL FINANCE
(9-69) ASSOCIATION RECONSTRUCTION AND DEVELOPMENT CORPORATION

Status of Recruitment: Week Ending:

ECONOMICS DEPARTMENT Professional ] Special Services July 3

DIVISION/ (1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7)

STUDY GROUP Authoriz. Positions Offers Accept Offers Made Net Vac. Projected Recruitment
Positions Filled But Not Yet and Under (1-2) - Losses Goal (54-6)

Joined Consideration (34-4)

Office of Director 7 7 0 0 0 0 0

Sector & Proj. Studies 21 (19)18 1/ (1)2 2/ (1)0 (0)1 1 3/ (1)2

Econ. of Industrialization 9 (6)7 h (3)2 5/ 0 0 0 0

A. Q. T. ) 5 5 0 0 0 0 0
) Q. T. A.

Comp. Data) 8 8 0 - 0 0 0 0

Population Studies 6 4 0 0 2 0 2

Pol. & Export Proj. 12 11 (0)1 6/ 0 (1)0 0 (1)0

Domestic Finance 10 9 1 7/ 0 0 0 0

Urbanization 40 1 8/ -1 0 -1

External Debt ) 12** 12 0 0 0 0 0

Gen. Statistics S ta. 11* 0 0 0 0 0

Data Processing ) 12) 141** (12)11 9/ 0 0 (0)3 (1) 0 (1)3

ECONOMICS DEPARTMENT TOTAL( 17)119 (1C8)107 (5)6 (2)1 (2)5 (2)1 (4)6

Basic Research (8)9** 8 1 0 (-1)0 0 (-1)0

Creditworthiness Studies 6 (6)4 1_1/ 0 0 (0)2 (2)0 2

D'velopment Finance Stud. 9 6 0 (0) 1 12/ (3)2 0 (3)2

Development Programs Stud. 4 4 0 0 0 0 0

Special Studies (2)0* 0 0 0 (2)0 0 (2)0

GRAND TOTAL (146) 147 (132)129 (6)7 1 2 (6)9 (h)1 .10

* Includes Division Chief, Assistant Division Chief and Adviser.
* Includes FY71 changes.
1/ Mr. Haissman terminated June 30, 1970. 7/ Mr. Churchill, EOD September 1970.
2/ Mr. Donaldson, EOD September 1970. ./ Mr. Oliver, (Special 1 year fixed term.)

Mr. Jallade, EOD November 2, 1970. / Mrs. Angel Terminated June 30, 1970.
3/ Mrs. Isaac, July 15, 1970. 1U/ Mr. Stoutjesdijk EOD September 1970.
1~/ Mr. Hansen commenced June 29, 1970. TT/ Messrs. de Vries & Dubey transferred
'g Mr. Bohr, EOD July 1970, Mr. Baranson on July 1, 1970.

EOD August 1970. 12/ Mr. Westphal has been offered a position
6/ Mr. Grilli, EOD September 8, 1970. with Development Finance Studies Group.



FoRM No. 17.11 INTERNATIONAL DEVELOPMENT INTERNATIONAL BANK FOR INTERNATIONAL FINANCE
(9-69) ASSOCIATION RECONSTRUCTION AND DEVELOPMENT CORPORATION

Status of Recruitment: Week Ending:
ECONOMICS DEPARTMENT

E] Professional MSpecial Services July 3

DIVISION/ (I) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7)
STUDY GROUP Authoriz. Positions Offers Accept Offers Made Net Vac. Projected Recruitment

Positions Filled But Not Yet and Under (1-2) - Losses Goal (54-6)
Joined Consideration (344)

Office of Director (2)3* (2)1 1/ 0 0 (0)2 (1)0 (1)2

Sector & Proj. Studies 6 6 0 0 0 0 0

Econ. of Industrialization (2)3* 2 0 0 (0)1 0 (0)1

A. Q. T. ) 2 2 0 0 0 0 0
) Q.T. A.

Comp. Data) 8 6 1 2/ 0 1 0 1

Population Studies 1 2 0 0 .1 0 -1

. Pol. & Export Proj. (3)5* 3 0 0 (0)2 0 (0)2

Domestic Finance 1 1 0 0 0 0 0

Urbaniization 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

External Debt ) (18)19* 17 0 0 (1)2 1 3/ (2)3

Gen. Statistics Stat. (6)7* 6 0 0 (0)1 0 (0)1

Data Processing) 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

ECONOMICS DEPARTMENT TOTAL (49)55 (47)46 1 0 (1)8 (2)1 (3)9

P--ic Research (0)1* (0)1 h/ 0 0 0 0 0

Creditworthiness Studies 2 2 0 0 0 1 5/ 1

Development Finance Stud. 1 1 0 0 0 0 0

Development Programs Stud. 1 1 0 0 0 0 0

Special Studies 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

GRAND TOTAL (53)60 51 1 0 (1)8 (3)2 h) 10

* Changes for FY71.
1/ Miss Sullivan, terminated June 29, 1970.
2/ Mr. Moon EOD July 15, 1970.
7/ Mr. Reitze will transfer out of Statistical Services on July 15, 1970.
E7 Mr. Kutcher commenced July 1, 1970.
5/ Mr. Rangachar -will transfer out of Creditworthiness Studies on August 1, 1970.



Mr. Andrew M. Ismark June 29, 1970

Stanley Please

Aual rt of Adtivities of the Domestic Fino ne of Developing Countries
Divisioa

Country Iconomic hissions

1. During 7r 1970 approximately 60 percent of the staff time of the
Divis:Lon was devoted to servioing country economic missions to ten countries
- Pakistan, MalrAi, Iran, Yugoslavia, Ithiopia, *man, iexioo, lorocoo, Sudan
and the U.A.R. In the case of economic missions to a further nine countries
the Division arranged for fiscal economists to be supplied by the Fiscal Affairs
Department of the DO' and in the case of two other country missions, consultants
ware hired for the purpose. The determination of the precise country soonomic
mission to be serviced by the Division has bean based on one or more of several
considerations - (i) the Division's continuing involvement in a large and
important country (e.g., Pakistan); (ii) the central importance of the fiscal
issues to the Bank's judgment on the economic performance of a country (e.g.,
aladi, Iran, Sudan and hana); (iii) the coplexity of the fiscal analysis

(e.g., Ygoslavia and the U.A.R.); and (iv) the relationship of country eoonomic
work to the Division'a research interests (e.g., Pakistan, Iran, *Arooco and
Ghana).

Mobilisation of Agrioultural Incomes

2. The Division has continued to maintain its involvement in problems
relating to the mobilisation of inpremental agricultural incomena. A general
paper on this subject was prepared for the Board (Sec. H 70-38), dated January
30, 1970, and this paper formed the basis of a Board seminar. More specifically
Mr. klund has been assigned throughout FT 1970 to work on Pakistan and to
concentrate upon the problems associated with the mobilisation of agricultural
incomes. In this connection he has been concerned with Bank work at the country,
sector and project levels. So has been a member of the economic mission to
Pakistan, a meber of the last Pakistan Agricultural and Water Developwent
Program team and a member of the appraisal mission for the Chandpur Irrigation
project.

Other Tax Studies

3. A study of the elasticity of the Tunisian Tax Struoture was undertaken
by .r. Siolli. This was both of direct operational significance to the Area
Department which had initially suggested the study and also of interest from
a methodological point of view.

Public ixpenditure Levels, Growth and Structure in Developing Cuntries

4. Research work has been started in the Ditision during the year on
problem. of government expenditure. tis is focussing primarily, though not
entirely, on African countries with Mssre. Gandhi and Stolber being directly



Mr. Andrew 4. Kark -2. June 29, 1970

concerned in the work. 1o working papers have been produceds firstly, one
entitled: Vagner's Law of Publio Expenditure; Do Recent Cross-section udies
onfirm It?" and a second entitled: "Are There Zoonosaee of Sise in 4overnmnt
Current expanditures in Developing Oountries?". Wrk is being related to that
undertaken by Gandhi and Stolber on regular cowmic missions to African
countries - ahma and Aorocoo during FY 1970.

obilization of Private Savings

The Division's work in this area has been primarily motivated by an
attempt to make it more effective in teres of Bank operations. The problems
to which it gives rise have been raised in the context of some of the country
econoxic missions in whiob the Division has participated (e.g., Iran, Pakistan
and the Philippines). A special study on "Aspects of the Resource Ibbilization
in Iran" gave particular emphasis to this matter. deoondly the Division has
raised these problems as they impinge on Bank lending particularly to the
specialised lending institutions in the agricultural and industrial sectors.
A paper was prepared *y Mr. Joshi on "Development Banks and the 2Wbiliation of
Savings" which emphasized the disappointing performance of these institutions
as direct mobilisers of doeustic private resources. sequent disuasi@o'with
the DFO Department led to a letter being sent by Mr. Diamond to the chief
executives of most of the iadustrial development banks to which IRD lends, to
alert them to the intention of the World Bank to give more attention to this
aspect of their policies in the future. The Division has subsequently been
involved in responding to replies received to this letter. Aesrs. Please and
Joshi also undertook a specific study of the China Development Corporation and
its role in the mobilisation of funds for industrial develophent in Taiwan.
This study was undertaken in association with the appraisal mission for a
further IM5 loan to CDC. Messrs. Sohebeck and Joshi assisted the appraisal
mission to IOBI in preparing that part of its report which was concerned with
the role of IMBI in mobilising domestic resources in Iran. In general throughout
the year the Division has been developing closer and substantive links with
the WO0 Department in regard to these matters of oomeon interest.

6. Apart from these operational activities the Division has also undertaken
more general studies in this area. A study of interest rates and the mobilisa-
tion of swings in Taiwan has been prepared by Mlas Ia*Ia and Mr. Joshi has
prepared a paper on the "Role of Contractual Savings in *bilisation of Savings."
In addition, in collaboration with the Pakistan Institute of Development

onoics, a study of the interest elasticity of bank deposits in Pakistan is
being undertakn.



lr. Audtr T. Urquhart Jm 25, 1970

Alnde Steeson
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Mr. Alexander Stevenson June 12, 1970

R.M. Westebbe

Administration of the Division

In y absence on a mission to Onoway, Michigan, any questions

related to this Division shAould be referred to Mr. ahatia until my
return on June 18.

RMWesteb

cat Me are. Bhatia
owther



Messrs Andrew M. Kamarok
Alexander Stevenson

Jack L. Lowther

Status of Professional and Special Services Staff Rcruitaunt
for the week ending June 12, 1970

Total.s Economics Department Economics Complex

Prof.1 117 auth., 108 filled, 7 con. 146 auth., 132 filled, 8 cor.

Sp. S.1 49 auth, 47 filled, 1 cam. 53 auth., 51 filled, I comm.

Changes in Economio Complex

I1. Professional.,

Mr. Mora transferred out of the Urbanisation Division to the Special Projects
Departaent on June 1, 1970.

2. fpocial Serviaost

Mrs. Mijares resigned from the Sector and Project Studies Division effective
June 12, 1970.

Mr. Rangachar vill transfer out of Creditworthiness Studies Group on August 1, 1970.
He will be going to the Middle East, North Africa Departbent.

3. Current Tables are attached.

.ttachments

ac Messrs . Friedman
4rck
Chaff sy

Mrs. Armstrong
Mrs. Thomas (P&B)

JLLowtbersam



FonM No. 17.11 INTERNATIONAL DEVELOPME- .INTERNATIONAL BANK FOR INTERNATIONAL FINANCE
(9-69 ASSOCI AT ION RECONSTRUCTION AND DEVELOPMENT "CORPORAT I ON

Status of Recruitment: Week Ending:

Professional [ljSpecial Services June 5

DIVISION/ - (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7)

STUDY GROUP Authoriz. Positions Offers Accept Offers Made Net Vac. Projected Recruitment
Positions Filled But Not Yet and Under (1-2) - Losses Goal (546)

-__ _ __ _- -,-Joined Consideration - L(3_+4)
Office of Director 7 7 0 0 0 0 0

Sector & Proj. Studies 21 19 1 1 0 1 1 2/ 2

Econ. of industrialization 9 6 3 3/ 0 0 0 0

A. Q. T. )5 5 0 0 0 0 0
Q. T. A.

Comp. Data) 8 8 0 0 0 0 0

Population Studies 6 0 0 2 0 2

a Pol. & Export Proj. 12 11 1 0 0 1 5/ 1

Domestic Finance 10 9 1 6/ 0 0 0 0

Urbanization 4 (5)h 7/ 0 1 8/ -1 (1)0 -

External Debt ) 12-, 12 0 0 0 0 0

StatGcn. Statistics St1a. 11* 0 0 0 0 0Ser.

Data Processing ) 12* 12 0 0 0 1 9/ 1

ECOHIICS DEPARTMENT TOTAL 117 (109)108 6 1 (1)2 (4)3 5

B c Research 8 8 (0)1 10/ (1)0 -1 0 -1

Creditworthiness Studies 6 6 0 0 0 2 11/ 2

Development Finance Stud. 9 6 0 0 3 0 3

Davelopment Programs Stud. 1,_ 0 0 0 0 0

Special sfudics 2 0 0 0 2 0 2

GRAN TOTA- 16 (1 1)i32 (6)7 (2)1 (3)6 (6) 11

*Incl-ud hs IDivlilcJn Cbief, si rn IANo CM-Ae'. Pmc Ldviscr.
x*'Includos onc FY71 Adcrmanc ced Au thorizA. tion.

1/ .!r. Donaldson, EOD Scptemalb-r 1970. 6/ Mr. Churchill, EOD Septec-ber 1970.
2/ MrN. Isanc, July 15 1970. 7/ Mr. Mera trimsfered June 1 to Sp. Pro,. TJDpt.
/ Mr.Dohr, EOD July 1 7 0  Mr. Han0s1 / r. 0livcr, (Speie1 1 year fixed ter-)

10D Juno 2, 01 70 Mr. ]ar-nson EOD 9/ r. A el, Ju 30, 1.970.
7!0./ rTj 1j E D Sept 1 t

/ , DJnc 2r, 1970. ,/ r do 81Ll t
/ :is D . Th: n, -)n 22, 1$ 70. lyO 1272'.



FORM No. 17.11 INTERNATIONAL DEVELOPMENT INTERNATIONAL BANK FOR INTERNATIONAL FINANCE
(9-69) ASSOCIATION RECONSTRUCTION AND DEVELOPMENT CORPORATION

IStatus of Recruitment: Week Ending:

CF1 Professional W Special Services June 12

DIVISION/ (1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7)

STUDY GROUP Authoriz. Positions Offers Accept Offers Made Net Vac. Projected Recruitment
Positions Filled But Not Yet and Under (1-2) - Losses Goal (5+6)

Joined Consideration (3+1-4)

Office of Director 2 2 0 0 0 1 1/ 1

Sector & Proj. Stud ies 6 (7)6 2/ 0 0 -1)0 (1 )0 0

Econ. of Industrialization 2 2 0 0 0 0

A. Q. T. ) 2 2 0 0 0 0 0
) Q.T. A.

Comp. Data ) 8 6 3/ 1 V 0 1 0 1

Population Studies 1 2 0 0 -1 0 -1

e Pol. & Export Proj. 3 3 0 0 0 0 0

Domestic Finance 1 1 0 0 0 0 0

Urbanization 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

External Debt ) 18 17 0 0 1 1 5/ 2

) Stat
Gen. Statistics Sa. 6 6 0 0 0 0 0Ser. ______ ______ _ _ _ _ ______

Data Processing ) 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

ECOWINI0CS DEPARTMENT TOTAL Ip (h3) h7 1 0 (0)1 (3)2 3

B--ic Research 0 0

Creditworthiness Studies 2 2 0 0 0 (0)1 6/ 1

Development Finance Stud. 1 1 0 0 0 0 0

Development Programs Stud. 1 1 0 0 0 0 0

Special Studies 0 0 0 0 0 0

GRAND TOTAL 53 (2)51 1 0 (0)1 3 (3

1/ uiss Sullivan, June 29, 1970
2/ Mrs. Mijares resigne d effective June; 12, 1970.

1r. Adebo arrivwd June 1, 1970
! r. Moon E20 July 15, 1970.

will tr'nsfer out cf Stalsical Sofvicc<
5 

l7



Mr. M.e Hawkins June 12, 1970

Alexander Stevenson

Terms of Referenoe -- Visit to the United Nations

You should proceed to New York to take part in the meeting of the
Ad Hoc Oomittee of Experts on Programes in Demographic Aspects of
Economic Dmelopmeat. The Committee has been convened by the Secretary'
General and you should attend as an observer on behalf of the World Bank
Group. The meeting will be held from June 29 to July 3, 1970.

On your return to the Bank you should report on the conclusions of
the meeting, with particular reference to the Bank'. interests in the
relationships between demographic and economic developments.

Ikfawkins Igph

ct Messrs. Demuth
Kanagaratuam



Mr. ftde June 11, 1970

Alexander Stevenson

FYZfO Authorized Positions List, May 31, 1970

I would like to recomuand the following changes in the authorised
positions list,

(1) Position #1611, oomia Editor, occupied by Mr.
Silcock, should be transferred from the Domestic Finance of Developing
Countries Division to the Office of the Director.

(2) The name of the Domestic Finance of Developing
Countries Division should be corrected (it is currently shown as Fiscal
Policies of Developing Countries).

JLLowther:ua



Mr. Tiumann June 10, 1970

Alexander Stevenson

New Special Services Positions

I have allocated two of the new Special Services positions
to your Division. One for the General Statistics Section and one for
the Debt Evaluation Unit. You may begin recruiting for these positions.

JLLowther sam



s. Hughes June 10, 1970

Alexander Stevenson

New Special Services Positions

I have allocated me of the new (FY71) Special Services positions
to your Division. You ay begin recruiting for it.

JLLowther:sm



Mr. T. 3. MaM." Jose1 1970

vanday Plesse

%ral Pover . LOad 1.W1a tieW and Dsvlonnet gIratw

1. David Maaesa has passed as Your pqpsr and I have enjoyed
roadg it. I amst sa that if your paskge of poliotis cea justifisy
be classified as reaistie rdisalimA, thM both the w t iupam of the
gsieroamst to tel. radical action and its *Aility to inister Changes
is the cseplm ara of agriftlture (this is a different antIal from CoMe.
tal banking) have saiamrhy ohanged. I ean onI* hps that ypur optimism

is justified. At the esm ties I must prsese se talpticiss.

2. Par instance, the oan& slemnt of the resmree meeds of the
program we propoed to be met in part out of a progressive Isoal levy on
land hWldings (pegs 3U(4)). The history of the awy prepeals in the field
of land tas&, sgriamltural incomes tax, betterment levies, eto., since
inIdqpide omee har0~y mas one spaguino on this matter. On the ntrary
the evidaes asggssts that the power structure in rwal soiety is leaded
in twour of these who would be hit hardest by the proossal.

3. I was a little unhaW About your oavalier rejeotion of rural
worWt proprms (p. 29). It umuld be eaq for those opsed to the use of
anything less than 1970 wstern teoaehnal to interpret your rewarome to

mework" projeots as a rejection of ldwur-istenuive teobaiqus. A
baned aeaminetion of experieane in last Pakistan ssgosts that despite
its problaw the rul works pregram there had a positive ibeefit-sost ratio.
In awn ease the aistrative sertosmings uhisk lead to a failure of rural
mars do set disppea stewly by intreodeing terms su& as "integrated
prwgMs, adequate maobiuasy and mattere being assigned to "the joint
resposibiltty of the Asate d Panohayat.'

4. these ntments ahuld not be permitted to detrast from my general
enjoyment of your per. I particularly liked your ekasix on th lead
aensalidation problemwhich, as far as I am jue, is rarely sonaidered.

oot H* ende"M



Mr. Richard Tq2r June 9, 1970

Konji Takenchi

The 0mtlo*k for RsIOemio Groth In the 00B Isv 1970

1. The 'Outloek for eamosic Growth in the OBCD" sets out
the main eonelusions of a much larger and more extensive study of
the problas of ecomnic growth and policy for the period 1960-1980.
The full report is now in the course of final revision and is eipected
to be published In the emnsm of 1970.

2. our contact at the (MCD Secretariat in Paris is Mrs. Xary
Garn-Painterr Organization for Economic Co-operation and Development,
2, Rue Andre Pascal, Paris 11, france.

KTakewhitdfb



gr. Ana e StOVOSSO June 5, 1970

Stley flea..

IgLtatoo-of IS AmEinistration

I. A letter dated April 23, 1970, fra Mr. Mars, Director of the
Sobool of Public Muinistration, University of Southern California, to
Mr. MXmera was received in the Bank on 27 April 1970. It was sent on
to the Information Department and a reply over Mr. MoNswara's signature
was despatcbed on 30 April 1970. I hae discovered the existenee of this
correspondence todAq.

2. lbe purpose of the letter from U.S.C. was to inform Mr. INamara
of a proposal to establish an Institute for Tax Administragion in the
University and to seek financial support for it. ft reply expresses
Bank interest in the proposal but discourages any hope of financial
assistance from us.

3. I de not want to questin the rply which was ade by the Dank.
I an, howver, concerned that a letter which so clearly falls in y field
of interest and responsibility should have bee dealt with without any
prior or even sabsequent contact with me.

oc Mr. W. lak (through Mr. Stevenson)



Moog". Andvw N. XasWcMk Jun. %, 1970
A2**aecd Steveson~

Jeok L. Lsthr

Stats of Petwsimal and 8pesl Sslvwios Staff bfaitmumt
for t* wek ndin Jmne I, 1970

Totalst f@a o d pawtmuat m Aw 2 2A

Pwof. : 117 auth., 108 tilUAd, 7 oa. 146 auth., 132 fiUad, 8 oan.

Sp. S.1 49 auth., 48 tiLX3*, 1 om. 53 auth., 52 =illed, 1 00aM.

hg!!A in onnMioa 2Mple

1. Pwofeesiocala

r. Stost3e.d4jk ao *pted the Bank's offer of a poit&en with the Basi ssawrch Cntr,
and will . c. in swpt4 p, 1970.

2. le~g.aX Sen'ic0s.

Mr. Adebo camacd &itq with the Campaative Data Unit an Jn.e 1, 1970.

3. 29 ment ab ame attached.

AttaamMetm

,03 vAss". 1Wiedes

rs. Awmstrang

JLLovtbwsso



Fe 9M No. 17.11 INTERNATIONAL DEVELOPMENT INTERNATIONAL BANK FOR INTERNATIONAL FINANCE

(9-69) ASSOCIATION RECONSTRUCTION AND DEVELOPMENT CORPORATION

Status of Recruitment: Week Ending:

E M O EProfessional = Special Services June 5

DIVISION/ () (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7)

Authoriz. Positions Offers Accept Offers. Made Net Vac. Projected Recruitment
STUDY GROUP Positions Filled But Not Yet and Under (1-2) - Losses Goal (54-6)

Joined Consideration (3+4)

Office of Director 7 7 0 0 .0. 0 0

Sector & Proj. Stud ies 21 19 1 1 0 1 1 2/ 2

Econ. of Industrialization 9 6 3 3/ 0 0 0 0

A. T. ) 5 5 0 0 0 0 0

) 9.T. A.

Comp. Data ) 8 8 0 0 0 0

Population Studies 6 4 0 0 2 0 2

Trade Pol. & Export Proj. 12 11 1 V 0 0 1 5/ 1

Domestic Finance 10 9 16/ 0 0 0 0

Urbanization 4 (5)h 7/ 0 1 8/ -1 (1)0 -1

External Debt ) 12- 12 0 0 0 0 0

Gen. Statistics ) 11* 11* 0 0 0 0

Data Processing 12** 12 0 0 0 1 9/ 1

ECONOMICS DEPARTMENT TOTAL 117 (109)108 6 1 (1)2 (h)3 5

ic Research 8 8 (0)110/1(1)0 1 0 1

Creditworthiness Studies 6 6 0 0 0 2 11/ 2

Development Finance Stud. 9 6 0 3 0 3

Development Programs Stud. 4 4 0 1 0 0 0

Special Studies 2 0 0 2 0 2

GRAND TOTAL 146 (13 1)132 (6)7 (2)1 (5)6 (6)5 1

*Includes Division Chief, Assistant Division Chief and Adviser.

**Includes one FY71 Advanced Authorization.

1/ r. Donaldson, EOD September 1970. 6/ Mr. Churchill, EOD September 1970.

2/ Mrs. Isaac, July 15 1970. 7/ Mr. Mera transfered June 1 to Sp. Pro. Dept.

37 Mr. Bohr, EOD July 1970, Mr. Hansen 9/ Mr. Oliver, (Special 1 year fixed term.)

EOD June 29, 1970, Mr. Baranson EOD 7/ Mrs. Angel, Juno 30, 1970.

August 1970. TO/ Mr. Stoutjesdijk EOD September 1970.

l/ Haul acu, EOD June 25, 1970. T/ Messrs. dc Vries & Dubey will transfer in

6/ Miss D. Ryan, June 22, 1970. JulY 1970.



FORM No. 17.11 INTERNATIONAL DEVELOPMENT INTERNATIONAL BANK FOR INTERNATIONAL FINANCE

(9-69) ASSOCIATION RECONSTRUCTION AND DEVELOPMENT CORPORATION

EStatus of Recruitment: Week Ending:

ECONOM ICS DEPARTMENT
Professional Special Services June 5

DIVISION/ - (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7)

STUDY GROUP Authoriz. Positions Offers Accept Offers Made Net Vac. Projected Recruitment

Positions Filled But Not Yet and Under (1-2) - Losses Goal (5+6)
Joined Consideration (34-4)

Office of Director 2 2 0 0 0 1 1/ 1

Sector & Proj. Stud ies 6 7 0 0 -1 1 2/ 0

Econ. of Industrialization 2 2 0 0 0 0 0

A. Q. T. ) 2 2 0 0 0 0 0
) 9.T. A.

Comp. Data) 8 (5)6 31 (2)1 4/ 0 1 0 1

Population Studies 1 2 0 0 -1 0 -1

e Pol. & Export Proj. 3 3 0 0 0 0 -0

Domestic Finance 1 1 0 0 0 0 0

Urbanization 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

External Debt ) 18 17 0 0 1 1 5/ 2

Gen. Statistics Stat. 6 6 0 0 0 0 0
Ser. ______

Data Processing) 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

ECONOMICS DEPARTMENT TOTAL 49 (47)48 (2)1 0 0 3 3

Basic Research 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

Creditworthiness Studies 2 2 0 0 0 0 0

Development Finance Stud. 1 1 0 0 0 0 0

Development Programs Stud. 1 1 0 0 0 0 0

Special Studies 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

GRAND TOTAL 53 51)52 (2)1 0 0 3 3

1/. iiss Sullivan, June 29, 1970.
7/ Mrs. ijares, June 12 1970.
3/ Mr. Adebo arrived June 1 1970.
T17 Mr. Moon, EOD July 15, 1970.
5/ Mr. Reitze will transfer out of Statistical

Services on July 15, 1970.



Kr. Kamarok June 4., 1970
Nr. St4Vegn
Jack L. Lowther

D!PEparMnt Staff Meetim - J n* 9,197

I have confirmed with Mr. Shehid &sain that he will apeak at the
Staff deeting.

Introductions

I recall that during, the Division Chiefs of Dspartment Staff Meetings
there was some indication that Introdections were not required.
Howaver, if you wish to continue Introductions the following staff
members have raiorted since the last Staff Meeting:

Mr. Siloook - Economic Editor

Mr. Noraian Hicks - Debt evaluation Officer in
the Statistical Services Division

Mr. A. Mannan Durrani - Advance Programner in the
Statistical Services Division

Points of Interest from Sanieor Staff Notes

1. Mr. McNamara has approved an administrative budget for M171 totalling
$77 mllim, an increase of 22% over the current year. The budget
provided for increases for over 20% in the staff of Project Departments
and from 7 to 8% for the rest of the Bank. The iconomics Department
received an increase of one (1) professional, six (6) special services
and one (1) general services position (the Data Processing Unit i.e.
programmers received an increase of three (3) professionals).

2. Ir. Chadenet has indicated to the Senior Staff that he is searching
for a suitable adviser on the B&vironmental Aspects of Projects.

JLLoAwther i s



Mr. Alseander Steve 3s0 June 4, 1970

ta~ay Ploae

wOrtdUit7 COSts 2ader a hedwtatz Constraint

1. As you kww, after dimssing 5 the matter with Ar. Kw'ao, I
have undertalan to be respensible for preparing a paper for the IW meeting
of bsperts on Fiscal Policies for UAloVynest Promotion. I amoept the
institutional med for uadertaing *1is but I wish to reiterate on paper
the concern I have expressed orally, for the embarassent *iak might be
catmed to tbee who will be responsible for underthing te assiguent.
7he will be wudertaking it without the preparation required to ma41e certain
that a respectable job has been done which does credit to their abilities.

2. In fairisns to the peopi eoncerned - and partioularly to George
Deer - I would like to be certain that the i1eatioss of the preparation
of this paper are fully reoognised. I have already withdrwn Deer from the
preparation of a paper on toll roads which has be requested (not for the
first time) by the Transportation Projects Doperbst. If by the Fall it
is elear that the 1W paper will reapire Deter's full-time attention I will
have no hesitation in withdraming his from the undertaking I have giva to
dr. bMpson that he will be available to serViee the USCsic KissioU to
ugoalavia. I oanrwt, frthernore, see -y pssibility of providing a

replaement Ahould thi occur and certainly nt fro Y Division. Sr.
Thowpson has alreas expressed his concern I as failing to provide
him with fiscal oconoAists from this Division and he is trem* unhappy
with the performance of those we roeruit from the Fund for his oeonomei
missions. e wil no doubt, ith qualified justificatiou, be even more
concerned it Deier has to be withdrawn from the Insolavia assignment. Te
problem remains that labor in this Division :at a free good and that soes-
thing has to give in order to prepare the LO paper. Ie labor input required
for this being waewrtain, the alternatites ibich will have to be forgoco
are also uncertain at this stage. Ibis w mmoradta is to alert you to the
possibilities.

W14"
*a i W. Aarok
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itm 21, 1970 uhXle I aa &%W fros Washngtmi, p.C. on -friioa

Sol "r. Mevtlran
0. X. mcphate
!*V. 4io11



Mr. Alexander Stevenson June 3, 1970

R.M. Westebbe

Administration of the D*vision

In uar absence on a mission to Copenhagen, any questions
related to this Division should be referred to Mr. 3hatia until myr
return on June 10.,,

Rl&estebbetbhn

Oct Messrs. Ratia
Lawther



Messrs. Andrew M. Kamarok May 29, 1970
Alexander Stevenson

Jack L. Lowther

Status of Professional and Special Services Staff Recruitment
for the week ending May 29, 1970

Totals: Economics Department Economics Complex

Prof. 117 auth., 109 filled, 7 comm. 146 auth., 131 filled, 10 comm.

Sp. 8.: 49 auth., 47 filled, 2 comm. 53 auth., 51 filled, 2 comm.

Changes in Economics Complex

1. Professionals:

a. Professor Silcock commenced duty in the Office of the Director on May 25, 1970.

b. Mr. Heiss refused the Bank's offer of a position with the Sector and Projects
Studies Division.

c. Mr. Norman Hicks commenced duty with External Debt Section of the Statistical
Services Division on May 25, 1970.

d. Mr. Duloy commenced duty with the Basic Research Study Group on May 28, 1970.

e. Mr. Stoutjesdijk has been offered a position with the Basic Research Study Group.

2. Special Services:

Mrs. Savas resigned from the External Debt Section of the Statistical Services Division
on May 28, 1970.

3. Current Tables are attached.

Attachments

cc: Messrs. Friedman
Dyck
Chaffey

Mrs. Armstrong

JLLowther: sm



FORM No. 17.11 INTERNATIONAL DEVELOPMENT INTERNATIONAL BANK FOR INTERNATIONAL FINANCE
(9-69) ASSOCIATION RECONSTRUCTION AND DEVELOPMENT CORPORATION

EStatus of Recruitment: Week Ending:

E M C AProfessional = Special Services May 29

DIVISION/ (I) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7)

STUDY GROUP Authoriz. Positions Offers Accept Offers Made Net Vac. Projected Recruitment
Positions Filled But Not Yet and Under (1-2) - Losses Goal (54-6)

Joined Consideration (344)

Office of Director 7 (6)7 1/ (1)0 0 0 0 0

Sector & Proj. Studies 21 19 1 2/ (1)0 / (0)1 1 h/ 2

Econ. of Industrialization 9 6 3 5/ 0 0 0 0

A. 9. T. )5 5 0 0 0 0 0
) Q.T. A.

Comp. Data ) 8 8 0 0 0 0 0

Population Studies 6 4 0 0 2 0 2

Je Pol. & Export Proj. 12 11 1 6/ 0 0 1 7/ 1

Domestic Finance 10 9 1 8/ 0 0 0 0

Urbanization 4 5 0 1 9/ -2 1 10/ -1

External Debt ) 12** (11)12 11/ (1)0 0 0 0 0

Gen. Statistics Sa. 11* 11* 0 0 0 0 0

Data Processing ) 12* 12 0 0 0 1 12/ 1

ECONOMICS DEPARTMENT TOTAL 117 (1 C7)109 (8)6 (2)1 (0)1 4 (4) 5

P- ic Research 8 (7)8 13/ (1)0 (0)1 14/ 0) -1 0 (0)-1

Creditworthiness Studies 6 6 0 0 0 2 15/ 2

Development Finance Stud. 9 6 0 0 3 0 3

Development Programs Stud. 4 4 0 0 0 0 0

Special Studies 2 0 0 0 2 0 2

GRAND TOTAL 146 (1 0)l 31 (9)8 1 2 5 6 11

1/ Mr. Silcock arrived May 25, 1970. 7/ KIss D. Ryan, June 22, 1970.
2/ Mr. Donaldson, EOD September 1970. E9 Mr. Churchill, EOD September 1970.
5/ Mr. Heiss refused the Bank's Offer. 9/ Mr. Oliver, (Special 1 year fixed term.)
h/ Mrs. Isaac, July 1970. T0/ Mr. Mera will transfer June 1 to Sp . Pro. Dept.
5/ Mr. Bohr, EOD July 1970, Mr. Hansen T/ Mr. Norman Hicks, arrived May 25, 1970.

EOD June 29, 1970, Mr. Baranson EOD Vl/ Mrs. Angel, June 30, 1970.
August 1970. T3/ Mr. Duloy arrived May 28, 1970..

6/ Mr. ul Haque, EOD June 25, 1970. 1/ 1r. Stoutjesdijk.
/ Messrs. de Vries & Dubey will transfer in July

1970.



FORM No. 17.11 INTERNATIONAL DEVELOPMENT INTERNATIONAL BANK FOR INTERNATIONAL FINANCE
(9-69) ASSOCIATION RECONSTRUCTION AND DEVELOPMENT CORPORATION

Status of Recruitment: Week Ending:

ECONOMICS DEPARTMENT Professional IIy Special Services May 29

DIVISION/ (1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7)
Authoriz. Positions Offers Accept Offers Made Net Vac. Projected Recruitment

STUDY GROUP Positions Filled But Not Yet and Under (1-2) - Losses Goal (546)

Joined Consideration (34-4)

Office of Director 2 2 0 0 0 1 1/ 1

Sector & Proj. ftudies 6 7 0 0 -1 1 0

Econ. of Industrialization 2 2 0 0 0 0 0

A. Q. T. ) 2 2 0 0 0 0 0
) Q.T. A.

Comp. Data ) 8 5 2 3/ 0 1 0 1

Population Studies 1 2 0 0 -1 0 -1

T- le Pol. & Export Proj. 3 3 0 0 0 0 0

Domestic Finance 1 1 0 0 0 0 0

Urbanization 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

External Debt ) 18 (18)17 h/ 0 0 (0) 1 (2) 1 5/ (1)2

Gen. Statistics Stat. 6 6 0 0 0 0 0
Ser.

Data Processing) 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

ECONOMICS DEPARTMENT TOTAL 49 ( 48)47 2 0 (-1) (M)3 3

Basic Reearch 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

Itworthiness Studies 2 2 0 0 0 0 0

Development Finance Stud. 1 1 0 0 0 0 0

Development Programs Stud. 1 1 0 0 0 0 0

Special Studies 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

GRAND TOTAL 53 (52)51 2 0 (-1)0 (h)3 3

1/ IMiss Sullivan, July 1970.
7/ Mrs. Mijares, June 12, 1970.
'5/ Mr. Adebo, EOD June 1, 1970, Mr. Moon, EOD July 15, 1970.
~/ Mrs. Savas, resigned effective May 28, 1970.

5/Mr. Reitze.
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All Personnel May 25, 1970

A. C. Egbert

Itejm of interest from the Monday morning Iconomics Dartdment Staff Meeting

A reminder - please complete necessary Medical Insurance forms
by the end of the month.

All people scheduled for orientation sessions should make every
effort to attend.

ACagbertsrlb



Masrs. Andrew X. Kamarok Mqi 22, 1970
leOande StWasMn

Jack L. Loither

Status of Professional and Seoial Services Staff Recruitment
for the week EwdiNg May 22, 1970

Totals Zeonomics Department coononies Ccqjlex

Prof., 117 auth., 107 filled, 10 coma. 146 auth., 130 tilled, 11 coma.

Sp. S. : 49 auth., 48 filled, 2 c5. 3 amth., 52 filled, 2 com.

Changes in Economics C2plex

1. ProfessionalsI

Miss Dorotbq 4an has submitted her resignation effective June 22, 1970. Miss
qan is assigned to the frds Policies and Export Projections mvision.

2. pgial Services,

Mrs. Savas has submitted her resignatcn effective 1Aw 31, 1970. Mrs. Savas
is assigned to the Xxternal Debt Section of the Statistical Services DLvision.

3. OCurent Tables ae attached.

Attachmants

* Messrs. ftiedman
Dyck
Chaff

Mrs. Armstrong

JL~odthersm



Mr. Showt dawain My 22, 1970

Jock L. Lowther

Econoldce RRp!rbEnt StAn .N.t0ig June L. 17

Mr. stevo has advisd is that yr will speak on

"qw th. Lndlag PMpM is *t4.atbwr, at the jn 5, SaiOMnMUS

DIpatnt StaT Hoptig.

he meting ill be hold at 930 a.a. in Roan C1006.

jLtthrw ST



INTERNATIONAL DEVELOPMENT INTERNATIONAL BANK FOR INTERNATIONAL FINANCE
ASSOCIATION RECONSTRUCTION AND DEVELOPMENT CORPORATION

OFFICE MEMORANDUM
TO: Messrs. Andrew M. Kamarck DATE: May 22, 1970

Alexander Stevenson

FROM: Jack L. Lowtherj-

SUBJECT: Status of Professional and Special Services Staff Recruitment
for the week ending May 22, 1970

Totals: Economics Department Economics Complex

Prof.: 117 auth., 107 filled, 10 comm. 146 auth., 130 filled, 11 comm.

Sp. S.: 49 auth., 48 filled, 2 comm. 53 auth., 52 filled, 2 comm.

Changes in Economics Complex

i Professionals:

Miss Dorothy Ryan has submitted her resignation effective June 22, 1970. Miss
Ryan is assigned to the Trade Policies and Export Projections Division.

2. Special Services:

Mrs. Savas has submitted her resignation effective May 31, 1970. Mrs. Savas
is assigned to the External Debt Section of the Statistical Services Division.

3. Current Tables are attached.

Attachments

cc: essrs. Friedman

Iyck
Chaffey

Mrs. Armstrong

JLLowther:sm



Form No. 17.11 INTERNATIONAL DEVELOPMENT INTERNATIONAL BANK FOR INTERNATIONAL FINANCE
(9-69) ASSOCIATION RECONSTRUCTION AND DEVELOPMENT CORPORATION

IStatus of Recruitment: Week Ending:
ECONOMICS DEPARTMENT Professional Special Services I May 22

DIVISION/ (1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7)
STUDY GROUP Authoriz. Positions Offers Accept Offers Made Net Vac. Projected Recruitment

Positions Filled But Not Yet and Under (1-2) - Losses Goal (54-6)
Joined Consideration (34-4)

Office of Director 2 2 0 0 0 1 1/ 1

Sector & Proj. Studies 6 7 0 0 -1 1 2/ 0

Econ. of Industrialization 2 2 0 0 0 0

A. Q. T. ) 2 2 0 0 0 0 0
) Q. T. A.

Comp. Data ) 8 5 2 3/ 0 1 0 1

Population Studies 1 2 01 0 -1 0

e Pol. & Export Proj. 3 3 0 0 0 0 0

Domestic Finance 1 1 0 0 0 0 0

Urbanization 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

External Debt ) 18 18 0 0 0 1) 2 It/ (1) 2

Gen. Statistics Stat. 6 6 0 0 0 0 0
Ser._______

Data Processing) 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

ECONOMICS DEPARTMENT TOTAL 49 48 2 0 -1 (3)h (2)3

Basic Research 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

Creditworthiness Studies 2 2 0 0 0 0 0

Development Finance Stud. 1 ~ 1 0 0 0 0 0

Development Programs Stud. 1 1 0 0 0 0 0

Special Studies 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

GRAND TOTAL 52 2 0 -1 (3)h (2)3

1/ Miss Sulllvan, July 1970.
7/ Mrs. ijares, June 12, 1970.
7/ Mr. Adebo, EOD June 8, 1970, Mr. Moon, EOD July 15, 1970.

/ Mr. Reitze, Mrs. Savas, May 31, 1970.



FoRm No. 17.11 INTERNATIONAL DEVELOPMENT INTERNATIONAL BANK FOR INTERNATIONAL FINANCE
(9-69) ASSOCIATION RECONSTRUCTION AND DEVELOPMENT CORPORATION

Fstatus of Recruitment: Week Ending:
ECONOMICS DEPARTMENT I Professional = Special Services May 22

DIVISION/ (1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7)

STUDY GROUP Authoriz. Positions Offers Accept Offers Made Net Vac. Projected Recruitment
Positions tilled But Not Yet and Under (1-2) - Losses Goal (54-6)

Joined Consideration (34-4)

Office of Director 7 6 1 1/ 0 0 0 0

Sector & Proj. Studies 21 19 1 2/ 1 3/ 0 1 h/ 1

Econ. of Industrialization 9 6 3 5/ 0 0 0 0

A. Q. T. )5 5 0 0 0 0 0
) Q. T. A.

Comp. Data ) 8 8 0 0, 0 0 0

Population Studies 6 4 0 0 2 0 2

le Pol. & Export Proj. 12 11 1 6/ 0 0 (0)1 7/ (0)1

Domestic Finance 10 9 1 8/ 0 0 0 0

Urbanization h 5 0 1 9/ -2 1 10/ -1

External Debt ) 12H 11 1 11/ 0 0 0 0

Stat.
Gen. Statistics )Sa. 11* 11* 0 0 0 0 0

Se r._____ __

Data Processing ) 12* 12 0 0 0 1 12/ 1

ECONOMICS DEPARTMENT TOTAL 117 107 8 2 0 (3)h (3)h

Basic Research 8 7 1 13/ 0 0 0 0

I, dditworthiness Studies 6 6 0 0 0 2 14/ 2

Development Finance Stud. 9 - 6 0 0 3 0 3

Development Programs Stud. h h 0 0 0 0 0

Special Studies 2 0 0 0 2 0 2

GRAND TOTAL 146 130 9 2 5 (5)6 ( 0)1

*Includes Division Chief, Assistant Division Chief and Adviser.
**Includes ona FY71 Advanced Authorization.

1/ Mr. Silcock, EOD May 25, 1970. 7/ Miss D. 1ran, June 22, 1970.
2/ Mr. Donaldson, EOD September 1970. / Mr. Churchill, EOD September 1970.
3/ Mr. Heiss. / Mr. Oliver, (Special 1 year fixed term.)
T/ Mrs. Isaac, July 1970. 1U/ Mr. Mera will transfer June 1 to Sp. Pro. Dept,
/ Mr. Bohr, EOD July 1970, Mr. Hansen, 11/ r. Norman Hick, EOD May 25, 1970.

EOD June 29, 1970, Mr. Baranson EOD 12/ Mrs. Angel, June 30, 1970.
August 1970. 13/ Mr. DaIy, EOD May 27, 1970.

6/ Mr. ul Haque, EOD June 25, 1970. T/ Messrs. Da Vrios & Dabey will transfer in
July 1970.
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Messer. Andrew M. Kamarak Mar 1$, 1970
Alexander Stevenson

Jack L. Lowther

Status of Professional and Special Services Staff Recruitment
for the !esk onding May 1, 1970

Totals Econqaice Departent oiua cog1.x

Prof.s 117 auth., 107 filled, 10 c.an. 146 auth., 130 filled, 11 comn.

-p. S. : 49 auth., 48 filled, 2 oau. 53 auth., 52 filled, 2 coma,

Shanes in Iewnomios 22owleM

Prof esonas

a. Mr. Norman Risks accepted our offer to join the Nkternal Debt Section of the
Statistecal Servioes Division, and will omnee duty daring June 1970.

b. Mr. Landau transferred out of Creditworthiness Stu4 Group 4ulng April 1970.

2. peoial Services:

a. Miss Cop joined the Population Studies DMvision on Maiy 15, 1970.

b. Mrs. Sarel joined the lxternal Debt Section of the Statistical Services Divisionon May 14, 1970.

3. Currant Tables are attached.

Attachments

act Mess?.. Friedman (2)
Arck
Chatfey

Mrs. Arastrong

JLwthrns



FoRM No. 17.11 INTERNATIONAL DEVELOPMENT INTERNATIONAL BANK FOR INTERNATIrMAL FINANCE
(9-C9) ASSOCIATION RECONSTRUCTION AND DEVELOPMENT CORPORAT I ON

Status of Recruitioent: Week Ending:
ECONOMICS DEPARTMENT .- Professional Special Services May 15

DIVISIOA (1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7)
DYGROU/ Authoriz. Positions Offers Accept Offers Made Net Vac. Projected Recruitmant

STUDY G~OUP Positions Filled But Not Yet and Under (1-2) - Losses Goal (546)

Joined Consideration (344)

Office of Director 2 2 0 6 1 1/ 1

Sector &Proj. Studies 6 7 0 0 -1 1 2/ 0

Econ. of Industrialization 2 2 0 0 0 0 0

A. Q.T ) 2 2 0 0 0 0 0
) Q. T. A.

Comp. Data ) 8 5 2 3/ 0 1 0 1

Population Studies 1 2 V/ 1) 0 0 -1 0

i. de Pol. & Export Proj. 3 3 0 0 0 0 0

Domestic Finance 1 1 0 0 0 0 0

Urbanization 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

External Debt ) 18 (17)18 51 (1)0 0 0 1 6/ 1
-)

Gen. Statistics Stat. 6 6 0 0 0 0 0
Ser. _____~-______ ____-___

Data Processing) 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

FCONOMICS DEPARJTK NT TOTAL 1 ( 6)) 8 (,)2 0 .1 3 2

c Research 0 0 0 j 0 0 0

Creditworthinss Studie 2 2 0 0 0 0 C

DevolcpmSnt Finta Stud. 1 1 0 0 0 0

Development Progrr.is Stud. 1 1 0 0 0 C

Spccial Studies 0 0 0 0 0 0

G_ _ T TAl1 3 2

1/ 5i. ruiQC n, J'y 1I7?

.3/ ir. Adkbo, ED Jnv 8, 1 90, M . Moon, EOD) July 15 1970
ET/ iscyEDMy1-5, 1-970.

5/ Ms S0r1, E0D M) 1111, 1-970-



.FORM No. 17.11 INTERNATIONAL DEVELOPMENT INTERNATIONAL DANK FOR INTERNATI(NAL FINANCE
(9-69) ASSOCIATION RECONSTRUCTION AND DEVELOPMENT CORPORATION

Status of R ecru i tment: WeekEnding:

E I Professional j Special Sevices i

DIVISIOf) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7)

STUDY GROUP Authoriz. Positions Offers Accept Offers Made Not Vac. Projected Recruitment
Positions Filled But Not Yet and Under (1-2) Losses Goal

Joined Consideration (3Lo4)

Office of Director 7 6 1 / 0 0 0

Sector & Proj. Studies 21 19 1 2/ 1 3/ 0 1

Econ. of Industrialization 9 6 3 5/ 0 0 0

A. T. ) 5 0 0 0 0 0) A.T A.
Comp. Data) 8 8 0 0 0 0 0

Population Studies 6 0 0 2 0 2

_le Pol. & Export Proj. 12 11 1 6/ 0 0 0 0

Domestic Finance 10 9 1 7/ 0 0 0 0

Urbanization 0 1 8/ -2 1 9/ -1

External Debt ) 12 11 (0) 1 10/ 0 (1)0 0 (1) 0
Stat.Gen. Statistics Stat 11* 11* 0 0 0 0 0) Sr.

Data Processing ) 12 12 0 0 0 1 11/ 1

ECO:10MICS DEPART1,1ENT TOTALEC:~:1ISDLARVII OTL107 (7) 8 2 (1)0 3 ~ )3

Ba!ic Reseearci 8 7 1 12/ 0 0 0 0

Crediitxrthin-ss StTuies 6 (7) 6 1/ 0 0 1)0 2 1/ 2

[evelnFinanc Stu, 9 6 0 0 3 0 3

Dhidn rr 0 0 0 0

SPCcial Studies 2 0 0 0 2 0 2
-------------------------- **.-.--_ __ ___- - - ----

C/r TOT/ ) ( (13 >1 (8) 9 () 2 ) f (2) 10

tncud1  1iiioC ]., z *sise vi..i*v. C'ciwf an AcL;Is
+NTncludc a on F11. ev nced autLOrizatyon.

7/ TWOh,~ 1~ l7~/,E":D q2, 1970. /. hcil, D r 
/. Pr. IDe naldssn, EPJP Sopt ibor, 1970. E/ Mr Oliver (Sp'ci&l 1 yoar fixed tOrM. )

7/ Mr. Heiss. 9/ 1 r. 1r ril1 tr ancfor to Special Proj. Dopt.
1 Irs. Is 01c, July 1970. 10/ HM. 'corvr Hickp, E'D Jun'o 1970.

/ Mr. Dohr, 7O July 1970, Pr. Hns-u 11/ 'MrD , J 30, 1970.
EXD Juro 29, 1970, Mr. iarcnson 0D 12/ Mr. y ED >ay 1970.
Augus t 1970. 3/ . Land u transfcrred out, April 1970.

6/ 1r. ul '5que, EID Juu 25, 1970. !/ . > Vils & Doloy ril. trancfor in
Ju0y, 1y70



Mr. Alexander Stevenson May 15, 1970

Arthur E. Tiimann

Budget request. 1970-7h

The budget request by the Statistical Services Division for four
statistical assistants for 1970-71 was based on a requirement of two
in General Statistics and two in Debt Evaluation. With budgetary
allocation of one statistical assistant in each of these two units,
the service provided by the division will have to be reduced.

In the General Statistics Section, the increase in staff was based
on the projected increase in workload, particularly from the Projects
Departments and Economics Department, where the demands require technical
statistical expertise. With only one additional statistical assistant,
the section will be forced to turn down requests for non-technical
statistical assistance to Area Departments in preparing tables for
economic reports. Such requests are usually for several man weeks of
effort and reduce our capability to provide the technical statistical
service which is unique to this section. Consideration will also have to
be given to transferring back to the Development Finance Department a
statistical job which they recently requested us to do and which takes
up about one-half a manyear.

The Debt Evaluation Unit is just being organised; and by providing the
newly recruited professional with one statistical assistant rather than
two, the Bank will aquire a capability for debt evaluation at a much
slower rate than planned. The assistants will have to build a data base
and prepare the inputs to models so that debt evaluation can be performed
in a systematic and thorough maner. With a reduced staff, the Debt
Evaluation Unit will be able to study only thons countries with the most
critical debt problems and may well miss countries in which the debt
situation is potentially bad. In addition the effectiveness of the
professional will be reduced if he has only one assistant to the extent
that he will not be able to handle as manW missions because he will have
to carry out more of the ongoing operations of the Uhit himself.

*c: Mr. MPheeters
Mr. Kundu

AEiannsra



Mr. X. Fraowo Rw si 1970

A. To TIImM

PawietlpaLun in June M1 N .
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following amptinuI
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both w me at * w al be able to ptiaipte.

3) Jm 2$-I. 7.54. eI a pu.n statist - to
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Mr. van der Tak Mas 12, 1970

D. Anderson

Staff and 0onputing Requireent for
June 1970 and June 1971

1 * In answer to your request yesterdaq here is a listing of my
requirements for the next year.

A. EX-Post EVINUation of wir Dimnd Forelosts

Work acqpleted, exeept for redrafting. No further assistanes
required.

2. Over the next 12 months, I an to review (phase 1) tout (phase 2)
and applv (phase 3) power plaiming models. 7r the review, which is
near34 camplete, I shall need no extra staff. But for testing and
application the following is essentials- either

(a) the fall tim. and valuable assistanos of Mr. Thanmnart
who is an assistant in Mr. boad's section or

(b) full time assistanae of a jEfessskilled in
operational roseaash or qunitive ioUomatos.

3. *oasn we first planned this stu4 the following were the estimated
requireants for phase 2 a2lins

Anderson 6 man months
A professional 9 man m=nths
2 pgep s 18 man anths
2 research assistants 12 man mouths
Consultants $3,000
0oiuting $15,000

This woold be eonsmidred to be a small team of workers by the standards of
most oeemtries. The typical size of a teea working an these problem. is
at least a dosen of what we would eonsidre to be professionals and semi-
professianals. However, from a parely rosne view EgW I do think
som progress an be made if I have the fall tim aslatanes of men profess-
ianal who has progranaing and operational research skills - as mentioned
above. For applicatimn (phase 3) we should need an expansion of staff.



Xr. van der Tk ft2ft E 12, 1970

4, Thea I think we over-oatiuated car requIremant. for pbaos 2
for everything ozeept expenditure on computing and oosnultaoq. I
think the $3,000 for consultanoy is realistic. If I an to be allowed
$25,000 for consultanoss I would prefer to use thIs for emputing expenses,
which amy be in ersess of $15,000.

0. NooMs.a A ss of El*etrity Demand

.*The assistance I need for this stu4 Is about half to three-
quarters of is Villaflores' time. No further assistanme required.

D. Water Prolocts

6. I think we asntiarod two projects In anuetiom with water

(a) a stut of deumnd projections for water

(b) an expost evaluatisn of a water supp3y project.

I think the now professional economist, backed-up with the help of
Miss illaflores should sake the study of (a) or (b) possible. If he
we". to uwertake both, further research usaistanee would probably be
required.

3. Pri.ing of Electri.Ou

7.I do net think we could do any work on this subject wl.ss

(a) I were gIven scm additional professional assistane
elsewhere in ny research propame to leave me some time
for this work an this topio,

or (b) we amployed another professional economist.

F. Ecnomic Bnefits of- 3eetrictty p

8. Mr. Weiner, Mr. Berrie, Mr. Yamaka and one division Cief in
the Public Utilities division have all suggested that I 4ht do saw
research on this matter. They beew (and I agree with then) that the
present knWWledge of the economic rate of return on a power investment is
nsaeaxistent. The present rate of return oalculatios are financial
rate of retura, and the present power system plaming models avoid the
Isue by purely miasmising costs.



Nr. van der Tak .3. MqW 12, I9MO

9. 1%UleSO we hav the full tims of e 60s0Adt to work an this
problem, (he esuld also wtrk cn pricing), we ould do o work of amW
substanes on this topic within the next year.

GC. Uoassmoe Dunefte and friszia Stuis for Water lank M14ats

10. Mr. Raq is at te amant attemptIng to *.2r1 the awdl-3r of
benefits and oosts of urban water supp24 projeots and their relatian to
p4steAg poleISs.

11. I do not think we cam substantially build upon Mr. Rau's sugges
tions this year mless there is another professional economist to work
on these problems. It is possible however that the ex-post evaluatioa of
the urban water supply project will make som progress in this diretiss.

DAndersongb



Mesrs. Andrew X. Kamarck MAY 11 1970
Alemander Stevenson

Jack L. Lowther

Status of Professional and Special Services Staff Roeruitment
for the wekjedinS g May 8& 170

Totmls Economics a e Economics Complex

Prof.s 117 auth., 107 filled, 9 com. 146 auth., 131 filled, 10 comm.

Sp. S.: 49 auth., 46 filled, 4 om. 53 auth., 50 filled, 4 com.

Changes in Economics Complex

1. Professionalst

a. Mr. Baranson ill transfer in from the South Asia Department to the
Economies of Industrialisation Division in August 1970.

b. Mr. Robert Oliver has been made an offer to serve as a special consultant
to the Eonomics of Urbanisation Division for one year. r. Oliver will be
assigned to the Urbanization Division, but will not occupy on of their authorised
positions.

a. Mr. Hera will transfer to Special Projets Department from the Urbanisation
Division in JU=1970.

d. Mr. Drrani joined the hata Processing section of the Statistical Services
Division on May 5, 1970.

e. Mr. De ries will transfer out of Creditworthiness Study Group in July, 1970.

f. Mr. DubqV will transfer out of Creditworthiness Study Group in July, 1970.

2. Special Services:

Miss Coye accepted our offer to join the Population Studies Division, effective
May 15, 1970.

3. Current tables are attached.

Attacluents

c: Messrs. Friedman (2)
Dyck
Chaffey

Mrs * Armstrong

JLLowthertsm



FORM No. 17.11 INTERNATIONAL DEVELOPMENT INTERNATIONAL BANK FOR INTERNATIONAL FINANCE
(9-69) ASSOCIATION RECONSTRUCTION AND DEVELOPMENT CORPORATION

Status of Recruitment: Week Ending:

ECONWMICS DEPARTMENT
EC1 CTProfessional [ Special Services May 8

DIVISION/ (1) (2) (3) (4) (>) (6) (7)
STUDY GROUP Authoriz. Positions Offers Accept Offers Made Net Vac. Projected Recruitment

Positions Filled But Not Yet and Under (1-2) - Losses Goal (54-6)
Joined Consideration (344)

Office of Director 7 6 1 1/ 0 0 0 0

Sector & Proj. Studies 21 19 1 2/ 1 3/ 0 1 / 1

Econ. of Industrialization 9 6 (2) 3 5/ 0 (1) 0 0 (1) 0

A. Q. T. )5 5 0 0 0 0 0
) Q. T. A.

Comp. Data) 8 8 0 0 0 0 0

Population Studies 6 4 0 0 2 0 2

I Pol. & Export Proj. 12 11 1 6/ 0 0 0 0

Domestic Finance 10 9 1 7/ .0 0 0 0

Urbanization 4 5 0 (0) 1 8/ -2 (0) 1 9/ -1

External Debt ) 12* 11 0 0 1 0 1

)
Gen. Statistics Stat. 11* 11' 0 0 0 0 0

Ser.

Data Processing ) 12* (11)12 10/ 0 0 0 1 11 1

ECONOMICS DEPARTMENT TOTAL 117 (1 6)107 (6) 7 2 1 3 4

Basic Research 8 7 1 12/ 0 0 0 0

Creditworthiness Studies 6 7 0 0 -1 (0) 2 13/ 1

Development Finance Stud. 9 6 0 0 3 0 3

Development Programs Stud. 14 4 0 0 0 0 0

Special Studies 2 0 0 0 2 0 2

T16 (k1 1)l31 (7) 8 (1) 2 (8) 5 (2) 5 10

*Includes Division Chief, Assistant Division Chief and Adviser
*:Includes one FY71 advanced au thorization.

1 / Mr. Silcock, EOD 25 hay 1970, 7/ Mr. Churchill EOD Fall 1970.
2/ Mr. Donaldson, EOD Septciber, 1970. 7/ Mr. Oliver (Special 1 year fixed term).
3/ 1r. Heiss 9/ Hr. eora will transfer to Special Proj. Dept.
~/ Mrs. Isaac, July 1970. 1U/ 1r. Durrani arrived May 5, 1970.
/ Mr. Bohr, EOD Jul y 1970, Mr. Hansen, T!/ rs. Angel, June 30, 1970.

EOD June 29, 1970, Ir. Faranson OID 12/ Mr. Duloy, EOD ay 1970-
August 1970. 17/ Issrs. Do Vries & Eubey will transfer

6/ M. ul Haque, EOD June 25, 1970. in July, 1970.



FORM No. 17.11 INTERNATIONAL DEVELOPMENT INTERNATIONAL BANK FOR INTERNATIONAL FINANCE
(9-69) ASSOCIATION RECONSTRUCTION AND DEVELOPMENT CORPORATION

Status of Recruitment: Week Ending:
ECO.MiCS 'PARTMENT l Professional l lISpecial Services I I

DIVISION/ (1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7)
STUDY GROUP Authoriz. Positions Offers Accept Offers Made Net Vac. Projected Recruitment

Positions Filled But Not Yet and Under (1-2) - Losses Goal (54-6)
-- Joined Consideration (34-4)

Office of Director 2 2 0 0 0 1 1/ 1

Sector & Proj. Studies 6 7 0 0 -1 1 2/ 0

Econ. of Industrialization 2 2 0 0 0 0 0

A. T. ) 2 2 0 0 0 0 0
) Q.T. A.

Comp. Data ) 8 5 2 3/ 0 1 0 1

Population Studies 1 1 (0)1 / 0 (0)-l 0

Tr-de Pol. & Export Proj. 3 3 0 0 0 0 0

Domestic Finance 1 1 0 0 0 0 0

Urbanization 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

External Debt ) 18 17 1 5/ 0 0 1 6/ 1

Stat.Gen. Statistics Sa. 6 6 0 0 0 0 0
Ser.

Data Processing ) 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

ECONOMICS DEPARTMENT TOTAL 49 46 (3) It 0 (0)-i 3 (3) 2

Basic Research 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

C tworthiness Sfudies 2 2 0 0 0 0 0

Development Finance Stud. 1 1 0 0 0 0 0

Development Programs Stud. 1 1 0 0 0 0 0

Special Studies 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

GRAND TOTAL 53 -50 (3) 0 (0) 3 (3) 2

1/ Miss Sullivan, July 1 970.
2/ Mrs. Mijares, June 12, 1970.
7/ Mr. Adebo, EOD June 8, 1970, Mr. Moon, EOD July 15, 1970.
4-/ Miss Coye, EOD May 15, 1970.
/ rs. Surc-l, EOD May 1970.
6/ Mr. Reitze.



DECLAcYE

JUL 26 20&2
Mr. Andrew M. Kamarck May 7, 1970

Alexander Stevenson WBG ARCHIVES
CONFIDEmAL

Economics Department Budget

You asked for my comment on the effect of the proposed
budget decisions with regard to staff and consultants. I under-
stand that the figure mentioned for the latter for the Depart-
ment as a whole is $175,000. This would represent, making
allowance for rising costs and for items which last year were
included in other departments' budgets but this year are to be
in the Economics Department, a net decrease from last year.
As your memorandum of today's date states, the support,
indirect as well as direct, which the Department will be able
to provide to the rest of the Bank will not be at a level or
I am afraid in some cases of the quality that the Bank should
receive. The squeeze will be particularly acute in Sector and
Projects research where, e.g. a couple of large studies strongly
supported by Projects Departments will not go forward, In
Trade and Bxport Projections, where our commodity work will
continue to be spread too thinly so that quality will suffer,
and in general statistical support, the need for which continues
to be adequately recognized and under-rated in the Bank.
Domestic Finance will be better off, provided it gets the position
tentatively allocated to it. On the other hand, no substantial
work can be done on employment and we will not be able to make
much of an impeet in the field of urbanization.

AStevenson:js

cc: Mr. Friedman



Mr. Arturo Israel MWy 7, 1970

A. Stevenson

Thailand Mission. TaMMs of Reference.

1. On June 3, 1970, you will visit Bangkok for about 20 dqgs
to discuss with tMe executives of the State Railuws of fA1.ain the
preliminazy onclusions of te reappraisal study now in progress
of Bank Loan 280 'R to the State RaLirns. During your stay in BangOk,
you will also omplete and revise data zMcessawy for the analysis of
rodd/rail coMpetition in Thailad, an iaportan aspect of the reappraisal
study.

2. On your way to Thailand, you will briefly stop over in Nepal,
arriving Friday NWa 29 in Katma. Following a suggestion of Mr. B. B. King
to the South Asia Departuent, you will discuss with the Nspalese authorities
and other interested agencies the pdsibilit of cooperation in a pilot
appraisal study of feeder road investaments and regional devlopynt in the
normern region of Nepal.

3. Mr. van der Tak will join you in ratmondu and Bangkok. On your
return, you ill prepare a brief back-to-office report.

Alsrell jn

cc: Mr. R. 0. van der Tak
r. J. do Mbille

If 11%



DECLAC-ED
Mr. Andrew M.Kamarck May 5, 19TO

Alexander Stevenson J ? h 2O22

FY71 Bu et WBG ARCHIVES CONFIDENTIAL

I understand from Mr. Adler with whom I talked this
morning that Mr. McNamara has decided that the economic
staff should be held to its FYTO authorised strength, and
that the two slots allocated to the Special Studies Unit
should be reallocated. One of these is already taken up
by the advanced authorisation of one position to the
Statistical Services Division (External Debt). Mr. Adler

and I agreed that in view of the acute pressure on the
Development Finance Division for support for area department
work the second of these two slots would be allocated to that

Division, subject to confirmation by Mr. friedman.

AStevenson: js



Mr. John Blaxall May 4, 19T0

Alexander Stevenson

FY 71 Budget for Data Processing Services; Minutes of Meeting of April 30

I would like to repeat one ccmnent on the outcome
of the Data Processing Comnittee meeting. The Committee
assumed that the major constraint would be in manpower rather
than computer time and agreed that when better data is avail-
able on the various categories of resources required the
Committee would consider the priorities of various applications,
make preliminary allocations for the first quarter of the finan-
cial year and modify these in the light of experience. Since

such variations may point towards changes in the Data Processing
Services budget allocations between, say, expenditures on staff

and those on contractual sertices, the maximum freedom should be
retained to make such changes should they be required.

AStevenson: s

cc: Members of the Committee
Mr. Tiemann
Mrs. Angel

4?o



AL

Messrs. Andrew H. Kamarak May 1, 1970
Alexands Stevenson

Jack L. Lowther

Statts of Professional and Special Seryices Staff Recruitment
for the week ending May 1 1970

Totals: Economios Department Economics Ccmlex

Prof.: 117 auth., 106 filled, 7 cam. 146 auth., 130 filled, 8 cous.

Sp. S: 49 auth., 46 filled, 3 5on. 53 auth., 50 filled, 3 cc=.

Qhanges in Rconmaics cople

1 . Professionals

a. Mr. Heisse has not accepted our offer to join the Sector and Projects Studies
Division effective June 29, 1970 (as indicated last week).

b. Mrs. Isaac has subitted her resignation effective July 1970. Mrs. Isaac
is from the Sector and Projects Studies Division.

o. Mr. Magaud rejected our offer to join the Population Stidies Division.

2. Special Serices:

Miss Sullivan , Office of the Director, subaitted her resignation effective July 1970.

3. Current Tables are attached.

Attachments

cc: Messrs. Friedman (2)
rok

Chaffer
Mrs. Armstrong

JLLowther:sam



Mr. J. C. Leeming May 1, 1970

Alexander Stevenson

Programuing Staff

Apropos our conversation about the shortage of
prograaming staff, here are the forecasts I was looking
for which Mrs. Angel had prepared tn connection with
the budget.

W212 1971 l7

Economics Dept. 7.10 8.40 8.50

Projects Dept. 2.00 5.30 6.00

Others 1.40 3.80 5.00

Total 10.50 17.50 19.50

ASte kson:js

cc: Mrs. Angel



). BOaI Dal"a April 28 , 1970

AlmxwAd- Stmisns=

Term of 3etwIU e

you are requested to attend the Cenferenoe n Internatianal
COMaris" of Prioes and eeSl Inoe to be held at TYrk UnivAwsitY,

Taiwoto, en Nmy 22-23, 1970 as a disoussont an 'Uses f Intwrational
Pria end Output Data".

c.o. Mls. Armstrng
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FORM No. 17.11 INTERNATIONAL DEVELOPMENT INTERNATIONAL BANK FOR INTERNATIONAL FINANCE

(9-69) ASSOCIATION RECONSTRUCTION AND DEVELOPMENT CORPORATION

Status of Recruitment: Week Ending:

ECONOMICS DEPARTMENT [7 Professional Special Services Apri 24

DIVISION/ (I) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7)

STUDY GROUP Authoriz. Positions Offers Accept Offers Made Net Vac. Projected Recruitment

Positions Filled But Not Yet and Under (1-2) - Losses Goal (5+6)
Joined Consideration (344)

Office of Director 0 0 0

Sector & Proj. Studies 0

Econ. of Industrialization 0 0 0

A. Q.T. )0 0 0
) Q. T. A.

Comp. Data) 0 1

Population Studies 0 0 0 0

e Pol. & Export Proj. 3 3 0 0 0

Domestic Finance 0 0 0

Urbanization 0 0 0 0 0 0

External Debt ) 8 (0) e A

) Stt
Gen. Statistics Sta. 0 0 0

Data Processing 0 0 0 0

ECONOMICS DEPARTMENT TOTAL 4 (1)46 (2)3 00 2 2

B-ic Research 0 0 0 0 * 0 0

Creditworthiness Studies 0 0 0 0

Development Finance Stud. 1 0

Development Programs Stud. 0 0

Special Studies 0 0 0 0

GRAND TOTAL

Mr. Adbo, sD Jano Bt 7, r esK
J1 15, MD.
4ft. a41, t. mimted AAI 17, IM.
mrs. suaftDio ,190
Ar. Rot tao.
Ais a sth, torminatod on APrIl 10, 19?0.



FORM N,. 17.1, INTERNATIONAL DEVELOPMENT INTERNATIONAL BANK FOR INTERNATIONAL FINANCE
(9-69) ASSOCIATION RECONSTRUCTION AND DEVELOPMENT CORPORATION

Status of Recruitment: Week Ending:
ECONOMICS DEPARTMENT [19] PSpecial Services

Professional peilSrcs g

DIVISiON/ (I) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7)

STUDY GROUP Authoriz. Positions Offers Accept Offers Made Net Vac. Projected Recruitment
Positions Filled But Not Yet and Under (1-2) - Losses Goal (546)

Joined Consideration (34-4)

Office of Director 7 (0)1 / (1) 0 9 0

Sector & Proj. Studies (1)2 / 0 0 0

Econ. of Industrialization 0 01) 0 0

A.Q.. ) 5 5 0 0 0 0
) Q. T. A.

Comp. Data) 0

Population Studies 4 1 4/ 9.)

T i Pol. & Export Proj. 0 0 0

Domestic Finance 0 0 0 0

Urbanization 0 -

External Debt )0 0
Stat.

Gen. Statistics Ser. 0

Data Processing )11 0 1

ECONOMICS DEPARTMENT TOTAL 4

Basic Research ? 0 0 0

C, tworthiness Studies 0 0 0 -1

Development Finance Stud. 0 0

Development Programs Stud. 0 0
Special Studies 0 0 0

GRAND TOTAL 1%$ I 1 W ?

*5/ .*Mr. Uvf*1 % , AnaJtne 2I5 MO
1 J *. W D.o *, D 25 IV *, 1970. Ai. i a ow, J o 25, I t?7.

D. aidsw,$n mx !;pt 1970, 5Ws.J zDas pol M - a -- ArI O ,190WD Junw 2f, 1970. re2. efeci taM 3D. #.y e anrma aa 190, tr aneey m. I viii flte etetveJ 30, 'TP
J=0 29, 1910. *. C , .

w Wm. mw .
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DWSIuiM Chieft April tZ, 1970

AleXander Stwvasen

ftiorJtls few mIssiu d gpwt

DaWng the next week r so, we minl be finalsing our Lniasim
supat requlmuvnta for the 171 adget. In vim of the ftat that

Ar"a Departant reteete ae 3i4, in SonS oases, to e=sed au"
abili to provide aupport, I dw"ad lie Iu to LeeR, In Yr -M

NLUSds, a priawir renking of the xUssimie ym sn ad tink ymu dm14 support
(ith presnt staff). You need not ulit a=Wtbng In witng to w, but,
yia shuld be abLe to apOY the pderities Ijhn Arsa Dpartmt reueets

se in.

Baed m proviSes d1.soussis, we have estimated w can support the
folloming nmubew of misiaames

w 18 (Iaslmding Food)

Pop 9

QA 7

Id 8

C.D. 12

TP&1P 9

S.S. (debt) 13

s &P

Uzb S

.JLLetbsrzam



FORM No. 57 INTERNATIONAL DEVELOPMENT INTERNATIONAL BANK FOR INTE TIONAL FINANCE
ASSOCIATION RECONSTRUCTION AND DEVELOPMENT ORPORAT ON

OFFICE MEMORANDUM C C
TO: Division Chiefs, Economics Department DATE: April lb, 197C

FROM: Tariq Husain

SUBJECT: Budget for Time Sharing - April 1, 1970 to June 3C, 197C

1. Mr. Stevenson has indicated (see attached memoranda from him
and from.John Blaxall) that controls be introduced on the use of time
sharing. It is proposed that controls be exercised at the Division
level - each Division would be allotted a portion of the time sharing
budget and shall be responsible for controlling its use among its
staff members. This shall be done by giving a set of unique user
numbers to each Division which must be used to access the various time
sharing systems. Subsequently, this system could also be extended to
include allotting user numbers to individual staff members.

2. The user numbers allotted for your Division are:

Teleohone No. User No.

Telecomputations, Inc. 589-816

Service Bureau Corporation 293-1710

Comnet 338-98CC

The time sharing budget for your Division is based on (a) the extent
to which your Division used the terminal during the month of March,
(b) the estimates your Division has made for expected use of time
sharing during FY 1971, and (c) the budget constraint. Of the $2,CCC
available for time sharing, about $3CC are reserved for renting the
terminal ($90 per month), another $150 are reserved as contingency funds.
This leaves $1,55C for actually using the terminal. Of these funds
$ is allocated to your Division. These funds are intended for
covering your use for the balance of FY 197C.

3. Based on the previous two months experience, the following unit
costs (including connect time, CPU time and storage cost) were incurred
for the three systems:

Unit Cost

Per Minute Per .Hour

1. Telecomptations, Inc. (TI) $ .C76 $ j. 58

2. Service Bureau Corporation $ .287 $ 17.2
(SBC)

3. Comnet (CM) $ .207 $ Th.8



-2-

The three systems, however, differ in terms of computing speed, reliability,
program library and technical eupport. SBC offers a relatively fast machine
(IBM 36C/5C), a good program library and adequate technical support. So
far, their system has been average in reliability. TI is a slow machine,
with a small program library and weak technical back-up, but their system
is quite reliable. CM has a B 55CC which makes programs developed on their
system easily transferable to our B 55CO, but their system is quite
unreliable. They, however, have a reasonable program library. The choice
of which system to use may best be made by looking at the specific problem
and the objectives and constraints of the user. Given the limited budget,
users should exercise considerable care in using the systems.

Attachments: 2

THusain:bso



Mr. Alexander Stevenson April 13, 1970

Arthur 1. Tisam 6e7

Budget Justification f 197071
The attaghed bdget of the Statistical Services Division for

fiscal year 1971 shows a not requirent for a additional positions
over the 53 positions authorised for fiscal year 1970. Besides the
additional positions, there is a requirement for conversion of 7
positions from Special Services to Professional. The additions
include the followingt one professional and two special services
personnel for a new function to be performed by a Debt Evalation
Vait; a deputy chief (professional) and a statistical assistant
(Special Servises) in the Ixternal Debt Seetion to assist the Setion
Odhef in meeting the Bank's dandas for overall debt statistics as
centrasted with individual country statistics and to relieve the
Setion Chief and Sy*tas Analyst of the increasing administrative
duties; two statistial assistants (Spesial Services) and a statistical
typist (General Services) to take care of the greving workload generated
by Me increase in proposed loans and project studies and the more sophis-
ticated statistical analysis being used by econamista in analysing these
proposed loans.

The External Debt Review Committee under Mr. King made a series
of rec-i-edations which could be handled by the existing type of staff,
and thse roameadations have already been Implemented. However, the
debt evaluation function which the Coviaittee reecmnded required different
skills and a staff looated outside the External Debt Section. The Comittee
specifically recsnded the establisMUent of the Debt Evaluation Unit to
help achieve greater cooperation between users and prodaers of statistics
and proposed that the professional staff member should be one "who has
worked as a country esmonist and is intimately aequainted with the use
of external debt statistics." The role of the deputy to the Division
Chief and the location of the unit outside the External Debt Section are
also specified in the reoomwndation. Efforts were made to set up such
a staff under the Division Chief, and the Deputy Chief made a beginning
in carrying out debt evaluation in addition to his regular responsibilities.
Based on the Deputy Chief's prelinary work In this field, it now appear
that a staff oonsisting of one professional and two statistical assistants
will be able to carry out the function during the first year. The increased
interest by the Bank in the siguificance of external debt and debt management
in developing countries makes the requirement for this function an urgent
one.

he addition of two statistical assistants and one statistical
typist in the General Statstis Section is based on the added workload
associated with the increased anmber of loans and missions scheduled for
fiscal year 1971; the new workload of sapporting the DFC Department in teir
statistical requirements; the providing of personnel for statistical missions;
the further development of the Bank's Financial Flow Model, disbursement



Mr. A. Stv.n5On 2. April 13, 1970

model and related models and the performance of applied statistical
research to meet the Bank's needs. The failure to add staff in the past
has ereated problins of being unable to provide statistical support for
Area Department mission reports. These problems were partly met by
hiring temporary personnel on an ad hoe basis but with a resulting demand
for training and a lack of ontinuity. Potentially useful research has
been deferred because of more pressing operational requirements. It should
be noted that the increase in workload during the past three years has been
accomplished with the increase in positions from 14 to only 15.

The addition of a deputy and a statistical assistant In the External
Debt Section is based on the increased oompleity of the operations of that
Section. It is estimated that the number of loans reported under the debtor

system will increase by about ten percent, from 20,000 to 22,000. At the
same time approximately 10,000 -edits will be handled under the newly
initiated creditor reporting system. Work on international issues will
become more demanding as we establish better coordination with the countries
in which the financial international markets are located. The improvement
in oeverage will permit more meaningful regional and world statistios to be
developed in response to the demands of the Bank's management staff. This
overall analysis, coupled with management of a more sophisticated operation,
requires that the Section Chief have assistance. The Systems Analyst iho
has served from time to tme as deputy will be required to spend a larger
proportion of her time on systems work and will therefore not be as avail-
able for assisting the Section Chief on administrative and analytical
functions.

A2Tiemsn era
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Mr.S. R. Cope 

Alexander Stevenson 

DECLASSIFIED 

AUG 1 9 2022 

WBG ARCHIVES 

Economics Department Staff Time Available for Country 
Economic Missions 

April 13 , 1970 

CONFIDENTIAL 

I attach a table giving a rough estimate of staff time 
available from Economics Department staff tor economic missions. 
It is based on the assumption of present authorized positions -
all .filled - and maintaining on-going research and other 
activities. Since the average time required per man varies from 
division to division because of the nature of their work one has 
to look at the number of man-mi sions as well as man-months total. 
In some cases the attached comments on the individual divisions 
may be more help:rul than the t&ble becaus~ people a.re n61ther 
fungible nor divisible. 

The tabl e indicates th~t Area. Department requestii! are 
considerably higher than present available staff could meet in 
the Domestic Finance and Urbanization Divisions. It is not 
possible to make seneible comparisons for Quantit tive Techniques 
and An is, Comparative Data or StatisticaJ. Services because 
the Area Department requests are not clearly differentiated. It 
is nevertheless obvious that there is more capacity, and indeed 
ve think more need for support, in the areas of Comparative Data 
a.nd Statistical Services (External Debt) than present Area 
Department requests would indicate. In both cases the Div1a1ons 
are only now in a position to give substantial mis ion support . 

AStevenson :j s 

cc: Messrs. Adler, Baum 



TABLE 1.

AMOUNT OF STAFF TIME AVAILABLE FOR COUNTRY ECONOMIC MISSIONS

DIVISION MAN-MISSIONS MAN-MONTHS /

Domestic Finance 18 54

Population Studies g 9 18

Quantitative Techniques T 21
and Analysis

Economics of Urbanization 8 24

Comparative Data 12 36

Trade Policies & Export 18 13.5
Projections

Statistical Services 13 26
(External Debt)

Sector and Projects Studies 5 5

Economics of Urbanization 2/ 5 12.5

1/ Includes preparation, field work and report writing.

2/ Assumes present authorized strength.



ATTACHMENT TO TABLE 1.

Domestic Finance of Developing Countries

Allowing 3-man-months per mission the Division can
handle about 18 missions, or 54 man-months. This is rather

less than 2 missions per man per year. As regards the
selection of countries there is a fairly high degree of
coincidence of view between the Division and the Area Depart-
ments concerned on the appropriateness of the countries
selected. Moreover, the Division has had long experience in
working out suitable arrangements with the Area Departments.

It should be noted that this estimate does not take
account of participation of IMF staff members in Bank economic
missions, in accordance with the established arrangements.

Population Studies

Given its present staff of 5, i.e. assuming Mr. Zeaidan's
return, the Division should be able to handle 9 missions. On
the basis of its experience, the typical mission length is
2 man-months. The following are countries in which Division
personnel might appropriately be used. Underlining indicates
that Area Departments have requested the Division's participa-
tion.

India, Iran, El Salvador, Malaysia, Mexico, UAR

It should be noted that because the Population Projects Depart-
ment has not been able to provide mission staff in the past for
project work, the Division has had to bear that burden. In view
of its previous involvement it might, reluctantly, have to help
complete pargicular jobs in a number of countries.

uantitive Techniques and Analysis

In this case it is very difficult to make sense of the
Area Departments' requests because the data confuse Comparative
Data, QTA, and perhaps Statistical Services. Assuming a mission
of 3 man-months, the Division could undertake 21 man-months on
country work. There are listed below opposite the staff member
names countries where their experience might be well used. Those
underlined signify that the Division has been requested to protide
support. It should be noted that in the past Area Department
requests for participation by members of this Division have
frequently been at the last minute.

Henderson 1
Cheetham Korea, Taiwan
Shourie Ceylon
Carter Argentina, UgandaE.Africa
Holland Mexico or Venezuela



2.

Economics of Urbanization

With its present strength and research emphasis, and
assuming all slots filled, the Division could cover at most
5 missions next year. Allowing 10 weeks per mission, this
would give 12.5 man-months. The following countries might
be considered: Indonesia, India, Pakistan, Colombia, Kenya.
Underlining notes that the Area Departmentu have requested
the Division's participation.

Comparative Data

Here again, the data on Area Department requests are
confused and it is not possible to identify the requests
very clearly. With Efprafessional staff members on duty and
allowing 2 missions per man per year, the Division could
provide 36 man-months on mission support.

Trade and Eport Projections

In the case of this Division, the average length of time
required on a mission is shorter than normal. We have used a
figure of 3 weeks in the field and three weeks before and after
the mission. Given the nature and volume of their work, each of
the following staff members might handle on the average one
mission per year. Listed opposite them are countries where their
specialty should make them particularly useful. Countries under-
lined indicate that their services have been requested by Area
Departments. Requests for missions to China and Malaysia have
also been listed by the Area Departments.

Country Priority

Singh I Ethiopia, Uganda, Indonesia
Elz 1 Argentina(meat), Ceylonrtea,

fats & oils)
Geer 1 Indonesia(tin and rubber),

Peru (fish meal) or Korea
Huang 1 Iran(petroleum), Jamaica(bauxite)
Takeuchi 1 Chile (copper), Philippines (forest

products)
Taylor 1 Thailand(rice), UAR(rice),A

Argentina(wheat)
Varon 1 Korea(textiles), Sudan(cotton),

China(textiles)
White 1 Ghana or Nigeria(cocoa),

Morocco(vegetables, wine)
ul Huque

9 missions



3.

Statistical Services: External Debt

Here it may be noted that in FY1969 there were 5
missions involving External Debt personnel; in FY1970,
11; while in FYl9Tl, Area Departments have requested only
4. This seems particularly surprising in view of the
increase in the number of countries having external debt
problems, and it may be worthwhile reesalling that at this
time last year only 3 missions had been requested by Area
Departments for FY1970. With its present upgraded staff,
the Division will be able to handle about 13 missions each
of 2 man-months, which is the typical length.

Sector and Projects Studies

Economic mission support constitutes only a very small
proportion of the Division's activity, which is heavily
research-oriented.

Economies of Industrialization

With nine staff members on duty, the Divison could,
given the present research emphasis, be inas position to allow
for one mission per staff member, assuming 3 man-months per
mission.



Mr. R. 0. van der Tak April 13, 1970

Tariq Rusain -

Allocation of the Time Sharing Budget within th Sector and PZojeqts
Studies Division

1. Attached is the suggested divisional allocation of the total time
sharing budget (meno to Mr. Stevenson). If no objections are raised the
Sector and Pto.iets Studies Mvision would get $1,150 to spend over the
next twelve weeks (including the first two weeks of April). Table 1
gives the actual use pattern for the Division for the month of YArch.
It also gives the estimated requirements for the next tab.e weeks;
when these roea* ements are translated into dollars the cost is about
twice the allotted amount. I have, therefbre, arbitrarily suggested
an allocation fir you to consider. If this allocation is acceptable
to you, the various members acould be so informed.

2. I do not know how strictly you would like to control the
individual usage. It is possible to give each individual a user
ammber, or one could Just have a user number for the Division with
individual members monitoring their own usage. I prefer the latter
arrangement at this stage.

Attackment

Tgusainibso



Table 1: Use of Time Sharing During Marcn 1970

A B C D

N Total Connect Total B Requirements for Sugg
Time for All Variable--- ---- ------ x 1CC the Balance Allocation
Three Systems Cost Total Cost- of FY 197C

Minutes $ Minutes Cost $ $

G. Ablasser 65L 9C.L 8.7 i,5CO(TC)/l 114.0 75

P. Duane 31 2.b C.2 3CC(TC) 22.8 25

A. Egbert 1,254 357.5 3).8 3,CCC(SBC)L 861.c 3CC

T. Husain 3C 3.6 C.3 --

I. Isaac 2CC )9.5 b.8 5CC(COM) 12).0 1CC

H. Kim 1,061 252.8 24.6 1,5CC(COM/)/ C LC.C icC
(SBC)

P. King/S. Reutlinger 865 66.3 6.4 l,5C0(TC) 11).0 ic

R. Manning 728 208.9 2C.2 1,50C(SBC) b31.C 3CC

V. Villaflores C C C 1,CCC(COM) 217.C 150

TOTAL 4,.823 1, C31 10C _9,8CC 12,313.8 !,15C

/1 TC Telecomputations at approximately $0.076 per minute of connect time. (Includes CPU and storage cost.)

/2 SBC = Service Bureau Corporation at $0.287 per minute of connect time. (Includes CPU and storage cost.)

/3 COM = Comnet at $C.27 per minute of connect time. (Includes CPU and storage cost.)

A At approximately 0.267 per minute of connect time.



Mr. A. Steveugon April 13, 19?0

Uarwq Reain

!!nugmm!t of Uam Shwring

1. The swangewnt4 suggested in my m* of April 7, 1970 could
be put into effset starting Priday, April 17. hsh Dvision would
be giwvn a portion of the time shwing budget along with a set of vew

bers. The DIvIsions would afloe.ate a c ntrol their allocated
shasoa

2. Table 1 givee the proposed allocation of the time sharizg
budget. The not funde avaIlable for as* am*

Oroes Ament $ 2,XCW

Rent for tttidnal (0 pwr month) 270

RSeres for kwIr.3y

Not Amount Available

The available fumn are allocated essentially on the basis of expected
use of the faeility in the next I0 weeks. For those Division* that
h steAdily -aed the facility (Setetr and Projects ftudies Mvision
and Dsmestic ftnamee mvision) the allocation was based on peast usage,
but eenstrained by the bdgt. ?w the re.aining Divislon the all.-
eation was based on the Uvisiome' forecast une for YX 1971.

It the attehed allseation to sIeeptable to you, It may be
moed as the base control dovice.

TEoadinibe.

Attaotea

cc. YAWSa. J. Ilax4ll
1. 0. van der Tak
S. Retlinger



Table 1: Allocation of Time Sharing Budget Among Divisions

Actual Use Forecast Funds Allocated /2
During use /1 for the Balance

March 1970 for FY 1971 of FY 197C
D i v i i o n

Hours of Hours of $ of
Total Total Total

1. Domestic Finance 20.C 19.0 102 5.5 200 12.9

2. Urbanization 1.1 1.C 100 . 5.b 5C 3.3

3. Industrialization 3.b 3.2 0 0 C C

b. Sector and Projects 81.0 76.8 l,5CO 80.6 1,15C 7b.0

5. Quantitative
Analysis C 0 102 5.5 100 6.5

6. Population C 0 57 3.0 5C 3.3

7. Statistical Services C 0 0 C C

8. Trade Policies 0 C C C C C

Total lC5.5 1C 1,861 1CC 1,55C CO

A Estimates made by the various Divisions for the Data Processing Budget.

/2 For Divisions 1, 2 and b the allocation is essentially based on past
usage; for Divisions 5, 6, 7 and 8 it is based on forecast use;
for Division 3 the past usage appears to be incidental as it has not
asked for a time sharing budget for FY 1971.



Mr. Alexander Stevenson April 10, 1970

Robert A. MPheeters, Jr.

Attached Meo from Ms. Fairall

Mrs. Fairall wrote the attahed nono at my request primarily to
get onto paper a sunnary of the problems involved in this type of
exerciso. We have learned a great deal from it. I hope that we can
avoid most of these mistakes when the time comes to process the
Iconomies Department time sheets (which, by the way, I would regard as
both desirable and feasible). To this end, I would suggest that we
begin planning for this nmkUdiately. In munary, the main steps that
I feel are necessary now are:

1. Establishment of a uniform activities code;

2. Providing for careful monthly editing of time sheets at the
division and front office levels;

3. Drawing up concise plans for the o!L analytical as well
as statistical, which will be derivdfrom the time sheets
now being submitted;

4. Oomnencing plans for the coding, punching and programming
which will be required;

5. Consideration of the way in which the output can be used
for badgeating, staffing, etc.j

6. Coordinatimon with other dpartmonts, incluiing Prograwiing
and Budgeting, engaged in this sort of business.

I would like to discuss this further ith you and Mr. Lowther when I
am back from Mexico. My main concern is that we do not, as with the
Projects Department, have to begin editing and processing a mass of time
sheets for the entire year at the very last minute.

Att.

cct Mr. Tiemann
Mr. Lowther
Mrs. Fairall

gotPhtersIae
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FORM No. 17.11 INTERNATIONAL DEVELOPMENT INTERNATIONAL BANK FOR INTERNATIONAL FINANCE

(9-69) ASSOCIATION RECONSTRUCTION AND DEVELOPMENT CORPORATION

IStatus of Recruitment: Week Ending:

ECONOMICS DEPARTMENT [I Professional = Special Services log,

DIVISION/ (1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7)
Authoriz. Positions Offers Accept Offers Made Net Vac. Projected Recruitment

STUDY GROUP Positions Filled But Not Yet and Under (1-2) - Losses Goal (546)

Joined Consideration (344)

Office of Director 60

Sector & Proj. Studies 1 0

Econ. of Industrialization 0

A. Q.T. 0 0 0
) Q. T. A.

Comp. Data )

Population Studies 6 0 A0

e Pol. & Export Proj. 0

Domestic Finance

Urbanization

External Debt )

Gen. Statistics Stat. o 0
Ser. ______ ____________

Data Processing )

ECONOMICS DEPARTMENT TOTAL W S 000

Basic Research 0

Creditworthiness Studies 0

Development Finance Stud.

Development Programs Stud. 0

Special Studies

GRAND TOTAL 7

m.mat

W. Saw,,



FORM No. 17.11 INTERNATIONAL DEVELOPMENT INTERNATIONAL BANK FOR INTERNATIONAL FINANCE

(9-69) ASSOCIATION RECONSTRUCTION AND DEVELOPMENT CORPORATION

Status of Recruitment: JWeek Ending:

ECONOMICS DEPARTMENT Profess ion al Fj-jSpecial Services

DIVISION/ (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7)
DYVGROU/ Authoriz. Positions Offers Accept Offers Made Net Vac. Projected Recruitment

STUDY GROUP Positions Filled But Not Yet and Under (1-2) - Losses Goal (546)

Joined Consideration (344)

Office of Director 0 0

Sector & Proj. Studies 5 0)Q 0

Econ. of Industrialization 0 0 0 0

A. Q.T. 0 0 0 0

) .QT. A. 5 /0202
Comp. Data

Population Studies

e Pol. & Export Proj. 3D 0

Domestic Finance

Urbanization

External Debt )

Stat.
Gen. Statistics ) r0

Data Processing )

ECONOMICS DEPARTMENT TOTAL 
2

Basic Research

I, ditworthiness Studies

Development Finance Stud.

Development Programs Stud.

Special Studies

GRAND TOTAL

RUMa Ma sAtwsd 1e 41 6310
Mr. Mke WD amn S, IM1.
Mr. wwitsel wo. ftdusa 4p , ff
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YX 191 Bdget

We have discussed the need for an apprentice to the Software

Programer. Soh a position to definitely required. Not ouY Most we

have a back-up for the person who maintains the software, but also we

,asy have enough important work to occupy two people In the areas of

In-house consulting on software problems and usage, of software develop*

mnt, and of programming support to the JCC.

There in also a very real need in the Bank for someone to

be well versed In the software applicable to management scienwes and

statistics. We have recently seen a surge In interest in modeling

and simulation. There are software packages available to make such

efforts much easier. Also, we know that linear programning work.

often bogs doim because no one in house is ewort both with linear

prograing per so and with the ALPS programs, as programs. BASIS

and DiPS go virtually unused because no one has the time or responsia-

bility to unlock their secrets. I feel that unless we take action

now to promote a position to fill this need, the Bank will go another

ful year "dong it the hard way' In modeling, simlation, and sm

statitical Wrkc.

In om ral programming work, we are sometimEs "doing it
the hard way" also. Without a reasonable R, we find ourselves

writing tailored programs for every report (ecept In the case Of

general accounting, for which we wrote a specialimed "RiO") We

need to have a good package to use in generating report program

(and other simple programs) more or less antoatically. SCORE,

WCK TEN, and others *cm to zind. I should think $20,000 would be

enough to buy =oa Conus=dring tat it gosts about ,000 to write

an ordinaiy COLMop2w propm sash a ykage =l4 soen py for
Itself.

seeI OGevl7 l -u

na -. ~



. W. Do e r April , 150

r, nomde na na

We have disussed the need for an approsutlo to the Sttvare
Prop'an r. Bush a pesiafima definitely required. Not wnay ma we
bae a baek-Vp for the porsa who mataeina the soft-re, but also we

Wasily have oamugh Importeaut iWk to .oouw two people in te areas of
in-house eonutiug an software problem and usage, of sfttware develop-
mnit, and of progr 1ag SupPOrt tohe J0.

There is als a very real naed in the ba* for some to
be well vered in the sftware appliuable to am1ge-mat scimen and
statistios. *b have recenty seen a surga in interest in modaling
and sImlatima There are seftmme psekages mrilable to mke snoh
effort. mub easier. Als, we *aw hat lnar pa ing wk
often bogs d*m besuse s one in hbose is egert bot with lnear

programidng per se and vith the ALN prognai, as prognem. RAM
and SP go virtually umaed beoause no ons has te tim or responsi-
bility to malock their sesrete. I feel that vnles we take action

nm to promote a positim to fill tAs meed, the huk will go another
full year "doing it the basrd wy in modeling, sinalatin, and lom
statistical voto.

In emmenal progruindag m t, we are semetimes "doing it
te hard way" also. Without a raoaanmble JI, we find ourselves

writing taloved programs for ever report (iAnept in he ase of
general anseoutlag, for whiob we wrote a spesiulised "RPIon. lb
need to have a Sood peakage to use in generating report progrems
(and oter simple progreN) more or less aatmatioally. 5C03,
1WI ?W, aI d others *am to xiW. I should tiak $20,000 would be
enuA to bay m, Considering that it seats about $,000 to writ

an ordinary COa.M report progra, smob a puskagp wmld sea= pay ter
itself.

soe Gasral Files

FLplerenam"



Mrs. H. Angel April 7, 1970

Rugenia Comer

Work done to date on "Tunisian Education EvaluatMin iu"

Mr. Martin Cornoy's request for data processing
servioes was received for this project on July 17, 1969.
Sinoe that time, the following services have been provideds

1) ApproximAtely 22,000 cards were punched
from the approximate 500 questionnaires
received. (k cardo/questiomaire)

2) The cards were sorted and listed. I did
this myself as special care had to be
taken in handling the eards - due to card
number within questionnaire being emitted
from the keypunch instructions an the
questionnaire.

3) The student identification was found to be
duplicated an several questionnaires.
Following *. Cornoy's instructions, the
duplicates were changed to unique codes.
(Approximately 1,000 cards were changed.)

4) The data was transferred to tape.
5) Various means ware done on the student test

sores.
6) Frequency distributions ware done for each

of the 90 questions.
7) Some test scores for we sohool were found

to be missing. 7hese were added and the
tape was updated,

8) The data was cleaned to eliminate erroneous
and illegal answers to all questions.

9) A new set of frequency distributions was run.

This brings us up to date on manipulation of data.
In early December, I received a set of instructions for
scaling and combining varia)4es for future analyses. The
program was written (approximately 700 statements) and
debugged as of February 12. On April 1, the scaling procedures
were ohanged to the point that this program may as wall be
discarded.

Other programs written for this project
includes

1) Program to put data an tape with preliminary
editing.



-2-

2) Progras to sort tepe an az combination
variables.

3) Program to claan data for item 8) above.
4) Propga' to calculate means by groups.

ca. Mr. Van der Thk

ECskr



Mr. Alexander Stevenson April 7, 1970

A.0. Noodaki A -

Foregone Oportunities because of Staff &ortages

1. In relation to the budget, you asked us to review the past
experience of the Division to see what urgent lais on personnel Is
time remained unsatisfied and how the opportunity loss could be assessed.

2. All requests wore screened in the past by Mr. Calmanff, who
is away until early May. I am therefore unable to supply hard facts.
Instead, I will try to Wstnatise our foregone opportunities in three
group$$

1. Mis#Mon atsn. Despite the creation of the Industrial
Projects Department, mission support remains a major activity of this
Division. Mhile the Industrial Projects Department will assume much of
the work in the fields of project identification and sub-sector analysis,
our Division will still have to provide the analyses necessary to situate
the industrial sector within the national econaW, in terus of its overall
efficincy and comparative advantage, its links with other sectors of the
*conomy, its trade relations with the world market, and its systen and
sources of financing. In the absence of this general framework, any
project assesement would be practically meaningless and, moreover, the
country economic report would be largely incomplete. Despite the importane
of en industrial sector review, however, the Division has had to refuse a
umber of requests during the last few months. N turned down a request
for an industrial economist for Morocco (March 1970 mission), and another
for the United Arab Republic (May 1970 mission). Yor some countries with
large and important industrial sectors, Argentina for example, we have
to abbreviate time spent in the field and in writing up the report, be-
cause of other demands on our time, and this naturally is at the expense
of the qualiV of analysis.

ii. 2M~esix of acSHnilted eperienee. In each developing
country there are a few issues whih merit in-depth study, discussions
ith outside experts, and careful comparison to the past experience of

other countries. Results of such analysis, if conducted, would certainly
deserve a wide circulation among the developing countries which look to
the World Bank for such advice. To mention only a few issues: Now to
make the industrial sector efficient in international tems in a situation
where neither the exchange rate not the tariff level can be changed
(Venesaela)? 'Wat comes next after "eas" import substitution possibil-
ities sach as cement, fertilisers, textiles, have been exhausted (Korea)?
How does a country plan industrial development priorities to take full
advantage of the cotparaive efficiency of existing industries (India)?
Now should industrial perfoimance be assessed in countries with a high
rate of inflation (Brasil, Argentina)? Altough members of the Division
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Mr. Irving S. Friedman Aptil 6, 1970

Alexander Stevenson

Staffing of Fiscal Affairs Department of I34

You asked me this morning to find out hov large a

staff Mr. Goode has. He tells me that he has 56 people

all told, of whom 39 are professional and 17 non-professional.

This does not include the so-called "fiscal panel" of people

who are -n technical assistance assignments but are not on

the regalar staff.

AStevenson:js



Mr. William D. 8. Fraser March 31, 1970

Arthur E. Tiwtaq &"-7

Estiated Mission 1Aequfrsmeaa - ?rogr'aind Section

The missions projected by the Statistical Services Division for
FY 1971 are primarily conoerned with external debt statistics and
require personnel from the Ezternal Debt Section. Hawover, requests
from Area Departments indicate a requirement for programer nalysts
to participate in missions. During the cuwrrent fiscal year a mission
to Brasil has been plamed, and for the budget year FT 1971, missions
to Tunisia, Iran and rOan are under ecnsideration.

It is requested that your budget for Fr 1971 provide for three
man/issions for programer analyste during FT 1971.

cat Mr. Stevenson
Mr. RaPheeters
Mrs. Angel

AZTionemirs
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Mr, Aleoander Stevenson March 30, 1970

A.0. Nosicki ,1%M

Idustrialisation Division - 3mOMrv Budget justficatin F 1971

1. This is a brief supplement to previous memoranda frm
Mrs. H. Hughes to Mr. Kanarok, "Target Level of Economics Department
Support for Country Economic Missions", March 17, 1970; and to Mr. Stevenson,
"Preliminary Budget Memorandum", March 25, 1970. The principal considera-
tions which I feel should underlie the budget estimates are:

i. Research. The choie of Africa as a field for research

by the Industrialisation Division is justified by the lack of studies on
African industrialization, and supported by the Bank's decision to give
more consideration to overall economic development in Africa. Operational
significance of the research may be quite important, if its findings help
African countries to avoid the costly mistakes of an inward-looking indus-
trial orientation made by many developing countries and would, moreover,
lead to fuller and more economical use of the infrastructure (dams, roads,
ports) which some African countries acquired during the last decade. It
is intended that most, if not all, members of the Division, participate
jointly in this project. The Division has budgeted 8 sixusek trips to
West and East Africa, which will have to be undertaken by our economists
in order to identify the field of analysis and to conduct field research
on conditions of African industrialisation.

ii. Mission Supprt. The Itvision's research program will
absorb approzimately two-thirds of its time. This leaves, roughly, three
man years for Mission Support. By substracting annual leave and time
necessary for administration, etc., the Industrialization Division should
be capable of servicing about ten to eleven country economic missions.
The Area Departments havefiled eight requests, most of which should be met.
The Industrial Projects Department has requested that we staff eight missions
which exceeds the balance of two to three possibilities for mission support.
The Division will give priority to requests for Missions involvings
a) In-depth analyosk, which may imply the revision of opinion regarding
the economic performance and development opportunities of a country;
b) Structural shifts, i.e., countries emerging from a major disaster (war)
or long-term stagnation (fundamental change of the Government and/or
policies); c) Basic industrialization issues, where elqpertise, and not a
simple stock-taking, in called for.

2. The above-mentioned tasks will be pursued effectively only if
the personnel requirements of the Division are satisfied. In case of per-
sonnel shortages, priorities will have to be decided.

AOINwickityib
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Mr. W. A. Wapenhans 26 March, 1970

J. B. HendryO

WDGET RSTI.MTh FOR FISC= IMA 19'f/71 - EONOWICSDIVISION

The attached work sheets show the initial program outlined for
the fiscal year 1970/n for the EoonomicsDivision. The basis for
selection of the countries to be covered was a review of the countries
where agricultural specialists wore requested by Area Departments
considered in the context of ADP lending programs, pr-investment mission
schedules and the general state of knowledge about the agricultural
sectors. The reasons for individual country selections are given in a
separate annex.

The coefficients and assumptions used in estimating the time
which would be required are based on the experience of the past year,
and may be sumarised as follows,

Sector Re Vews There should be two men from the
Evision on stor reviews, one to head the mission
and one to serve as deputy. Time requirements for
the head of mission would be slightly greater than
for the deputy to allow for follow-up activities and
for seeing the final report through the production
process. It was further assmed that all additional
personnel on Sector Reviews would be consultants.

(Nan Days)

Head of Mission 15 35 75
Deputy 15 35 60
Consultants 5 35 35

In addition to the time which is specifically allocated
to those taking part in the Sector Review, the experiende
of the past year has been that it requires additional
support time by other members of the Division to read and
comment on drafts, take part in meetings on specific
points, and generally help to supervise and review the
work being done bi the mission members. A general
allowance for this diffused time requirement therefore
has been added to the total Headquarter's time at the
flat rate of 20 man days for each Sector Review.
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a Participation in .conamic Wissions was
ascarried out principally by personnel from the
Division, with consultants to be used primarily for
situations where the tMaing of the economic missions would
not fit with the probable availability of Division staff, or
,bere it seems reasonable to plan for more than one
agricultural specialit on an economdc mission. The basic
time allowance for this has been made the em., whether
Division staff or consultants are used, and is as followsI

PMrMMUmru ELA is. WWS-0-40

(Man Days)

Economic 6ssion
participant 5 25 35

As in to cose of the Sector Seviews, an additional allowance
is Uade for Headquartoes supervision and review, to cover the
generalised requirement that there be a time allocation to
enable the Division as a whole to provide the support and
guidance on preparation of reports that iqmo'ved report
witing reqaires. This allowance has been added at the flat
rate of 15 man days per eOonomic mission.

nWd 2FjaZ.CM M M The badst submission also
pro e for ree p l isions throughout the year, as
follow.up to the sector reviews (Portugal, Brail and Iran)
eondacted in the current fiscal year of 1969/?0. These would
be made by the men who headed the sector reviews, plus a
consultant in two cases for special problems, and the timing
wuAd not necessarily coincide with the economic missions?
Rather the time of the special mission would depend on when
the Dvision staff member concerned was best able to arrange
it in the light of other daties and condtants. The total
manpomr allowance for such mission work ranges from 45 to
60 mn days, dependlng on the sue and omlexity of the
sector in the different cases.

The Totals for the DIvision program, in suary fto=, are as
folloaI

Division Staff Consultants
Type of H.Q. Field Total Nuwber Total Grand
Mission Time Time Tim Total

Sector Review 7140 280 1020 26 1950 2970

Econoic Masions 1435 625 2060 9 585 2645

Follow-Up Issions 70 35 105 2 50 155

Totals 226 940 3185 37 2585 5770
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Taking ony the ivision staff requirement (3285 -en days), and
adding the 18% allowenoe for leave and other non-amission dmties
(573 man days), gives a total of 3758 man days for the year.
Dividing tis by the allowance for a full man year (5 man days
per week x 52 weeks - 260 man days) gives a Division staff
requirement of 1.4.4 man years in the fiscal year 1970/71.

3181 + 21 0 14.4 man years
260

In trying to foresee how this mission sobedale could be
provided for under the budget allocations given above, it was
amed, with one exoeption, that all new staff required would be
available for mission work by September 1970. (The exception
was Mr. Nelson, asemwod to be available only after January 1971.)
This is an unrealistic aswxqtiong, however, becase the umber of
consultants required i4ll be larger than showt. If several of
the staff do not join the division until later in the fiscal year,
consultants will hare to be used for a part of the time represented
by a budget position for staff.

An Important part of the budget is the allwame for
generalised partifipation bthe Mvision as a %ihole in the task
of reviewing drafts, aaentigg an them, helping in briefing and
related tak.. 1fere the amber of new staff will be subtantial,
and *here there ay be stesa use of onsultants, the experience
of the past year has been that we have allowed far too little
time for the important uok of trying, by close sapporting activity,
to make the reports mere useful and operational docments. In
fact, this has been a very serious waknes in the work of the
Avision, and the allomnoes made in this budget estimate are an
attmpt to avoid the kinds of tim pressures *iicb, in the past,
have forced us to egeset this aspect.



MAN POWER BUDGET F.Y. 1970/71

Economic Missions and Sector Reviews

Division: ECONOMICS

Resource Absorption F.Y. 1970/71 (man days)

Planned Field Agricul- Financial Staff H.Q. Field 2/ TotalMr. Countr Activity Dates F.Y. 1971 Engineer turist Economist Analyst Time Time Time Consultants _mpo__

1. Tunisia Sector Rev. Sept/Oct 1970 2 165 70 6 6852. Ceylon Sector Rev. Jan/Feb 1970 2 165 70 6 6853. Malaysia Sector Rev. Oct/Nov 1970 2 165 70 6 685h. Turkey Sector Rev. Mar/April 1970 2 1651 70 8 835

Sector Reviews - HQ supervision and review: 4 missions x 20 man days 80 80

Sub Total - F

1. Ghana Economic Mission May 1971 40 25 652. Ivory Coast Economic Mission Nov. 1970 653. Nigeria Economic Mission April 1971 140 25 31/ :95 4h. Argentina Economic Mission April 1971 655. Chile Economic Mission Feb. 1971 1 40 25 656. Colombia Economic Mission Feb. 1971 1 40 25 3 657. Peru Economic Mission April- 1971 1 40 25 1 ,x/ 1308. Ecuador Economic Mssion Oct. 1970 Z-O-0 25. 2 659. Paraguay Economic Mission Oct. 1970 1 40 25 6510. Uruguay Economic Mission Aug. 1970 1 40 25 6511. China Economic Mission March 1971 1 40 25 6512. Korea Economic Mission Sept. 70 1 h0 25 6513. Philippines Economic Mission April 1971 1 40 25 6514. Thailand Economic Mission May 1971 1 40 25 65

1/ 3:0onomic or sector review mission. /ves
2/ onsultants to be employed by Bank only. -3 / 1 Agriculturist
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MAN P0WEZ BUDGET F.Y. 1970/71

Economic Missions and Sectbr Reviews

Division: ECONOMICS

Resource Absorption F.Y. 1970/71 (man days)
TkotalI/ Planned Field Agricul- Financial Staf-f H.Q. Field 2/ Tko talCountry Activity ates F.Y. 1971 Engineer turist Economist Analyst Tire Tire TiHe Consultants Manjower

Mexico Economic Mission April 197L 1 40 25 IX// 130El Salvador Economic Mission Feb. 1971 1 65
Honduras Economic Mission May 1971 1 65
Congo (K) Economic Mission April 1971 1 40 25 65 I ijEthiopia Economic Mission Feb. 1971 4o 25 6-Uganda Economic Mission Oct. 1970 1 4o 25 65Morocco Economic Mission April 1971 1 4o 25 65
Spain Economic Mission ' Oct. 1970 1 4o 25 65
U.A.R. Economic Mission Feb. 1971 1 40 25 65
raq Economic Mission Sept. 1970 1 40 25 65

Israel Economic Mission Sept. 1970 1 40 25 65
Greece Economic Mission Oct. 1970 1 40 25 65
Lebanon Economic Mission Jan. 1971 1 40 25 65Afghanistan Economic Mission May 1971 1 40 25 65
Pakistan Economic Mission March 1971 1 40 25 65

Economic Missions - H.Q. supervision and review 29 missions x 15 435

SubTotal 25 35 625

zonomic or sector review mission. A'/l Agriculturist
onsultants to be employed by Bank only. - g4

Agri cultur ist
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PO I
IAN P0WeR BUDGET F.YT. 1970/71

Economic Missions and Sector Reviews

Division: ECONOMICS

Resource Absorption F.Y. 1970/71 (man days)
Plne FedTotal ---

Country Actii / Planned Field Agricul- Economist Financial StafIf H.Q. Field 2/ Total
Ac t Dates F.Y. 971 Engineer EcoAnalyst Time Time Time Consultants

Iran S.R. Follow-Up 120 0 1Portugual S.R. Follow-Up 30 -15 5Brazil S.R. Follow-Up 
20 10 1 6o

Sub Total 3

GRAND TOTAL - -

:;onomic or sector review mission.
onsultants to be employed by Bank only.



INTERNATIONAL DEVELOPMENT I INTERNATIONAL BANK FOR INTERNATIONAL FINANCE
ASSOCIATION I RECONSTRUCTION AND DEVELOPMENT I CORPORATION

OFFICE MEMORANDUM
TO: Mr. Andrew M. Kamarck DATE: March 24, 1970

FROM: Stanley Please

SUBJECT: The Work and Future Role of the QTA Division -- A Comment

1. I have enjoyed reading David Henderson's memorandum to you, dated
Mar ch 20, 1970. It raises many of the issues which some of us have dis-
cussed in a less systematic manner on previous occasions. These are issues
-which are crucial to an understanding of the role of some of the Divisions
in the Economics Department, including my own,. and also to an understanding
of how this role should be undertaken. As you can imagine, I particularly
enjoyed David's exposition of the need for units lying between the extremes
of Area Departments and of the Basic Research Centre.

2. More specifically, in paragraph 13 of his memorandum, David refers
-tothe possibility of joint research proposals between his Division, Ted
Hawkin's Division and my own. I would mention in this connection that some
steps in this direction have already been taken. Montek Singh will shortly
be joining me and will be working on the general problem of the determinants
of aggregate savings behaviour in developing countries. Some work along
these lines was undertaken in the Department by K. Krishnamurty of QTA in
1967/68. I am intending that an early emphasis of Singh's work should be on
the savings implications of employment policy. This was a matter which was
raised in David's initial paper on the "Bank and Unemployment" and I have
subsequently talked to both David and Ted about having Singh pursue it.
This is, of course, somewhat short of the conception of a joint research
project as visualized by David. It will, however, require that Singh work
closely with the other Divisions and I would hope that it might provide the
seed from which the more ambitious idea of joint research activities could
grow.

4ase/lo

cc: Messrs. Stevenson, Henderson and Hawkins



March 20, 1970

Miss Margaret M. Fisher
Exports Credits Guarantee Department
Aldermanbury House
London B.C. 2, England

Dear Miss Fishers

Thank you for sending in your application. I have given it to
the Personnel Division and have placed copies of it with several
persons in the Economics Department who are responsible for decisions
on recruiting.

While the administrative machinery is grinding, I might describe
to you in some detail the situation in which you would find yourself
if you were employed by the Bank for the External Debt Section. This
Section consists of about thirty people and has the responsibility for
the collection and processing of data on external debt of member countries
of the Bank. The primary source of the data is the debtor countries
themselves and we have a long established reporting system for this.
The Bank's interest in the ERS is primarily as a check and a supplement
to the debtor data. However, I am sure that once we get rolling with
it, the data will be increasingly used as a source of knowledge on
lending activities and policy in which the Bank, as a large lender, is
also very interested.

At present the staff handling ERS is quite small. I give it about
a third of my time. Kevin Caden is fully in charge and is assisted by
two statistical assistants. Present activities consist primarily of
editing and coding the forms already received, ironing out reporting
problems and the revisions of the System which were the subject of last
December's Annual Review and are now involving us in a great deal of
work on new forms and instruotions. We expect that our computer programs
for the processing and production of tables will be completed in a couple
of months. At that time we will engage in much more active and extensive
activities in putting out tables of various kinds for the participating
countries. Up to the present our cross-ohecking of creditor and debtor
data has been limited. Once the new forms and instructions are out of
the way, I expect, personally and with the assistance of both the IRS
and the people who work on the individual debtor countries, to do inten-
sive work on cross-checking. I expect that it will be a job at the same
time fascinating and frustrating, but ultimately very fruitful in yielding
more exact knowledge of country debt situations. I expect that we will
have to make a few further visits to reporting countries, both debtor and
creditor, to reconcile the differences.
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At present there is no division of duties among the small ERS
group. We expect, however, later this year to divide the functions
into two groups, one for official lending and the other for export
credit. Your experience would prove valuable to us in the latter.
Your duties might consist of coding, tracing the errors and incon-
sistencies turned up by the computer edit of the information,
compilation of tables, correspondence with the countries on report-
ing problems, assisting with cross-cheoking, and, as the staff
assigned to ERS expands, the supervision of personnel.

I shall be interested in your reaction to the work I have
described and expect that Personmel Division ill be in touch with
you soon.

Sincerely yours,

Helen W. Paulson
Chief

External Debt Section
Statistical Services Division

Economics Department

c:I Mesars. Stevenson
Dyck
Tieaxi
McPheeters
Caden

Mrs. Paulson

HWPaulsontra



Mr. J. H. Adler March 18, 1970

Alexander Stevenson

Raaction to Mid-To"r Budget Review

Reference: Your memorandum to Mr. Kamarok, dated February 25, 1970, on
the subject "Action on Advance Recruitment Authorisations".

Mr. Kamarek and I appreciate being informed of the comments made
by Mr. McNamara in connection with the disapproval -f requests for research
assistants in the Economics Department. In this connection, I would like
to make the following points:

1. Regarding Mr. McNamara's impression that the Economics Department
staff was 13 below the authorised level:

(a) I assume this figure came from the monthly report on Actual
vs. Budgeted Personnel through January 31, 1970. Our records indi-
cate that, as of this date, there were 13 vacancies but 9 of these
were comitted (5 offers had been accepted but the new staff members
had not arrived and 4 offers were under consideration). The gross
number of vacancies was thus 4 and not 13. Taking into account one
overage, the not number of vacancies was 5. Two of these were in
the Industrialisation Division, where we were awaiting the arrival
of the new Division Chief and the re-structuring of the work program
based on the establishment of the new Industrial Projects Depart-
ment before we began actively recruiting. One vacancy was in the
Population Studies Division and two were in the Domstic Finance of
Developing Countries Division. We were actively recruiting for
those positions.

(b) In any case, these figures were for the professional staff only
and, therefore, had limited value in relation to requests for special
services staff. The status for special services staff on January 31
was, 54 positions authorised, 49 filled, leaving five vacancies,
two of which were oommitted (offers had been accepted but staff mam-
bors had not yet joined). Thus the actual number of vacancies was
only three. Active recruitment for those vacancies was in progress.

2. As of March 13., the situation regarding vacancies is as followst

(a) In the professional staff there are 134 positions (including
advanced authorisation for one position) and Ul8 of these are
filled. Of the 16 vacancies remaining, 11 are committed (7 offers
accepted but staff members not yet joined, and 4 offers under con-
sideration). The gross number of vacancies is thus 5. Counting
three overages -- one in Economics and two in the Study Groups --
there are 8 not vacancies. Two of these are in Industrialisation,
where we are waiting, as indicated above; one is in Population,
where we are still actively recruiting, with a candidate coming for
an interview on March 23; and two, including one advanced authorisa-
tion, are in External Debt, where we are actively recruiting. The
remaining three are in the Study Groups.
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Mr. J. H. Adler March 17, 1970

(b) In the special services category, there are 54& positions
authorisedi %0 are filled. Two vacancies are committed
(offers accepted but staff members not yet joined). We are
actively recruiting for the other two (ame of which just
oecrred an March 13). An intradepartmental transfer scheduled
for March 30, 1970 will give us a temporarr Overage in one
division and create an additional not vacancy (for a total of
five, wit two committed and three under active recruitment).

3. With regard to Mr. McNamara'# wwmment about it not being clear
why the existing staff cannot handle the present "Coffee" workload,
nor how long it will last, could I perhapa see the explanation of this
problem that went forward from Propammdag and tdgeting to Mr.
MNeamara?

ct Mr. gamarok

JLAwthertdj
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Grant Blade

Visit to Washington Data Processing Center,
U.S. Dept. of Agriculture, on arxdA 9. 197

1. At the invitation of Mr. Ray Long, the Director of the Washington Data
Processing Center (WDC), I formed a small group of interested persons and we
paid a visit to the installation. Those in the group were Tariq Husain, John
Kisser, Harald Sohneider, and myself.

2. Mr. Long gage us a briefing on the operation of the center, introduced his
top staff, and showed us a short film on time sharing. He pointed out that the
WDPC has no budget, that its financial viability depends entirely upon reimbur-
sements it receives for the use of the WDPC facilities by other government agencies.
The operation appeared to be efficient, organised, profitable and staffed by
competent personnel.

3. The most valuable part of the visit came from being exposed to the time
sharing and remote batch processing capabilities of the WDPC. It seems to me,
in the light of the current computer review project being undertaken by the Bank,
that these two facilities - time sharing and remote batch processing - would be
of interest to the review cosmittee as possible aids in the solution of problems
being generated by excessive demand upon our own computer.

4. The time sharing services offered by the WW appear to be superior, in
terms of cost and comprehensiveness, to comparable commercially available service.
Tariq Husain, who has recently investigated a considerable number of time sharing
companies joins in my view that if the Bank decides to install time sharing
terminals on a permanent basis, it ought to investigate fully the services
offered by the WDPC.

5. Our group was shown the remote batch processing facilities available fra
the center. In fact, we visited a user of the center who had a remote batch
processing terminal. This terminal consists of a card reader and a line printer
and has greatly improved the turnaround time for the user. This user told us
of another who was getting turnaround on up to 65 jobs in an 8-hour period. A
couple of these remote batch terminals located in the Bank at approximately $1,000
each per month could do wonders for program turnaround and consequently for morale
of frustrated programming staff. Additiona.ly, this might be less expensive than
the alternatives of either increasing the capacity for our own B-5500 or limiting
the Bankls demand for computer services.

6. Mr. long expressed some reservations as to whether the Bank could negotiate
directly with the WVPC. Under present policy it is able to deal only with U.S.
government users. However, Mr. Long suggested that these problems could most
likely be overcome if the Bank became inclined to avail itself of the WDPC services.
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7. In sumnary, I feel the visit to the WDPC was fruitftl beoause it

exposed us not only to a favorably priced time sharing service, but perhaps
more importantly, to the availability of a remote batch processing alternative
in the search for solutions to our own data processing problems.

co: Mr. Stevenson
Mr. Tiemann/loPhoeters
Mrs. Angel
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Mr. Jack Lowther -2- Maxch 16, 1970

Country Manpower Man-Mission Ma-Year
Classification Requirement - Requirement Requirement

Annual Countries 1 man every report 3P man-- 11 man-years
missions

An additional 1 man
in those countries
(assumed to 15e one quar-
ter) in which either the
nature of the assignment
makes this desirable or
a junior member of staff
requires to work along
with a more expbrienced 8 man-
person. missions 3 man-years

Biennial and 1 man for 6 of these
Triennial Cdun- countries (this number
tries is an assumption) 6 man- 1 man-year

missions

l man-years



Mr. M. Rud March 16, 1970

Jack L. Lowther

List of Economists and Statisticians

In the Economics Department we carry out several functions which
require comamioation with all the economists in the Bank. To facilitate
this comrm ication, we would like to establish an addressograph list of
all economists and statisticians on the staff. Could you assist us in
this effort by providing a print-out of the names of all staff members
whose position ==mbers fall between 01500-01999 and 0600-04999.

If this is not feasible, let me know and we will find another way
to develop the list.

JLLowther ad~



Mr. Andrew M. Kamarek March 5, 1970

Jack L. Lowther

Department Staff Meeti, March 6 1970

For your consideration with regard to the agenda for the
Friday staff meeting, may I offers

1. Introductions,

Mr. Holm arrived in the Sector and Projects Studies Division
on March 3.

2. Speakers s

(a) Mr. King on "The Population and Employment Problems
discussed at the recent Columbia University Conference on
the Pearson Commission Report".

(b) Yourself on "Country Program Papers".

3. Administrations

There are no significant administrative matters which need
to be brought to the attention of the group.

JLLowthersdj
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Jack L. Lowthr

Note on Points of Interest, _vision Chief5' eeting Marh ,170

1 he, Tr 1971 budget pidlins Mad not been received a xpweted
from Programing and hadgeting. Ym are urged to begin buiget plauning
with the folaing Opdeliness pending reeit of utwter Instructions tfro
Progr"Midg and Sudgpting.

(1) Large inoreases in the Enomic staff will not be considered.
In increase on the *rdwr of 5% tor the Dopartmnt as a whole may be
used as a benach mark, though the position of InvidIsl 4ivisions
will of course vary.

(2) Request$ for positions aMd funds (i.e., consultents, tempor-
aries, etc.) will be considered in relation to specific vork
eaheduled. men requesting positions or frnds, pitiIlyidenti4
Vhe wor ploand for then. The history of past activities will be
useful only as background for future planning. Thu ewvhasis in your
presentation should be on future workload.

(3) Requests for new positionD have, in the past, been turned down
because eXIsting positions were not filled. To avoid misunderstandings
on this, alaq indicate the sttus of rocruitent regarding current
vacancies iWe requesting new positions. When a position is being
held vacant for a specific reason, indicate the reason.

(4) Budget roqueats this year will be submitted on forms provided by
Propaming and Budgeting. Mtplwaatcsy texts subamted with the form.
should be similar to those submitted last year but aborter and moro
succinct.

II Mr. Hoahseters Indicated that Progra=4ng and hudgeting Depart-
msnt is prwariUg a qstem for budgeting comuter utilisation. Computer
users will be asked to estimate their requiremsnts for the remaindr of
this fis4al year and all of fiscal year 1971. ose estmamtes should be
made very carefully as they will be used to allocste capater resources.
Copie. of forms for ambmitting the estimates ill be distributed to all
divisions. Aose divisions requiring coputer services should check their
needs with Mre. Angel prior to submitting the forms. In addition to
budgeting future ooaputer time, the esamates will be used by the consul-
tonts conducting the reviow of the Bank's oomputer snapgment.

cc. and cleared with Messrs. Stevenwon
Mci'hee ters

cC* Mr. ga&arck

JLLowtrsdj5 /
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lersad A. 4* Vria0

ROy$tAw of KWYIM*st PApoyts

I as afraid that we are net on the ritht trask fliIwig
our disasseias @, Wadwd4y. It seems to e that there are
in effect two wavleov: eo by the Area Departmnt itself and aem
by the fmattemal sommit staff. The latter will leek at the

q*ality of esenmle aalyats and the adequacy of severage,
partseularly en key itms, We canaot get -my frm OMeristtg
this latter fetiosn, it smias unfair to divert it to the Area
Departmats, &ad osles we facte up to this reapoasibility mad
orssise euralves for it, the job will SUply not get done. It
is all right to reaurrect the o14 S3C as a workiUg party of the

Lasmosic Comittee, hat this will only work if so- hard ougeing
finctional werk otands behiad it. I will be glad to disase this
fvrther with you.

s; omtsers. Kassrok
StovedsOr



Mr. A. Stvenson February 17, 1970

g.X. Hawkins

andidate for work on pulation and 0PLo nt.

Please find attached papers provided by Bela Balassa conemuing
an American who is interested in working in the Bank on population
growth and questions of urban mploymnt. I feel that in principle
this is the kind of man we should be looking for if we get permission
to hire people to work on employment. Even if we do not get that
consent he would also be suitable for any vacancy which arose as a
result of our present slots not being filled. As you will see from
the incoming letter he is requesting a reply by cable and I would
like your advice as to whether we can send such a cable indicating
our interest in an applization from him.

Professor Balassa comments that there may be a personality
problem, indicating a need to interview rather carefully. There is
also the problem that he is a U.S. citisen. I would point out,
however, that there are no U.S. citisans in this Division so far. on
paper this man offers an unusual combination of theoretical ability
with an interest in appy1ing it to development problem, plus actual
experience of developing countries. Given the scarcity of such talent,
particularly for population work, I hope that we can pursue this
enquiry further.

ItHawkinssprr
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R. N. Westobbe
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Mr. John H. Adler February 10, 1970

Alexander Stevenson

Budget: 1971

I recall that in the mid-year budget review
mention was made of forthcoming guidelines for the
preparation of the fiscal 1971 budget. I believe
that these were to be forthcoming early in February,
but I have so far not received anything on the scope
and format of the information required. It seems to
me that if we are to get a first fix on the 1971
budget, say sometime in April, tkeought to be pre-
paring the required information in a consistent way
by now.

AStev n:js



Mr. Aeanlde- StevaOn Fabruary 5, 1970

R. X. Westobbe

UN Seminare on 3s and Unontrefled Sttlementc Medellin, Colombia

I. I agrood to attend a few oessiona of this UN seminar 1il* in
Colombia in sojvution with the ownomio mission. New that we ave not
going with the miasion I do not want to spare the tim to make a speoial
trtp to Colombia to hear and dims. twhonioal pepewr, no atter how
interesting thb way be. AordIngly, I propee to inform the Develop-
ment Servics Departamnt that we omwt repuoernt the Bank at the eminar.
I also understand that Mr. Ilkouby of Special Projests will be unable to
fit the saminar In his sehedule.

00e



Mr. Alexander Stevenson February 4, 1970

Jack L. Lowther

Notes for Department Staff eeting, February 6, 1970

I offer the following for your consideration:

1. Introductions: Mr. Steubenitsky, a Young Professional, will
be with the QUantItUIve Tehniques and Analysis Division until January
of 1970.

2. From Senior Staff MseAng Notes:

(a) The Bank will enter negotiations to purchase the existing
Fund buildings. The Fund is expected to move into its new
building in late 1972.

(b) Mr. McNamara had a visit from representatives of the Vatican
on January 25, 1970a Archbiahop Benelli, Papal Undersecretary
of Statej Monsignor Gremillion, Executive Secretary of the Ponti-
fical Coaissir-n Justice and Peacei and Monsignor Bordelon of the
UN Catholic Conference held a hO-minute conversation with Mr.
McNamara. They warmly endorsed the Bank's activities. At our
working level, Mr. Hawkins recently held discussions with Father
McCormack, of the Pontifical Commission Justice and Peace, on
population problems. Generally, Mr. Harold Graves handles
Bank/Church relations.

3. Housekeeping:

(a) Party on Friday, February 20, 1970. Invitations have gone
out - hope to see everyone there.

(b) Activity Reporting Forms. They will be an important part
of our work planning and management system. Please give them
due consideration. DLrect any questions regarding these to
Mr. Lowther.

(c) Computer Time Sharing. We are currently conducting experiments
with a time sharing unit located in Room D-553. Please feel free
to use it. Contact Tariq Husain for information.

4. Speaker - Mr. Hoffman: (If he is unable again, may I suggest that
Mr. Henderion discuss the deliberations of the Committee on
Development Planning.)

JLLowthertdj
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Due to th late vabomsonow ot the bxamco Repora t, Vame It
Karsa, it will be nocessay to wft GvwUt Tuas4.r vmnlag, Fd'uary 3,
1970, to Priat the rpwat. I heriy atbzlse thbi mvwtxmm.
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4. loat L1adgag RoSesh Mfr 9a.

1. The general thrust or the proposa is sutae re, iz n oplnimnto teat capital mako as Sa P Of UQMf, prbla is an"oellwt idea idch has a air d of g rn g tiew policy 92,uioe.
I v43 diaSpointod by the latter part of he proposal, parqpvh 5, in Whioh
W. XI.W -ows to be liniting himmaf to hbq building ooopatives asthe fLos of his field wDk. Orwted that coops Nay be vieved... .a a

deicoe fAr redwing the oost of eOa.o *exonha by loverIng the oost of
es0roh On both sidos of a tiumoial market, it still seem to us that itiwul4 be more useu to e1oWre other possIble Uintitutimos *aWr legittmoyof the flnmcial InstitUton vdt be borrowed fAm an ed.8ting aoopted
Institutim.

2. It aspws that the prusent proposol is prouluary. I Wued
suggest that Wdh1 you wpeak with Mr. Lindua you at lest vuggest Vat hereoreat the paper toard a brosder gsU*XU=, e.g. he 1ost. of msaroa forquulUfied borrmrers (or spplierm of fiuds) In partdcular flaUa*oM l Ua*et.
In an werdwsvlop 1m0ta. M tIduatally, an US topic of cost. of mearob,the Sugor, artizo Oited en page 5 strIkes as as a poor and pale Imitatimn
of soMe real work (with mpirical contet) that im going M at about thes&O thme. It rater surprises 4s that Mr. UIadsW ocalAd regrd that
paicuslar Sti4W pot-.eIlw as Psmul*W




